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Channel narrowing on the Green River in Utah and Colorado has been well 
documented by several authors and has been attributed to reductions in flow after 1930, 
the construction of Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD), and the invasion of the woody riparian 
plant Tamarisk (tamarix ramosissima) . Narrowing has occurred through the deposition 
of inset floodplains, which have vertically accreted within a previously larger active 
channel. Prior to closure of FGD, lower magnitude floods aggraded surfaces in the areas 
of the channel that had the highest divergence in the velocity flow field (i.e. bars and 
banks). These surfaces later became the platforms for deposition of large volumes of 
sediment by lower frequency, big floods. FGD began regulation immediately after a big 
flood, which had vertically accreted active bars within the channel and near the banks. 
The large reduction in annual peak flows after closure of FGD abandoned these surfaces, 
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causing them to shift, nearly instantaneously, from active channel to floodplain. The 
process of floodplain building after the closure of FGD was similar to that of the pre-
dam, but large floods became more infrequent, allowing lower elevation floodplains to 
aggrade within the pre-dam channel. These surfaces were vegetated and stable when 
bypass flooding during the 1980's deposited up to 90 cm of sediment, raising the 
elevation of the floodplains beyond the post-dam active hydrologic environment. 
The reduction in active channel width from floodplain building has reduced in-
channel aquatic habitat, while providing substrate for the establishment of Tamarisk, 
which has proliferated in the regulated Green River. Controlled flooding is a potential 
remediation strategy to reactivate stabilized channel features, and control the spread of 
Tamarisk, but managed flooding is expensive, political, and its potential success is 
unknown. Large floods have occurred in the post-dam era as hydrologic emergencies 
and, although they are not planned, the adjustments to the channel during these floods are 
a proxy for the potential of controlled floods to rehabilitate the Green River. Channel 
adjustments have been monitored at permanent cross sections in Browns Park and Lodore 
Canyon since 1994. We use 12 years of monitoring data, which includes four bypass 
floods, to calculate metrics of fine sediment storage at 36 locations along the river. We 
combine metrics at each site using a weighting procedure to estimate the general pattern 
and trend of channel adjustments in these reaches since 1994. These metrics are 
compared to similar metrics published for the Colorado River in Grand Canyon, a river 
with similar geologic controls and similar management challenges, but a different 
sediment supply condition. 
(362 pages) 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
As part of the continuum of river deposits from channel bars to deltas, the 
floodplain plays an important role in channel processes as a sediment source and sink, in 
biogeochemical cycling as a nutrient source and sink, and is the foundation of riparian 
ecosystems (Meade et al., 1990; Tockner and Stanford, 2002; Naiman et al., 1993). Early 
descriptions by Gilbert (1877) characterized the floodplain as a deposit on the inside of 
meander bends that accompanied and balanced the erosion of the outer bend: 
The first result of the wear of the walls of a stream's channel is the 
formation of a floodplain. As an effect of momentum the current is always 
swiftest along the outside of a curve of the channel and it is there that the wearing 
is performed; while at the inner side of the curve the current is so slow that part of 
the load is deposited. In this way the width of the channel remains the same while 
its position is shifted, and every part of the valley which is has cross in its shifting 
come to be covered by a deposit which does not rise above the highest level of the 
water. The surface of this deposit is hence appropriately called the flood-plain of 
the stream. (p. 126-127) 
This early description of channel and floodplain interaction implies an 
equilibrium channel form, and an upper limit to the elevation of the floodplain because 
the valley bottom is regularly "wiped" clean as the channel migrates back and forth 
across the valley bottom, eroding an older floodplain on the outside of bends and leaving 
a new surface on the inside of bends. Wolman and Leopold (1957) described a similar 
process of floodplain formation based on long-term monitoring of channel geometry on 
the Watts Branch, Maryland. They related the top elevation of the floodplain to the stage 
of frequent flood events, and showed that lateral accretion was the dominant depositional 
process in the streams they studied. Wolman and Leopold (1957) proposed a theoretical 
model of floodplain building which showed that floodplains would be higher than the 
water surface elevation of the more frequent events if vertical accretion were the 
dominant depositional process. 
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We now know floodplains can be built by a wide spectrum of processes that are 
dependent on the specific hydro logic and geologic context of the river system (Nanson 
and Croke, 1992). Vertically accreted floodplains can build to elevations above the most 
. frequent flood events, and limit overbank deposition to rare, large floods (Ritter, 1973; 
Brakenridge, 1984). In rivers that have low migration rates and high suspended sediment 
concentrations vertical accretion can eventually "disconnect" the floodplain from the 
annual range of flows. Disconnection can also occur from climate or human-induced 
reductions in flood magnitudes (Hereford, 1984; Graf, 1987; Schmidt and Rubin, 1995; 
Allred and Schmidt, 1999; Grams and Schmidt , 2002) . In some cases disconnection is 
kept in check when a floodplain is 'stripped ' (catastrophically eroded to a lower 
elevation) by rare, very large floods (Schumm and Lichty, 1963; Burkam, 1972; Nanson, 
1986; Pizzuto, 1994). When floodplain stripping occurs on local scales, or when 
hydrologic variability shifts floodplain building to locations within a larger channel, 
multiple elevations of floodplains can exist corresponding to both frequent and infrequent 
flood hydrology (Nanson, 1986; Schmidt and Rubin, 1995; Grams and Schmidt, 2002). 
Riparian vegetation also plays an important role in channel and floodplain 
sedimentation processes (Thome, 1990; Simon and Collinson, 2002). Flood frequency 
and magnitude influence the establishment and survival of riparian plant species through 
the creation and destruction of suitable establishment surfaces, transport and 
emplacement of dispersed seeds, as well as determining the localized stress regimes and 
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subsequent ability of a species to survive to maturity (Hupp and Osterkamp 1996; Scott 
et al. 1997; Auble et al. 1994; Bendix and Hupp 2000). Vegetation similarly influences 
channel form by stabilizing surfaces and influencing local sedimentation patterns, which 
can in tum influence vegetation composition. These feedback mechanisms introduce 
complexities in the cause and effect relationships between fluvial process and riparian 
vegetation (Bendix and Hupp, 2000). 
While much has been published on the various geologic contexts and styles of 
floodplain formation, few studies explicitly address the annual hydrologic context and its 
associated magnitude of deposition. Observations of floodplain deposition with high 
temporal and spatial resolution are limited to those locations where scientists or managers 
have had the foresight to monitor or the locations of stream discharge gages (i.e. Gomez 
et al., 1998; Allred and Schmidt, 1999; Moody et al., 1999; Grams et al., 2007). The 
details of floodplain formation are important to scientists and managers alike. The roles 
and relative importance of frequent versus infrequent processes is of longstanding debate 
amongst geomorphologists (Wolman and Miller, 1960; Baker, 1977). Physically-based 
numerical models intended to predict river response and floodplain depositional patterns 
are generally calibrated using a temporally limited set of floodplain deposition data, or 
long-term averages (Nicholas and Walling, 1997, 1998; Moody and Troutman, 2000; 
Nicholas and Mitchell, 2002). Singular observations of flood deposition or long-term 
averages distort the depositional potential for individual flood events. Thus, observations 
of the long-term patterns of floodplain deposition are needed to understand the role of 
annual hydrology, or decadal-scale hydrologic patterns involved in floodplain building. 
Water resource managers seeking a better understanding of river management techniques, 
also have a vested interest in understanding the effects of annual hydrology on 
floodplain formation and the subsequent influences on riparian ecosystem structure and 
function. 
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This study seeks to better understand channel adjustment and floodplain 
depositional patterns within the context of natural and human induced changes to annual 
flood hydrology. These subjects are addressed using the upper Green River below 
Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD) of Colorado and Utah as a study area. The term 'upper 
Green River' refers to the section of the Green River between its headwaters in the Wind 
River Mountains of Wyoming and its confluence with the Yampa River in Dinosaur 
National Monument (DNM). The segment of the upper Green River addressed in this 
study is that portion downstream of FGD, and within DNM. Within this section, the 
Green River flows through a wide, alluvial valley known as Browns Park and a narrow 
bedrock gorge known as Lodore Canyon. 
In the upper Green River of DNM, the channel has narrowed between 10 and 20% 
since the early part of the 20th century. Channel narrowing has occurred through the 
deposition of inset floodplains that reflect a new balance of sediment supply and 
hydrologic regime following climatic shifts in the early 20th century and completion of 
Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD) in October 1962 (Allred and Schmidt 1999; Grams and 
Schmidt, 2002). Reduced peak flood magnitudes and durations coupled with tributary 
sediment contributions below FGD, have acted to simplify reaches through the accretion 
and filling of side channels and backwaters, the bank attachment of channel bars, and the 
expansion of point bars. Non-native Tamarisk (a federally designated noxious weed) has 
established, spread, and stabilized these new surfaces, precluding mobilization and 
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subsequent restoration of simplified reaches (Cooper et al., 2003; Larson, 2004; Birken, 
2004). Tamarisk has also out-competed native Cottonwood (Populus fremontii) and Box 
Elder (Acer negundo ), limiting their establishment on the lower elevation, more narrow 
modem floodplain of the Green River (Merritt and Cooper 2000). The reason for the 
spread of Tamarisk on these surfaces is of some debate, but regulation has undoubtedly 
played in its favor by disturbing the timing of the natural flood regime and increasing 
base flows (Merritt and Cooper, 2000; Cooper et al., 2003; Larson, 2004). 
Previous studies of channel narrowing and adjustments in the Green River below 
FGD have used combinations of aerial photos, ground-level repeat photography, and 
sediment budgets to constrain the mechanisms, timing, and magnitude of channel 
adjustment (Graf, 1978; Andrews, 1986; Lyons et.al., 1992; Allred and Schmidt, 1999; 
Merritt and Cooper, 2000; Grams and Schmidt, 2002, 2005; Birken and Cooper, 2006) . 
Due to limitations in the temporal and predictive resolution of these methods , the details 
of narrowing are restricted to the multi-decadal gaps of photos or the uncertainty in the 
spatial and temporal predictive capabilities of sediment budgets (Grams and Schmidt, 
2005) . Only Allred and Schmidt (1999) using the extensive hydrologic and channel 
geometry record at Green River, Utah, in combination with GIS analysis of aerial photos, 
obtained a spatially and temporally high-resolution description of channel narrowing. 
Most recently, Birken and Cooper (2006) excavated pits through vertically accreted 
sediment in the Green River floodplains of Desolation, Gray, Labyrinth, and Stillwater 
Canyons and used the establishment elevation of Tamarisk to obtain the minimum age of 
floodplain surfaces. However, due to low stratigraphic and dendrogeomorphic 
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resolution, Birken and Cooper (2006) were unable to obtain the timing and magnitude of 
deposition of floodplain sediments above Tamarisk establishment elevations. 
Chapter 2 describes floodplain building in the Green River of Browns Park and 
Lodore Canyon since 1950, and provides a model of floodplain building that can be 
applied in reaches of the Green River upstream and downstream by identifying the 
magnitude and timing of floodplain building events. The details of floodplain building 
are obtained using recently developed high-resolution dendrogeomorphic methods 
developed by Friedman et al. (2005). These methods allow aging of individual 
sedimentary units within the floodplain. The dendrogeomorphic data are compared with 
other lines of evidence to obtain a temporally fine-scaled model of floodplain 
depositional patterns. These data show that floodplain building in the meandering and 
debris-fan dominated reaches was occurring prior to closure of Flaming Gorge dam, but 
these processes underwent a fundamental shift to locations within the channel after 
closure of the dam. These data present a dilemma for water resources and environmental 
managers, whereby infrequent controlled flooding may further impair an already 
damaged river system and riparian corridor by causing increased floodplain 
disconnection. 
Chapter 3 builds on the floodplain history and describes the pattern and trend of 
channel adjustment in the upper Green River since 1994. Chapter 3 is the culmination of 
over a decade of channel geometry surveying and monitoring in Dinosaur National 
Monument, by the Utah State University Geomorphology Lab. These surveys include 
topographic and bathymetry measurements before, during, and after high-magnitude 
flood events in 1997, 1999, 2005, and 2006. The metrics computed from these 
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measurements show that the Green River in the study area has changed little since 1994, 
with the exception of temporary adjustments centered on the flood of 1999. Tiris 
equilibrium condition is contrasted against the condition of declining fine sediment 
storage in the Colorado River in Grand Canyon, a section of river with a similar 
geomorphic setting and similar management goals. Tiris condition of relative equilibrium 
presents managers of the Green River ecosystem below FGD with more and better 
options than those available to managers of the Colorado River below Glen Canyon Dam. 
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CHAPTER2 
RECONSTRUCTING FLOODPLAIN DEPOSITON RA TES IN THE PRE- AND 
POST-REGULATED UPPER GREEN RIVER, COLORADO USING HIGH-
RESOLUTION DEONDROGEOMORPHIC ANALYSIS OF TRENCHES 
Abstract 
Alluvial rivers adjust the geometry of their channels to transport their annual 
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loads of water and sediment. Although channel narrowing in the upper Green River of 
Colorado and Utah, from Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD) to the confluence with the Yampa 
River has been well documented, the details of the narrowing, specifically the frequency 
and magnitude of floodplain building events, have not been described because of the poor 
temporal resolution of the methods applied. These details are important to resource 
managers seeking rehabilitation and restoration tools, as well as scientists seeking a better 
understanding of how floodplains are built in vertically accreting, suspended sediment 
river systems. 
To derive a more spatially and temporally explicit understanding of floodplain 
construction in the upper Green River, we use high-resolution stratigraphic and 
dendrogeomorphic analysis of four trenches excavated through floodplains in Browns 
Park and Lodore Canyon. Our results show that lower frequency, high-magnitude flood 
events have vertically accreted large proportions of the floodplains in both the pre and 
post-regulated upper Green River. Closure ofFGD occurred immediately after a 
floodplain building event, abandoning the higher elevation surfaces and building lower 
floodplains inset to the pre-dam surfaces. These lower floodplains acted as platforms for 
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vertical accretion when FGD spills exceeded the capacity of the powerplant. Thus, our 
data show that infrequent, short-duration controlled floods may not be an effective 
rehabilitation tool because they may cause additional disconnection of floodplains from 
the typical post-dam hydrologic regime. 
1. Introduction 
Alluvial rivers adjust the geometry of their channels to transport their annual 
loads of water and sediment. The depositional features associated with adjustments that 
are stable and vegetated for extended periods of time, and inundated by the contemporary 
hydrologic regime, are classified by geomorphologists as floodplains. Processes of 
floodplain development are highly variable amongst fluvial systems and depend largely 
on flood hydrology, channel confinement, caliber of sediment load, and the valley form 
inherited from previous climatic or hydrologic regimes [Brown, 1996]. 
Although many types of floodplains have been described [Nanson and Croke, 
1992], the relative roles of large magnitude, infrequent floods and of lower magnitude, 
common floods in forming floodplains is poorly understood [Moody et al., 1999]. Rivers 
with low rates of lateral migration and whose floods transport high concentrations of 
suspended sediment, generally build floodplains through the vertical accretion of 
sediments during overbank flow. In such systems, one might expect that the rate of 
deposition decreases as the elevation of the floodplain increases, because the frequency 
of inundation decreases with time as the floodplain builds vertically [Wolman and 
Leopold, 1957; Ritter et al., 1973; Brackenridge, 1984]. Some vertically accreting 
floodplains develop several surfaces of different elevations reflecting both common and 
rare floods [Nanson, 1986; Grams and Schmidt, 2002]. 
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The magnitude of floods responsible for shaping a channel and building 
floodplains is of interest to more than the scientific community. Controlled floods have 
gained popularity as an effective restoration and rehabilitation tool in rivers that have 
undergone changes deemed undesirable [Webb et al., 1999; Richter and Richter, 2000; 
Poff and Allan, 1997; Hughes and Rood, 2003]. Land managers seeking a better 
understanding of the potential success of restorative floods have a vested interest in such 
research. 
This paper describes floodplain accretion in the Green River between Flaming 
Gorge Dam (FGD) and the Yampa River (hereafter referred to as ''upper Green River") 
over a period of 50 years based on stratigraphic analysis of trenches at four locations 
(Figure 2.1 ). We describe the relative roles of common versus rare, large floods in the 
construction of a vertically accreted floodplain at four locations along a 13-km segment 
of the river within the boundaries of Dinosaur National Monument (DNM). To constrain 
the depositional history of the floodplain at each trench location, we use 
dendrogeomorphic analysis of Tamarisk, local rating curves, aerial photos, and the 
stream-flow record. 
2. Background 
Contemporaneous with the widespread construction of dams during the late 19th 
and throughout the 20th century, the intermountain west and the desert southwestern U.S. 
experienced decadal-scale climatic shifts. These shifts affected the hydrology of the 
main-stem and tributaries to the Colorado River system [Stockton and Jacoby, 1976; 
Hereford and Webb, 1992; Webb et al., 2004; Woodhouse et al., 2006]. In addition, 
invasive woody riparian species such as Tamarisk (hybrids of Tamarix ramosissima and 
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Tamarix chinensis), introduced in the late 19th century, established and spread during 
this time [Christensen, 1962; Everitt, 1980; Gaskin and Schaal, 2002; Gaskin and 
Shafroth, 2003; Glenn and Nagler, 2005]. Together, these factors caused a general 
narrowing and simplification of channel features, resulting in the loss of rearing habitat 
important to four federally endangered fish species as well as a decline in the dominance 
of native plant species within the riparian corridor [Tyus and Haines, 1991; Stevens et al., 
1997; Everitt, 1998; Allred and Schmidt, 1999; Schmidt and Brim-Box, 2004; Friedman 
et al., 2005b; Williams and Cooper , 2005]. 
Previous studies of channel narrowing and adjustments in the Green River below 
FGD have used combinations of aerial photos, ground-level repeat photography, and 
sediment budgets to constrain the mechanisms, timing, and magnitude of channel 
adjustment [Graf, 1978; Andrews, 1986; Lyons et.al., 1992; Allred and Schmidt, 1999; 
Merritt and Cooper, 2000; Grams and Schmidt , 2002, 2005]. The details of narrowing 
are limited by the long time gaps in photos or the uncertainty in the spatial and temporal 
predictive capabilities of sediment budgets [Grams and Schmidt, 2005] . 
Only Allred and Schmidt [1999] obtained a spatially and temporally high-
resolution description of channel narrowing by using the extensive hydrologic and 
channel geometry record at a gaging station in combination with GIS analysis of aerial 
photos,. Recently, Birken and Cooper [2006] excavated pits through vertically accreted 
sediment in the Green River downstream from our study area and used the establishment 
elevation ofTamarisk to obtain the minimum age of floodplain surfaces. However, due 
to low stratigraphic resolution and age control on individual depositional sequences, 
Birken and Cooper [2006] were unable to constrain the timing and magnitude of 
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hydrologic events that deposited the sediment that built the floodplains. The details of 
channel adjustment, floodplain deposition, and the specific hydrologic events that have 
shaped the channel, are of particular importance to water resource managers seeking to 
mitigate or reverse undesirable changes to aquatic and riparian ecosystems downstream 
from dams. 
2.1 Changes in Green River Hydrology 
Flood magnitudes between 1906 and 1930 in the Colorado River basin were the 
highest since the early 1600's [Stockton and Jacoby, 1976; Woodhouse et al., 2006]. 
Hereford and Webb [1992] and Webb et al. [2004] reported a general decline in the 
occurrence of anomalously wet years after 1940 thereby causing a gradual decline of 
mean annual flows of the Colorado River at Lee's Ferry. Allred and Schmidt [1999] 
reported a 30% decrease in the 2-year return flood magnitude after 1930 at Green River, 
Utah. At Greendale, Utah (station 09234500), the instantaneous magnitude of the 2-year 
return flood decreased by 14% after 1930 and by 57% after the closure of FGD (Figure 
2.2) [Grams and Schmidt, 2002]. Since the closure ofFGD in 1963, peak flood 
magnitudes in the upper Green River have generally been limited to an annual maximum 
of 130 m3/s, the capacity of the power generating turbines (hereafter referred to as 
"powerplant capacity"). Floods in excess of powerplant capacity (hereafter referred to as 
"bypass floods") have occurred in 1983, 1984, 1986, 1997, 1999, 2005, and 2006. 
2.2 Style of Green River Channel Adjustment 
In confined rivers or rivers with low migration rates, lateral accommodation space 
is limited unless deposition within the corridor is balanced by erosion [Brackenridge, 
1984; Moody et al., 1999]. Thus, the maximum elevation to which the floodplains build 
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is limited by the stages of floods or erosional thresholds [Nanson, 1986]. Most of the 
annual sediment load of the upper Green River is carried in suspension [Andrews, 1986]. 
Channel narrowing in the upper Green River below FGD is caused by the deposition of 
inset floodplains [Grams and Schmidt, 2002]. Grams and Schmidt [2005] showed that 
post-dam bar and new floodplain construction approximately balanced bank erosion, and 
that sediment was still accumulating in reaches below the dam. Additionally, Grams and 
Schmidt [2005] showed that no evidence of bed incision is apparent where pre-dam 
records of bathymetry exist. The floodplains in Browns Park have formed by the 
expansion of point bars and the stabilization and the bank attachment of channel alternate 
and compound bars [Allred and Schmidt, 1999; Merritt and Cooper, 2000; Grams and 
Schmidt , 2005]. In Lodore Canyon, fine sediment has accumulated in side channels, 
eddies, and on previously active gravel bars. Aggraded floodplain surfaces typically have 
been colonized by native and non-native woody and/ or herbaceous vegetation [Cooper et 
al. 2003; Larson, 2004]. 
Grams and Schmidt [2002] identified and mapped three floodplain surfaces 
present throughout the upper Green River (Figure 2.3). The three surfaces were termed 
the Cottonwood-Boxelder terrace (CB), the intermediate bench (IB), and the post-dam 
floodplain (PF). Grams and Schmidt [2002] presumed that these surfaces were related to 
pre-dam floods, post-dam bypass floods, and post-dam powerplant flood regimes, 
respectively. Because these surfaces can be readily identified in the field, are found 
throughout the upper Green River, and are generally occupied by woody riparian 
vegetation, the upper Green River provides an ideal setting to apply high-resolution 
dendrogeomorphology in trenches to constrain rates of floodplain accretion. 
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3. Methods 
We combine three approaches in our stratigraphic analysis of trenches. We use 
dendrogeomorphic data to obtain minimum and discrete years of deposition of individual 
floodplain sedimentary units. Second, we use local stage-discharge relationships and the 
hydrologic record to verify if the maximum flow in a discrete year could have inundated 
( and therefore deposited) the sedimentary unit. Third, we use aerial photographs to 
confirm or reject evidence interpreted from the trenches. 
We excavated four trenches in two different reaches. One trench was excavated 
in lower Browns Park and three were excavated in Lodore Canyon. In canyons with 
abundant debris fans, such as Lodore Canyon, floodplains formed by fine-sediment 
deposition are restricted to the banks in backwaters and the eddies near constricting 
debris fans [Schmidt and Rubin , 1995; Hazel et al., 2006] Recirculating eddies exist in 
areas where channel flow expands downstream of a constriction [Rubin et al., 1990]. 
Deposition within the eddy is restricted vertically by the elevation of the water surface of 
floods and horizontally by the location of the shear zone between the eddy and the 
downstream flow (eddy fence) [Schmidt and Rubin, 1995]. 
In meandering reaches, the river flows primarily in an alluvial channel and 
bedrock controls are absent or rare; inset floodplains associated with narrowing are 
formed through expansion of point bars, the bank attachment of compound and alternate 
bars, and the filling of side channels [Grams and Schmidt, 2002]. These geomorphic 
environments are the two broadly occurring channel and floodplain types of the study 
area described by Grams and Schmidt [2005]. 
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3.1 Site Selection and Floodplain Trenching 
Floodplain excavation sites were located based on the following criteria: (1) 
presence of older Tamarisk for longer-term age control; (2) presence of younger 
Tamarisk on most surfaces for shorter-term age control; (3) absence of tributaries 
immediately upstream; (4) limited hillslope sediment contributions; (5) width of 
floodplain surfaces of about 30 m, and (6) availability of historical ground-level 
photographs . Field evidence of the age of the Tamarisk stand at each site was obtained 
by slicing the stem at the surface and performing a preliminary count of rings. Not all of 
the selection criteria were met at each site. The most important criteria were the presence 
of an old Tamarisk and the absence of an upstream tributary to assure that observed rates 
of deposition were not affected by nearby sediment sources or by local and unique 
depositional patterns. 
Trenches were dug by hand across the CB, IB, and PF floodplain surfaces of 
Grams and Schmidt [2002] (Figure 2.4A). We did not excavate lower than the top of 
coarse hillslope debris exposed in each trench, the field-inferred establishment elevation 
of the oldest Tamarisk, the water table, or the practical limits of hand excavation. 
3.2 Field Interpretation of Trench Stratigraphy 
Field stratigraphic interpretations of each trench focused on tracing the horizontal 
and vertical continuity of sedimentary units. Composite samples of most stratigraphic 
units were taken, and texture, sedimentary structures, and gradation described and 
recorded. Particle size analysis of sampled units was performed in the laboratory in two 
stages (1) wet sieve separation of sand and fines (2) sieve analysis of sand-sized particles. 
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Individual stratigraphic units were isolated by defining the upper and lower bounding 
contacts, and contacts were traced into the stems of adjacent Tamarisk. Abrupt, 
erosional, or cross-cutting stratigraphic boundaries were traced until they reached the 
ground surface, were truncated by another unit, or became gradational. In the gradational 
cases, the boundaries of units ended by integration into other units. 
Past observations of FGD high-release flood deposits indicate that they are 
generally characterized by a distinct silt or clay base that coarsens upward to very fine 
and fine sands (Figure 2.4B) [Martin et al., 1998]. Inverse grading of flood deposits is 
typical of suspended sediment rivers which experience sediment supply limitation over 
the flood period [Iseya, 1989; Rubin et al. 1998]. 
After the trench stratigraphy was described, lateral trenches were dug from the 
main trench to adjacent Tamarisk stems. Stratigraphic contacts were traced from the 
walls of the main trench into the lateral trenches and to the interface with the buried stem 
or root of each plant (Figure 2.4C). Permanent marks were made on each stem to record 
the elevation of the stratigraphic contact. Each contact on each plant was surveyed into 
the local topographic grid so that the discharge of that stage could be estimated. Sampled 
individuals were chosen for their location near the trench and their stem size. Larger 
diameter stems were favored to smaller stems, because their ring widths and wood 
anatomy are generally more easily interpreted. 
3.3 Dendrogeomorphic Interpretations of 
Trench Stratigraphy 
Because the temporal scale of channel adjustment in the upper Green River is on the 
order of decades, few geochronology tools exist that allow for fine-scale aging of 
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sediments aggraded in the floodplain. Recently developed dendrogeomorphic methods 
allow for temporal constraint of aggraded sediments using burial signals in the annual 
growth rings of Tamarisk and Sandbar Willow [Friedman et al., 2005a]. Anatomical 
evidence of burial in trees has been shown to be a more accurate method of dating 
individual stratigraphic deposits than using other dendrogeomorphic methods such as the 
elevation and age of adventitious root growth [Strunk, 1997]. Tamarisk is a federally 
designated noxious weed that can be removed under DNM management policy. Because 
many recently aggraded fine-sediment deposits contain at least some established 
Tamarisk , it is an ideal candidate for use in dendrogeomorphic interpretation of 
floodplain stratigraphy of the upper Green River. 
Trees harvested from each trench were sliced horizontally into discs 2 to 12 cm in 
thickness at each stratigraphic contact and the ground surface interface. Slabs between 
contacts were cut when additional ring data were necessary for cross dating. The upper 
surface of each slice was sanded and compressed air blasts were applied between sanding 
intervals to prevent clogging of xylem vessels. Methods of slab preparation followed 
those outlined in Scott et al. [1997] and Friedman et al. [2005a]. 
The establishment elevation of the Tamarisk was assumed to be within the sanded 
slab whose upper surface contained pith and whose lower surface was absent of pith 
[Scott et al., 1997; Friedman et al. 2005a]. Stratigraphic deposits lying above the 
establishment elevation were assumed to be at most the age of the Tamarisk. In some 
cases, the exact establishment elevation of a Tamarisk stem could not be precisely 
determined. Three plants were found to have been flood trained (leaning over in the 
direction of flow during burial), and the bottom slab contained a small amount of pith. 
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These plants were all flood trained between 1963 and 1982 on surfaces nearly 
equivalent to the stage of the powerplant capacity releases from FGD. We approximated 
the establishment elevation for these plants by assuming that the surface on which the 
plant had been flood trained was in fact the same surface that the plant had established 
on. The establishment elevation was also approximated for five plants recovered at the 
Gates of Lodore trench where the establishment slab either did not correspond to an 
adjacent stratigraphic horizon or because the establishment slab was tall and fragile, and 
further cutting was impossible . 
Two radii were drawn on each cut slab and ring width patterns were described 
using a dissecting microscope by two technicians working independently . Anatomical 
and ring-width suppression burial signals were identified by three individuals working 
independently. Burial signals in Tamarisk annual growth rings were interpreted in two 
ways: (1) reduction in annual ring width below the ground surface after burial and (2) 
anatomical shift from stem to root characteristics in buried stem wood (Figure 2.5A) . 
Ring widths were digitized along the radii using the Measure J2X © program. The 
average ring widths along the two radii were exported and the timeseries of growth 
plotted for interpretation of anatomical shifts (Figure 2.5B). Growth rates of rings show 
suppression in many slabs in or following years of burial. However, in the years 
following burial, slabs that are buried deeply will continue to show suppressed growth 
rates , while the growth rates in shallow or sub-aerial slabs typically recover. Stem 
damage from sediment abrasion was also used as an indicator of flow direction and 
evidence of sedimentation in a discrete year (Figure 2.5A). 
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3.4 Interpretation of Trench Stratigraphy 
Using Local Stage-Discharge Relations 
Grams [1997) established permanent cross sections at 1-km intervals throughout 
DNM. Regular monitoring of cross-section geometry and water-surface elevation began 
at these stations in 1994 and include measurements at baseflow, bankfull (powerplant) 
and bypass flood discharges. During our excavations, water-surface elevation at each 
trench were surveyed daily and related to the previous day's average daily discharge at 
FGD . Stage discharge relationships were computed for each excavation site using the 
historical data for the nearest monitoring cross section located within the same backwater 
reach . The stage computed for the nearby cross section was adjusted to the excavation 
site using the difference in elevation between measurements taken at a common 
discharge. 
Although floodplain aggradation and channel narrowing have changed the shape 
of the channel margins , there is no evidence for bed elevation change in the study area 
[Grams and Schmidt, 1999, 2002 , 2005). Additionally, several small tributaries intersect 
the Green River between the Greendale, Utah gage and the trench excavation sites. To 
account for potential shifts in the stage-discharge rating relation and minor tributary 
inputs, we assumed an uncertainty of 10% in discharge when using the rating relationship 
to assign a stage to discrete flood events, a conservative assumption in the absence of bed 
incision [Moody and Troutman, 2000). 
3.5 Calculation of Floodplain Accretion 
Time Series 
Deposition of inset floodplains through vertical accretion has both horizontal and 
vertical components. Although the dominant orientation of the bedding in vertically 
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accreted floodplains is sub-horizontal, the simple elevation of the upper contacts is an 
inadequate measure of floodplain growth at a discrete time, because the surface may be 
sloping or uneven. Additionally, elevation skews growth to those units whose upper 
contacts were not eroded by subsequent floods. Thus, to compare the relative 
depositional magnitudes of hydro logic events, we calculated the minimum fractional 
cross sectional area (MF A) above a reference elevation for each floodplain excavation 
site (Figure 2.6). The MF A is defined as: 
MFA=Atl Ap (1) 
where At is the floodplain cross-sectional area above a reference elevation at time t and 
Ap is the floodplain cross-sectional area present today above the reference elevation. 
To describe floodplain building associated with both the high and low magnitude 
floods, we calculated the MF A above two reference elevations, the mean annual 
discharge (57 m3/s), which is essentially unchanged between pre- and post-dam periods, 
and the discharge of the post-dam, 2-yr return flood (142 m3/s). Depositional magnitudes 
of narrower stratigraphic units were grouped with those bounding units whose field 
interpretation of structure, texture, and color were most similar. The MF A for 
undifferentiated deposits, whose discontinuous stratigraphic structure indicated accretion 
from several annual floods, were assumed to be evenly distributed amongst the period of 
years constrained by available dates. 
4. Results 
Below, we describe the sequence of floodplain building within each of our trench 
excavations. We use the trenches at the Gates of Lodore, GTS-1 and GTS-2, to illustrate 
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the stratigraphic details identified by our methods. We describe the general patterns of 
floodplain structure and the hydrologic events associated with floodplain building for the 
trenches of Lodore Canyon. The detailed stratigraphy in the Lodore Canyon trenches and 
the dendrogeomorphic analyses of Tamarisk stems can be found in the Appendix A. 
4.1 Detailed Site Descriptions 
4.11 Gates of Lodore Trench in Browns 
Park 
In lower Browns Park, we trenched through the vegetated portion of a channel bar 
complex downstream from a large point bar, approximately 1.5 km upstream from the 
Gates of Lodore boat ramp (Figure 2. 7). A bedrock outcrop marks the shoreward 
boundary of the alluvial valley at the trench . Historical aerial photos demonstrate that 
this bar has been in the same place since at least 1938 (Figure 2.7). The excavation at the 
Gates of Lodore is composed of two trenches, separated by a side channel, excavated 
along a single cross section profile. One spans the 14 m between the bedrock outcrop and 
the eastern bank of the side channel (GTS-1). The second trench begins at the western 
bank of the side channel and spans the vegetated portion (22 m) of the mid-channel bar 
along the cross section (GTS-2). The side channel has been active in all historical aerial 
photos (Figure 2. 7). 
Floodplain surfaces classified by elevation and woody riparian vegetation at the 
Gates ofLodore are equivalent only to the IB and PF, although the elevation of the IB is 
not uniform across the trench surfaces. The highest elevation of the ground surface at 
GTS-1 is equivalent to the transition between the IB and CB terrace on the opposite bank 
of the river, suggesting the surface of GTS-1 is somewhere between the CB and IB 
elevations. The oldest nearby Tamarisk established on the GTS-1 bar and dates to 
approximately 1950. Shadows from the bedrock cliff obscure the left margin of the 
channel in the 1938 and 1954 aerial photos, but the location of GTS-2 and the side 
channel are visible and absent of vegetation in the 1954 aerial photos. 
4.1.2 Eddy Bars of Lodore Canyon: 
Dellenbaugh, Trailer, and Dunn 
Cliff Trenches 
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Grams and Schmidt [ 1999] divided Lodore Canyon into three segments: a low-
gradient upstream segment, a high-gradient middle segment with abundant tributary 
debris fans, and a low-gradient downstream segment. We excavated two trenches within 
the lower-gradient upstream part of Lodore Canyon, and one trench within the steeper 
middle segment. 
Trenches in Lodore Canyon were excavated through fine sediment deposits within 
eddy recirculation zones similar to those described by Schmidt [1990] (Figure 2.8). 
Historical aerial photos taken in 1952 show bare, active bars at all trench sites. A 
ground-level historical photo was also available at each site that allowed partial 
verification of the pre-dam depositional environment, channel boundaries, and vegetation 
at each excavation site (Figure 2.9). Trenches within Lodore Canyon were excavated 
through the three defined floodplain surfaces, except at the Dellenbaugh site where 
colluvial gravels prevented deep excavation into the CB surface. 
4.2 Floodplain Stratigraphic Facies 
Three general stratigraphic facies were observed (1) basal sands (2) deposits of 
discrete floods, and (3) undifferentiated deposits. Basal sands were located at the bottom 
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of some trenches and were well-sorted, fine-to medium sands with ripple-drift cross 
stratification. These sands occurred at approximately the same stage as modem flows 
and were assumed to be former bars of a larger channel. Discrete flood deposits have a 
sharp or erosional basal and upper contact that could be traced for significant lateral 
distances . Discrete flood deposits typically coarsen vertically, but some fine. 
Undifferentiated deposits consist of sediments whose upper or lower boundaries could 
not be traced for long distances. Undifferentiated flood deposits typically did not 
obviously fine or coarsen vertically and occurred as lenses in some places. 
4.3 Floodplains of Browns Park - Gates of 
Lodore Trench 
Floodplain deposition in the meanders of the Green River in lower Browns Park 
occurred in two modes: (1) episodic emplacement of significant volumes of sediment by 
infrequent floods and (2) progressive deposition of smaller volumes by frequent floods . 
Figure 2.10 shows the cross-sectional stratigraphy of the two trenches at the Gates of 
Lodore, including the locations and assigned numbers of the tamarisk stems used in our 
dendrogeomorphic analysis. We sampled and analyzed twelve Tamarisk plants, six in 
GTS-1, and six in GTS-2. 
GTS-1 spans two natural levees (L 1 and L2) the upper surfaces of which are just 
below the transition between the CB and IB surfaces preserved on the opposite bank 
(Figure 2.1 OA). Stratigraphic sequences of GTS-1 are both vertically stacked and inset, 
with bedding and contact orientations parallel or sub-parallel and horizontal. The core 
sediments (Le) of the onshore levee (LI) consist of horizontally bedded silts (D5o = 50 
µm), the finest sediments of all units in the GTS-1 trench (Table 2.1 ). The uppermost 
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elevations of the Le unit can only be inundated by floods greater than 555 m3/s, and no 
flood of this magnitude has occurred since 1921. The offshore face of the L 1 core is 
truncated by stratigraphic units which dip steeply offshore (Cs, Cg, D, and E in Figure 
2.10). These inset units overlie the basal sands (BS in Figure 2.10), which span from the 
bottom of Ll, to the modern left bank of the side channel and consist of well-sorted fine 
sands (Dso = 220 µm). 
Our interpretation of this stratigraphy is that vertical accretion of sandy floodplain 
units began prior to 1950 with the deposition of units A and Cs (Figure 2.1 0C). The 
oldest Tamarisk (G 1) to establish along this transect germinated in 1950 on the offshore 
face ofLl near the top of the Cs unit. The five Tamarisk individuals offshore from Ll 
(G2-G6), established in 1953, 1952, 1956, 1955, and 1956, respectively. Burial signals 
within these six plants and the stage-discharge relationship constrain subsequent 
deposition of units C to G to between 1950 and 1962. Thus, the upper surface of GTS-1 
is almost entirely a pre-dam feature. Units A to G each generally coarsen upward from 
an abrupt silty clay base, have ripple-drift cross-stratification, and have median grain 
sizes ranging from 68 to 100 µm, except for unit G, which has a D50 of 61 µm. 
The largest volume of sediment deposited at GTS-1 was emplaced by the large 
magnitude floods between 1956 and 1958. The flood of 1957 was the largest flood since 
1921 and the fourth largest instantaneous value on record (Figure 2.2). The most recent 
flood to deposit significant volumes of sediment at GTS-1 was the flood of 1962, which 
occurred just before closure ofFGD. 
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Conversion of the unit bar at GTS-2 into a floodplain began with the deposition 
of poorly sorted fine sands within unit O over well-sorted basal channel sands. 1bis 
process began after 1954 because aerial photos taken in that year confirm that the 
location of GTS-2 was an active bar (Figure 2.8B). The exact timing of deposition of 
units I through L1u cannot be confirmed through dendrogeomorphology, because no 
Tamarisk stems established at these elevations prior to 1983. Aerial photos taken in 1980 
confirm that a unit bar was not emergent above the elevation of the 94 m3 /s water surface 
elevation (Figure 2. 7C). In addition, the "mounded" stratigraphic structure of units I, Ku 
and Lu are capped by an 8-cm thick bed of buried organics (0 horizon) whose upper 
elevation is nearly equivalent to the stage of powerplant capacity (Figure 2.1 OB). This 
seam of organics contained well-preserved, in-place rhizomes of Rush (Juncus spp. ), a . 
species reported by Merritt and Cooper [2000] to be widespread on low floodplain 
surfaces equivalent in elevation to the stage of powerplant capacity in Browns Park. 
These observations suggest that the unit bar at GTS-2 emerged above the 94 m3 /s stage 
shortly after 1980 and became a floodplain equivalent in elevation to the PF. 
The six sampled Tamarisk plants within GTS-2, G7 to G12, established in <1991, 
1984, 1984, 1985, 1985, 1986, respectively (Figure 2.1 OB). These establishment 
elevations constrain the deposition of continuous units O through R1 between 1983 and 
1991. The local stage-discharge relation suggests the only floods with magnitudes 
capable of inundating the upper GTS-2 surface during that time period are the floods of 
1983, 1984, and 1986. Burial signals and stem damage in G8 and G9 constrain the 
deposition of unit R to 1986. Units O to R 1 have coarsening upward grading and are 
generally coarser and better sorted than sediments below the organic horizon. Units Q to 
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Q3 are further distinguished by their distinct ripple-drift cross-stratification. At GTS-1, 
ring suppression and stem damage to GS and G6 suggest that unit H was deposited by the 
flood of 1983, the only post-dam bypass flood capable of overtopping the floodplain 
surface at GTS-2. 
The distinct upper and lower boundaries of the units emplaced by large dam 
releases in the 1980's grade laterally into equivalent undifferentiated units beneath the 
low benches at the margins of the GTS-2 trench. These benches are equivalent in 
elevation to the stage of the powerplant capacity of FGD and are now inundated by 
annual post-dam floods, slightly less than the 2-year return interval. The discontinuous 
boundaries, textures, and structure of these units, including discontinuous clay ribbons, 
beaded sand seams, and buried cutbanks, is consistent with frequent cycles of erosion and 
deposition of fine sediment caused by frequent, low magnitude floods. 
4.4 Floodplains ofLodore Canyon-
Dellenbaugh, Trailer, and Dunn Cliff Trenches 
The floodplains in Lodore Canyon have also been primarily constructed by 
discrete, large flood events. These floods have aggraded eddy bars above the elevation of 
the most frequently occurring floods in the post-dam era. As a result, these surfaces have 
been abandoned and vegetated, causing a transformation from active channel bars, to 
floodplains. The three eddy bars that were excavated have somewhat different geometry, 
resulting in different local stage-discharge relations, space available for deposition, and 
localized hydraulics. Thus, the trenches differ in stratigraphic detail, but are similar in 
terms of the role of large versus small flood events in building the floodplain. Detailed 
descriptions stratigraphic units and panels of trench stratigraphy in the eddy bar 
excavations, similar to those shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 OB, can be found in 
Appendix A. 
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The oldest Tamarisk at each floodplain excavation germinated at the margin of 
the CB terrace (Figure 2.1 IA, B, C). The resolution of the pre-dam aerial photos is too 
coarse to verify the specific presence of young Tamarisk near our trenches, but the 
presence of new vegetation aligned in a thin strip along the channel margin is consistent 
with analysis of other historic aerial photos that showing that Tamarisk developed on the 
margin of a larger, former channel [Larson, 2004; Cooper et al., 2003]. 
Vertical accretion of the CB terrace continued to at least 1957. Stage-discharge 
relations at the Dellenbaugh and Trailer trenches suggest that the elevation of the CB 
terrace could have only been deposited by floods equal to or greater in magnitude than of 
1957. At Dunn Cliff, the CB terrace is inundated by floods greater than 475 m3/s. 
Excavations of the CB terrace at the Trailer and Dunn Cliff trenches reveal that these 
deposits are composed of several vertically stacked, horizontally bedded, discrete 
deposits varying in thickness from 10 to 50 cm, and composed of coarsening upward silts 
and fine sands. Dendrogeomorphic analysis of the oldest Tamarisk in each trench 
indicates that these sediments are older than 1963, the year of completion of FGD. Burial 
signals in the oldest Tamarisk (Tl-established in 1950) at the Trailer excavation suggest 
that 1957 was the last flood to aggrade the CB terrace. 
Much of the intermediate bench in the eddy bars of Lodore Canyon was deposited 
in two distinct flood events, the 1962 flood just prior to closure of FGD, and the 1983 
flood, the largest post-dam flood. At the Dellenbaugh excavation, the DI stem 
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established in 1960 and was buried deeply in 1962. This observation, as well as the 
establishment elevation of nearby Tamarisk (D2, D3) that established in 1962, suggest 
that the flood of 1962 deposited up to a meter of coarsening upward fine and very fine 
sands. At Dunn Cliff, the Cl Tamarisk established near the bottom of the pre-dam 
active-channel bank, 1 m above the stage of the peak flow of 1963, probably on a 1962 
deposit. Further evidence of deposition in 1962 is substantiated by the T2 Tamarisk 
sample at the Trailer excavation. T2 established prior to 1980, and was later flood 
trained. Flow directions, interpreted from sedimentary structures and landforms, indicate 
that the reattachment bar platform on which T2 germinated is a pre-dam feature. While 
there is no definitive dendrogeomorphic evidence of the platform being created in 1962, 
the stage-discharge relation indicates that 1962 is the only flood that could have 
inundated this deposit within the period constrained by other data. 
Evidence of inset deposition by powerplant discharges between 1963 and 1982 is 
present in a discrete, fining-upward deposit at the Dellenbaugh excavation. The top of 
this deposit is composed of red clay which is truncated near the elevation of FGD 
powerplant discharge. In addition, a flood trained Tamarisk (D5) established at the upper 
elevation of the deposit in approximately 1973. At Trailer Draw, the establishment 
elevation of the T2 Tamarisk near the stage of powerplant discharge, suggests that 
powerplant flows prior to 1983 either reworked or wetted the onshore part of the 1962 
deposit. No other evidence of deposition by FGD powerplant capacity floods between 
1963 and 1983 exists in the Lodore Canyon excavations. 
Tamarisk establishing on eddy bars between 1963 and 1982 show evidence of 
stem damage and/or anatomical evidence of deep burial by the 1983 bypass flood. At the 
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Dellenbaugh excavation, damage to the downstream face of the flood-trained D5 stem 
indicates abrasion by suspended sediment transported in the upstream direction in 1983 
(Figure 2.5B). Deep burial signals in the same plant show up to 85 cm of deposition by 
the 1983 flood. Flood training and burial signals in the T2 stem at Trailer Draw 
substantiate deposition of up to 50 cm by the 1983 flood. Damage to the stem of the C 1 
Tamarisk at Dunn Cliff is apparent on the side of the stem facing the river, indicating 
abrasion by onshore currents during the 1983 flood event. In addition to burial signals in 
the Cl stem in 1983, the discrete deposit burying the Cl stem by up to 80 cm has a top 
elevation above the stage of 300 m3 Is, further suggesting it was deposited by the 1983 
flood. 
Floods of 1984, 1986, and 1999 also caused vertical accretion, however, 
deposition was limited by the small difference between the stage of each flood and the 
elevation of the 1983 deposit. The horizontal extent of each deposit was limited by the 
distance between the margin of the 1983 deposit and the location of the eddy fence. 
Deposition in 1999 was greatest at Trailer Draw, where ring suppression in the T5 stem 
and the 1999 aerial photograph verify deposition of bare sand spanning offshore end of 
the trench location. Subsequent floods scoured the channel margin to the elevation of 
powerplant flows, forming a new PF level (Figure 2.11B). At Dunn Cliff, the PF level 
formed after 1986, although the exact timing of emplacement of this thin deposit cannot 
be constrained by the flood trained Tamarisk (C2). No other evidence of deposition by 
post-FGD flows less than powerplant capacity was observed in the Lodore Canyon 
excavations. 
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4.5 Grain-Size Variation of Floodplain 
Deposits 
The distribution of grain sizes from samples of trench deposits reflect the range of 
flow magnitudes that deposited them. Figure 2.12 shows the grain size distributions for 
the basal sands, pre-dam deposits, post-dam bypass flood deposits, and post-dam 
powerplant regime deposits. Basal sands deposits are the coarsest deposits sampled and 
are composed of well-sorted fine-sands with median particle sizes varying between 150 
µm and 340 µm, a size distribution similar to the bedload and active modem eddy bars 
reported by Martin et al. [1998] for the same reach. Post-dam powerplant flow deposits 
are the finest and most poorly sorted units sampled, with mean D50 of 57 µm and an 
average geometric standard deviation of 2.13 (> 1.6 is poorly sorted). 
The particle-size distributions of pre-dam floods and post-dam bypass floods 
show large areas of overlap. However, pre-dam floodplain deposits are generally finer 
and exhibit more variation than post-dam bypass flood deposits. The average D50 of pre-
dam flood deposits in trench excavations is 81 µm and the average D50 of post-dam 
bypass floods is 97 µm, with geometric standard deviations of sandy units (>50% sand) 
ranging from 1.47 to 2.0 and 1.34 to 1.83, respectively. Pre-dam flood deposits also 
exhibit large areas of overlap with post-dam powerplant regime deposits, which are 
generally composed of poorly sorted silts and clays with an average geometric standard 
deviation of2.14 and a Dso <62.~µm. 
The significant overlap of the pre-dam flood deposits with both powerplant and 
post-dam bypass flood regimes reflects the larger flow variability in the pre-dam river. 
Pre-dam annual maximum flood magnitudes varied from 85 to 635 m3 /s. With the 
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exception of 1963, post-dam annual maximum flood magnitudes have varied from 105 
to 388 m3/s. Thus, the pre-dam sediments reflect the greater year-to-year variability in 
the annual flow regime. 
4.6 Floodplain Accretion Time Series 
The floodplains of the study area were primarily constructed by rare, large floods 
(Figure 2.13). Table 2 defines the return period and proportion of the CB and IB deposits 
built by floods. Pre-dam depositional patterns, illustrated by MF A curves at the Gates of 
Lodore and Trailer excavations, were marked by slow, progressive accretion as well as 
high magnitude accretion caused by larger, less frequent floods. In lower Browns Park, 
up to 14% of the floodplain was emplaced by the flood of 1957 alone , whereas the 1962 
flood left up to 42 percent of the sediment within floodplains of Lodore Canyon. 
Floodplain deposition after closure of FGD has been dominated by a stepwise 
pattern whereby most floodplain growth has occurred during the short intervals 
dominated by infrequent bypass floods. Trench observations of post-dam floodplain 
building in the periods without bypass floods is restricted to the only undifferentiated 
deposits at GTS-2 and a fining upward continuous deposit at Dellenbaugh. These 
patterns are represented on Figure 2.13 by the gradual increase in MF A values above 
average annual flows during the time period between closure of FGD and 1982 at the 
Gates of Lodore, and an episodic increase in MF A values at the Dellenbaugh excavation 
in 1964. 
Deposition by the flood of 1983 accounts for up to 24% of the floodplain 
sediments visible in Lodore Canyon (Table 2.2). At the Gates ofLodore, flood 
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deposition during the 1980's accounted for up to 10% of the total floodplain sediments 
at the PF and IB level. With the exception of the Trailer excavation, bypass flood 
deposition during 1983, 1984, and 1986 increased floodplain accretion to 90 percent or 
greater of modem levels at all sites, leaving little vertical space for deposition by bypass 
floods of the late 1990's. 
5. Discussion 
Vertical accretion of the floodplain prior to closure of FGD is apparent in all 
trench excavations for this study. Our time series of floodplain accretion show that pre-
dam floodplain depositional patterns closely mimicked the hydrology, with lower-flow 
years depositing small amounts of sediment at lower elevations and bigger floods 
triggering large depositional events. This accretion was limited to the parts of the 
channel with the highest divergence in flow velocities the channel margins and persistent 
bar features. In the case of the Gates of Lodore, the levee that existed after 1952 limited 
vertical accretion to only the least frequent floods. The floodplain building began here 
with the deposition of finer sediments inset to the levee, followed by the establishment of 
riparian vegetation. In Lodore Canyon, the CB terrace was still an active feature until 
1957, and its upper surface excluded deposition except by large floods. 
After closure ofFGD, the gaps between high-magnitude floods became much 
larger, and the decrease in flood magnitudes shifted the areas of flow divergence to 
locations inset to the previously active channel. This shift is best illustrated by the 
Lodore Canyon excavations, where flooding in 1962 left large amounts of sediment in 
bars, which were abandoned after closure ofFGD. In lower Browns Park the shift caused 
abandonment of the higher IB surface near the channel margin, and vertical accretion of 
in-channel features such as the GTS-2 unit bar. These deposits became vegetated prior 
to 1982 and likely served as stable platforms for high-magnitude deposition during the 
bypass floods of the 1980's. 
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The pattern of floodplain deposition during high-magnitude floods of the early 
and late 1950's, 1962, and the bypass floods of the early 1980's are consistent with those 
reported downstream of the Yampa River confluence. Allred and Schmidt [1999] 
reported vertical accretion and narrowing at Green River, Utah during the same years. 
Additionally , Allred and Schmidt described a similar floodplain-building process 
whereby the areas of the channel with the largest velocity divergence (i.e. bars and 
channel margins) were also the areas of greatest vertical accretion during the large flood 
events. This correlation suggests a basin-wide narrowing behavior along the Green River 
that is closely linked with lower-frequency, high magnitude floods. 
5.1 Comparison with Other Reports of 
Floodplain Building 
The sequence of floodplain building in the upper Green River is comparable with 
other studies of floodplain building where vertical accretion is the dominant depositional 
process. Pre-dam floodplain growth in the CB terrace of Lodore Canyon, and at the 
shoreward margin at the Gates of Lodore fit a conceptual overbank sedimentation model 
proposed by Wolman and Leopold [1957], and later described by other authors [Ritter et 
al., 1973; Brakenridge, 1984; Nanson, 1986; Moody et al., 1999; Moody and Troutman, 
2000]. In this model floodplain inundation and subsequent sedimentation decreases as 
the elevation of the floodplain rises. However, our data also show that this process 
should not be gradual, but is episodic because large floods can play a disproportionate 
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role is depositional magnitudes. Moody et al. [1999], highlighted the importance of 
both erosion and deposition, as well as the sequence ofhydrologic events in shaping the 
floodplain and controlling the rate of floodplain aggradation. While our data only track 
deposition, our stratigraphic results reflect the influence of erosion via the sloping and re-
worked floodplain deposits near the river-side margins of the floodplain. 
The style of floodplain growth initiation in lower Browns Park is also similar to 
those reported for channel narrowing following a channel widening event [Schumm and 
Lichty, 1963; Burkam, 1972; Friedman et al., 1996; Moody et al., 1999], and recovery 
from channelization [Hupp and Simon, 1991]. In all cases, floodplain growth was 
initiated by deposition of sediments on a sub-horizontal bench in the areas of the channel 
that were either slightly elevated within the recovering channel or sheltered from 
subsequent erosion. This study reinforces those findings, but it also highlights the 
potential of large floods to cause punctuated growth in the extent and elevation of the 
floodplain . 
5.2 Channel Narrowing and Riparian 
Vegetation 
The locations and age distribution of Tamarisk in Lodore Canyon and Browns 
Park are closely associated with the shifts in hydrology described above. Our Tamarisk 
distribution data, although limited, show that prior to closure of FGD, these plants were 
restricted to the margins of the channel and highest bar surfaces (Figure 2.14). The 
abandonment of IB deposits emplaced in 1962, resulted in widespread recruitment of 
Tamarisk in 1962 and 1963 [Cooper et al., 2003]. The creation of new PF surfaces inset 
to the IB deposits between 1963 and 1982, was coincident with periods of dam 
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management which did not favor the seed window of native woody species, with high 
flows sometimes occurring in the late summer, fall or winter. The offset of annual peak 
flows likely had profound effects on the ability of native plants to compete. This claim is 
substantiated by the paucity of recruitment years favoring Cottonwood relative to 
Tamarisk in lower Browns Park between 1963 and 1982 [Merritt and Cooper, 2000]. In 
Lodore Canyon, the oldest Tamarisk were limited to the shoreward margins of eddy bars, 
a finding similar to those reported for eddy bars by Cooper et al. [2003], and by Birken 
and Cooper [2006] for Grays Canyon . 
Our stratigraphic data show that the bypass floods of the 1980's not only further 
accreted the IB surfaces, but that deposition also occurred on the PF surfaces, burying 
existing stems by up to 90 cm, effectively isolating them from subsequent high flows 
(Figure 2.14). Thus, the floodplain built within the pre-dam channel by powerplant flows 
served as a surface for vertical accretion. Additionally, measured ring increments for 
some of these plants indicate sustained high growth rates following the year of burial, 
suggesting burial markedly improved growing conditions . 
Recent descriptions of floodplain accretion in reaches of the Green River 
downstream of the Yampa confluence, used isolated soil profile pits along a transect and 
Tamarisk establishment dates to pose potential links between floodplain building 
processes and riparian vegetation [Birken and Cooper, 2006]. The stratigraphic details of 
our trenches show that the upper and lower boundaries of each deposit may have 
substantial lateral variation in elevation. Additionally, these boundaries are not always 
continuous for the extent of each trench. Thus, a laterally continuous trench and 
complete stratigraphic record of the floodplain architecture at a site, in conjunction with 
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high resolution floodplain building rates, are paramount to the interpretations of the 
processes responsible for building them. Our data highlight the importance of lower 
flows in building lower elevation, in-channel floodplain surfaces which act as platforms 
for further vertical accretion by large floods. 
Inset floodplain building in the pre-dam era created deposits for recruitment of 
woody species, including Tamarisk, but the rapid expansion ofTamarisk and its 
establishment on higher floodplain surfaces, was directly correlated to the shift in the 
flood regime and subsequent management of flows by FGD. This finding contrasts 
claims by other authors that Tamarisk was the primary driving force in floodplain 
building in the lower and middle Green River [Graf, 1978; Birken and Cooper, 2006]. 
5.3 Implications for River Management 
Prescriptions to mitigate the undesirable effects of dams include experimental 
floods of pre-dam magnitudes intended to restore channel features necessary for the 
success of endangered species and native riparian corridors [Molles et al., 1998; Webb et 
al., 1999; Richter and Richter, 2000; Rood et al., 2003]. The process of floodplain 
building in the pre-dam era described above highlights the importance of low-flows in 
building lower-elevation floodplains which act as platforms for vertical accretion. Prior 
to closure of FGD, these lower elevation floodplains were limited in spatial extent 
because larger floods, while depositing sediment on these surfaces, maintained the 
remaining parts of the channel. Because FGD can hold over two years of the mean 
annual flow of the Green River, emergency spills are generally avoidable, and thus, 
channel maintenance is infrequent. 
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It appears that sediment is available in quantities large enough for in-channel 
deposition in the upper Green River [Grams and Schmidt, 2005] . The increase in the pre-
darn equivalent of low flows (powerplant capacity), and decrease in higher channel 
maintenance flows after closure of the dam has enhanced the role of low flows in 
floodplain building processes . The pronounced gaps between large floods have allowed 
for widespread in-channel floodplain building and riparian vegetation establishment, 
likely causing enhanced sedimentation during bypass floods, disconnecting these lower 
floodplains from the post-dam active hydrologic range . The need for increased frequency 
of channel maintenance flow creates a dilemma for managers balancing diminishing 
water supplies and power generation revenues against the health of the downstream 
riparian and aquatic ecosystems . 
6. Conclusions 
Floodplain building in the upper Green River is caused by both small and large 
floods. Our data show that frequent, smaller floods build surfaces of finer material inset 
within higher floodplain levels that are built by large floods. These two flood regimes 
interact to build floodplains with two levels , one set to the elevation of the highest 
magnitude floods of a time period and a lower level set to the level of lower-magnitude 
floods. 
Inset floodplain deposition and subsequent channel narrowing in the upper Green 
River began in the late 1940's and early 1950's. In lower Browns Park, narrowing began 
when large floods of the 1950's deposited high, spatially extensive deposits. Vertical 
accretion of a similar deposit also occurred in Lodore Canyon by the 1957 flood. The 
closure of FGD reduced flood magnitudes , shifting floodplain building to deposits inset 
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to those of the late 1950' s and 1962, thus, increasing the spatial extent of lower 
floodplains. These lower floodplains acted as substrates for the establishment of riparian 
vegetation and later served as stable platforms for the vertical accretion of sediments 
during the bypass floods of the 1980's. 
Prescriptive hydrologic scenarios for restoration of aquatic habitat and riparian 
structure should consider more than just the magnitude of flood events. Infrequent, short 
duration, high-magnitude flood events on rivers with high suspended sediment loads may 
further disconnect the riparian corridor from the regulated annual hydrology. 
Additionally, prescriptive floods should be timed to favor the seed windows of native 
riparian species if their recruitment is to be encouraged. 
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Table 2.1 Descriptions of Stratigraphic Units within the Gates ofLodore Excations GTS-1 and GTS-2 
Unit Description 
Le Undifferentiated levee core units; ~ = <62 .5 mm; GSD = 1. 78 
BS Basal sand units composed entirely of buff. well-sorted, friable fine to medium sand with occasional ripple-
drift cross laminations; average ~ = 234 mm ; GSD - 1.62 
A Coarsening upward unit with red clay base grading into brown silt and fine sand; occasional bioturbated 
ripple structure indicating onshore/downstream flow vectors; ~ = 178 mm; GSD = I. 79 
C8 Series of thin, vertically stacked units which coarsen upward from gray-brown clay to miwive brown silt 
and very fine sand ; average D,o = 72 mm; GSD = 1.57 
C, Series of discontinous units below unit~ which generally coarsen upward from a grey-brown clay base to 
massive silts and fine sand; average ~, - 84 mm; GSD - I . 7 
D Coarsening upward unit with dark gray/ brown clay base grading into buff fine sand with discontinous, 
bioturbated low-angle climbing ripples; [!0 - 70 mm; GSD = 1.67 
E Coarsening upward unit with a gray silty-clay base grading into a buff fine sand with ripple trough cross-
stratifications indicating onshore and downstream flow vectors~ ~ ,.. 78 mm; GSD = 1.51 
E 1 Generally fining upward unit grading from well-sorted fine sand to silt and very fine sand with some clay 
near the top; ripple trough stratification visible near base showing downstream and both onshore and 
offshore flow vect0<s; O,o - 68 mm; GSD - 1.53 
£.i Fining upward unit composed of buff fine sand near base grading into silty-fine sand; unit coarsens offshore 
into medium sands with distinct ripple cross laminations indicating both onshore and offshore flow vectors; 
D50 • 103 mm; GSD - 1.52 
E3 Generally fining upward unit grading from brown fine sand to silty clay and clay near the top; sands near 
base show ripple cross laminations with distinct onshore and downstream flow vectors; D,o • 93.4 mm; 
GSD - 1.56 
F Coarsening upward unit with a gray/brown silty-clay base grading into a buff silty-fine sand which contains 
some ripple cross laminations near the top but is otherwise massive; Dso-= 72 mm; GSD =< 1.57 
G 1 Thin, fining upward unit grading from a buff fine sand into a silty fine sand; climbing ripple structure 
throughout unit indicating onshore-downstream flow vectors;~ - 85 mm; GSD • 1.47 
G Coarsening upward unit with a brown-gray silty-clay lower boundary grading into a gray-buff silty-fine 
sand which is generally massive, with sotne bioturbated laminations and salt precipitate; average Q0 ""' 60 
mm; GSD= 1.93 
H Thin coarsening upward unit grading from a red clay base into massive silt/ very fine sand with duff near 
the top' 
Ud Undifferentiated units generally composed of discontinous beds ofbioturbated fine sand, silt, and clay with 
roots; some clays are black and blue-gray indicating reducing conditions with high organic content; ~ c: 
<62 .5 mm; GSD - 2.26 
Fining upward unit grading from basal sands near base to very fine sand; ripple laminations throughout; 1:!o 
• 141 mm; GSD=2 .02 
• not sampled for grain size 
GSD - geometric standard deviation 
Unit 
Ju 
Ku 
Lu 
L1u 
Mu 
Nu 
0 
Pu 
Q 
Q, 
Q, 
R 
R, 
s 
Description 
Unit with abrupt onshore boundary composed entirely of brown fine sand and silt with a clay matri~ some 
ripple laminations and iron mottling ; [!,= 69 mm ; GSD = 1.92 
Generally coarsening upward unit with a clay gray clay base grading into brown fine sand with ripple 
laminations throughout; intermittent clay bands and fine sand seams• 
Unit generally composed of silty clay truncated at the upper boundary by interbedded clay and sand lenses 
capped by a prominent duff seam of maximum thickness of 8cm; margins of unit include discontiuous 
ribbons of clay and fine sand seams; average D 50 • <62.5 mm; GSD = 2.50 
Discontinous unit with graditional upper and lower boundaries composed almost entirely of massive gray-
brown silty clay; D,. • <62 .5 mm; GSD - 2. 17 
Unit with abrupt onshore boundary (cutbank) which fines offshore from gray-brown fir.e sands with ripple 
structure into gray-brown silty clay with ripples and sand seams ; D50 • <62 .5 mm; GSD = 2.14 
Discontinous unit which fines offshore from fine sand and silt with ripples to silty-clay; Qo'"" <62 .S mm; 
GSD=2 .13 
Generally coarsening upward buff unit grading from a clay base into silty-clay and fine sand with some 
ripple drift cross laminations;~= <62 .5 mm; GSD • 2.03 
Unit composed of of silt and clay with a base of beaded, well-sorted sand lenses• 
Unit composed of interbedded buff, well-sorted , friable sands with ripple and dune strucutures and massive, 
brown beds of silty-clay ; D50 • 197 mm; GSD = 1.34 
Generally coarsening upward buff unit composed almost entirely of silty-clay ; [!, = 72 mm; GSD - 1.57 
Unit composed entirely of buff well sorted fine sand with climbing ripple structures indicating onshore flow 
vector; rip-up clasts near base where unit coarsens upward; D so= 97 mm; GSD = 1.51 
Coarsening upward unit grading from a buff silty-clay base into well sorted fine sand with low-angle 
climbing ripple structure;~ - 110 mm; GSD = 1.54 
Generally coarsening upward buff unit grading from silty-fine sand to fine sand with ripple laminat ions 
throughout ; D,o = 82 mm; GSD - 1.45 
Coarsening upward unit grading from a lower boundary of red and gray clay into buff silt and very fine 
sand with low-angle climbing ripple structures; q, - <62. 5 mm; GSD • 1.72 
Generally massive buff unit composed entirely of silty-fine sand with some clay matrix and iron 
mottling ;~= <62.5 mm; GSD = 1.59 
Table 2.2 Floodplain Depositional Episodes in the Upper Green River and their Fraction of the Cross Sectional Area of 
the Floodplain Above Average Flow 
Depositional Episode Return Period Gates of Lodore Dellenbaugh Trailer Dunn Cliff 
Fraction of Floodplain Present Prior to First Observation 0.49 0.27 0.30 0.73 
Period 1930-1962 (n=33) 
1956 8.5 0.06 0.04 
1957 34.0 0.14 0.04 
1958 2.4 0.05 
1959 1.6 0.03 
1962 4.3 0.03 0.42 0.09 0.04 
Period 1963-2005 (n=43) 
1983 44.0 0.02 0.24 0.17 0.15 
1984 14.7 0.02 
1986 8.8 0.07 0.02 
1999 22.0 0.02 0.04 0.08 
Total Fraction of Floodplain From Depositional Episodes 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.2 
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Figure 2.1 (A) Location map of the upper Green River, boundary of study area , and extent 
of lower Browns Park and Lodore Canyon (B) Locations and names of floodplain trench 
excavations within the study area 
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Figure 2.2 Annual maximum flood series for the upper Green River at Greendale, Utah, 
including the magnitudes of the 2, 5, 10, and 25 year recurrence flows as determined using 
a log-Pearson Type III probability distribution function. After 1930, the 2-year return 
flood decreased by 15 percent following a climatic shift . Since 1963, flood flows have 
been generally limited to the power generating capacity of Flaming Gorge Dam ( ~ 130 
m3/s). Measurements at Greendale began in 1950, and estimates of earlier floods are from 
Grams and Schmidt (2005) 
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Figure 2.3 Sketch of mapped floodplain surfaces relative to the post-dam average annual 
flood in the upper Green River. Adapted from Grams and Schmidt [2002]. 
Figure 2.4 (A) Photo of the trench at the Dellenaugh site from the shoreward end of the 
trench looking offshore. The total trench length is approximately 22 m and depth varied 
from 1 to 2 m. The stump in the foreground is the oldest Tamarisk on the bar and it germi-
nated in 1960. The Tamarisk in the middle of the photo on the right side of the trench estab-
lished in 1962, just prior to closure of FGD. (B) close-up of trench stratigraphy showing 
discrete units ; the location of this photo is marked on Figure 1 0A; offshore is to the left. 
The length of the measuring tape is approximately 1.3 m. The arrows show the direction of 
grain coarsening in two deposits with sharp upper and lower boundaries. The median grain 
sizes of units F, E, El, and Bare 90, 128, 145, and <62.5 microns respectively; (C) Photo 
close up of a Tamarisk in a lateral trench off the main trench . The ruler is approximately 
30 cm. Nails in the tree mark the elevation of the adjacent stratigraphic sequences which 
were traced from the main trench into the lateral trench . 
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Figure 2.5 (A) Photo of annual growth rings in a slab cut perpendicular to the stem of 
Tamarisk D5 from the Dellenbaugh trench . The slab was approximately 28 cm below the 
2005 ground surface . Tick marks along the line represent annual ring widths . Note the 
distinct change in wood anatomy from dense stem wood to the more vesicular anatomy of 
root wood after 1983. The anatomical change was due to burial from the 1983 flood. Addi-
tional evidence of flooding and sedimentation in 1983 at this elevation is evident from stem 
damage . The location of this tree is marked on Figure 10. (B) Time series of the average 
width of annual growth rings in three different slabs of Tamarisk (D5): the current ground 
surface slab, and slabs 28 and 56 cm below the current current ground surface. Each line 
represents the average of two radii on each slab. Prior to 1983, growth rates in all three 
slabs follow similar paths . After 1982, annual rings in the slab 56 cm below the surface 
become indistinct because stem wood was converted rapidly to root wood. The slab 28 cm 
below the surface shows growth suppression in 1983, followed by continued suppresed 
growth rates relative to the ground surface slab until 1987. These growth patterns suggest 
deep burial of the slab 56 cm below the surface , and shallow burial of the slab 28 cm below 
the surface in 1983. 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of the method for calculating the minimum fractional cross 
section area (MFA) of a floodplain from trench stratigraphy. Flooplain deposit cross-
sectional area is then calculated for each observation time (t) above a reference water 
surface elevation. The calculation is a minimum estimate of sediment in the floodpain at 
the observation time because subsequent erosion may reduce the area of previous deposit. 
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Figure 2.7 Aerial photo sequence of the Gates of Lodore trench . Flow is from top to 
bottom . The white line is the cross section along the excavation and is approximately 157 
m long. The two boxes represent the locations of GTS-1 (right) and GTS-2 (left) . The right 
margin of the cross section ends at bedrock. (A) 1938, 31 m3/s (B) 1954, 31 m3/s (C) 
1980, 94 m3/s (D) 1999, 39 m3/s. Note the presence of an active bar along the cross 
section in 1938 and 1954. In 1980 the sand bar at the margin of the channel is visible and 
vegetated while the downstream end of the large vegetated mid-channel bar was 
submerged . In 1999, both bars are vegetated and emergent. 
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Figure 2.8 Aerial photo sequence and diagram of inferred flow directions of the Dellen-
baugh trench. The dashed white line is the projection of the trench across the channel 
where the trench was dug and is approximately 75 meters across; the white box shows the 
extent of the trench excavated through eddy bar and eddy return channel (A) 1954, 31 
m3/s. (B) Inferred flow directions and estimated location of eddy fence. (C) 1999, 39m3/s. 
Note the stabilized primary eddy sand features in the 1999 photo. The woody vegetation 
in the 1954 photo is Boxelder (Acer Negundo) ; in the 1999 photo, the woody vegetation is 
dominated by Tamarisk . 
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Figure 2.9 Dunn Cliff trench site. View is looking downstream . The dashed line is the 
location of the trench; horizontal lines show elevation of post-dam floodplain levels (A) 
Stone-Galloway expedition, 1909 (B) Photo by Paul Grams, 1995. The distinct vertically 
stacked sediments in the upper photo are similar to those observed in the excavation of the 
CB level at this site. The vegetation on the eddy bar in the lower photo is almost entirely 
Horsetail (Equisetum spp.) with some Tamarisk establishment. 
Figure 2.10 (A) Complete cross section and total scale of the Gates of Lodore 
floodplain excavation with locations of unit bars GTS-1 and GTS-2 within the active 
compound bar complex; cross section is looking downstream. The upper horizontal 
surface in GTS-1 is between the elevations of the IB and the CB terrace. The lower 
benches of GTS-2 are the AF surface. (B) Stratigraphic details of the trench 
excavations including the locations and establishment elevations ofTamarisk trees 
used in the dendrogeomorphic analysis; gray lines indicate the density and orientation 
of sedimentary structures. Unit descriptions including grain size and sorting are in 
Table 1. (C) Dendrogeomorphic interpretation of stratigraphic units indicating 
approximate years of deposition; narrow units were grouped with those surrounding 
large units whose field interpretation of texture and structure was most similar. 
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Figure 2.11 Dendrogeomorphic interpretation of stratigraphic deposits in the floodplain 
excavations of eddy bars in Lodore Canyon. Time designations represent years or 
periods of deposition determined from annual growth rings, stem damage , and 
establishment elevation data from Tamarisk as well as aerial and ground-level 
photographs (A) Dellenbaugh (B) Trailer (C) Dunn Cliff. All views are facing in the 
downstream. Eddy fence locations were estimated based on the projection of a line 
between the upstream constriction apex and edge of the bank near the downstream 
reattachment point. 
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Figure 2.12 Grain size distributions of floodplain deposits; each distribution polygon 
represents+ /_ 1 standard deviation about the mean . The pre-dam floodplain sediment show 
strong distributional overlap with both the powerplant capacity and bypass flood sedi-
ments, a reflection of the pre-dam annual variablilty in flood magnitude . 
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Figure 2.13 Time series of cumulative minimum floodplain growth (A) above average 
annual flow (~57 m3/s) (B) above post--dam 2--year return flood (~140 m3/s). (C) annual 
maximum flood series for Greendale Utah . Note that large floodplain depositional events 
correspond closely with the largest floods of each era . Progressive depositon of floodplain 
surfaces between the average and powerplant flow stages after dam closure occured only 
in the meanders oflower Browns Park (Gates of Ladore trench site) . 
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Figure 2.14 Generalized distribution and stratigraphic relationships of floodplain deposits 
and associated woody riparian vegetation within the upper Green River, modified from 
Grams and Schmidt [2002]. Woody riparian vegetation distributions after Larson [2004] 
and Cooper et al. [2003]. Prior to this study, both the intermediate bench and the post-dam 
floodplain were assumed to be post-dam features, while the Cottonwood-Boxelder terrace 
was considered a pre-dam feature. In the restricted meanders of Browns Park, the Interme-
diate Bench is both a pre-and post-dam feature. In Lodore Canyon, the Intermediate Bench 
was created by the floods of 1962 and 1983. 
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CHAPTER3 
RECENT CHANNEL ADJUSTMENTS TO RESTORATIVE FLOODS IN THE UPPER 
GREEN RIVER IN LODORE CANYON, COLORADO 
Abstract 
Analysis of repeat measurements at 36 cross sections along a 20 km reach in 
Lodore Canyon show that the sand storage condition in 2006 was no different than the 
condition observed in 1994, despite an increased frequency of high magnitude floods. 
Four high magnitude floods occurred in 1997, 1999, 2005, and 2006, but only one, the 
1999 flow, triggered channel adjustments to the bed and banks that were significantly 
different than those of the post-dam 2-year return flood. This condition of relative 
equilibrium is in stark contrast to the Colorado River in Grand Canyon, a river with 
similar geomorphic organization, regulatory constraints and habitat management goals. 
Because of this, managers need to approach restoration and rehabilitation in the upper 
Green River with a different strategy than those used on the Colorado River. 
1. Introduction 
The response of river channels to regulation is complex and generally hinges on 
the relative change in the sediment supply in relation to the change in sediment transport 
capacity [Williams and Wolman, 1984; Church, 1995]. Resulting conditions of sediment 
deficit or surplus create channel changes that manifest differently amongst rivers with 
different geomorphic organization. When exploring potential mitigation or rehabilitation 
strategies to reverse undesirable conditions in a river corridor below a dam, resource 
managers may develop dam release schedules and other strategies that are informed by 
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experiences on similar rivers, with similar geomorphic organization and management 
goals [Grant et al., 2003]. In this way, the collective practice ofrestoration of rivers 
regulated by of dams is advanced. Whereas individual accounts of specific case studies 
of specific restoration strategies in particular geomorphic settings have been reported, 
few efforts have been made to compare the response of rivers with similar geomorphic 
organization to similar restoration strategies. 
The planform and profile of canyons with abundant debris fans is determined by 
the streamwise abundance of coarse hillslope debris and tributary debris fans, which are 
the primary controls on large-scale hydraulic patterns [Howard and Dolan, 1981; Kieffer, 
1985; Webb et al., 1989]. Fine sediment deposition primarily occurs in eddies, ponded 
backwaters, and pools created upstream and downstream from these fans [Schmidt, 1990; 
Schmidt and Rubin, 1995; Grams and Schmidt, 1999]. Debris fan dominated canyons 
include the Colorado River in Grand and Cataract Canyons, the Snake River in Hells 
Canyon, and the Green River in Lodore, Desolation, and Gray Canyons. Highly 
publicized and costly attempts to restore and manage the volume and abundance of fine 
sediment deposits have been attempted in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River below 
Glen Canyon Dam [National Research Council, 1996; Rubin et al., 1998; Webb et al., 
1999; Topping et al., 2000a, 2000b, 2005; Webb et al., 2000; Rubin and Topping, 2001; 
Flynn and Hornewer, 2003; Schmidt et al., 2004; Hazel et al., 2006]. The use oflarge 
dam releases timed to coincide with tributary sediment inputs have been the main 
restoration tool used to redistribute fine sediment from the channel bed to shoreline 
eddies and margins. Despite these attempts, the volume and area of fine sediment 
deposits in Grand Canyon continues to decline, because the post-dam transport capacity 
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greatly exceeds the sediment supply from tributaries [Rubin et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 
2004]. 
Although less widely publicized, similar operational changes have been instituted 
on in the Green River below Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD) (Figure 3.lA). These changes 
have been driven by the decline in the abundance of native fish species, and have 
included restoring the timing of spring floods and scheduling flood releases to achieve 
target magnitudes and durations for fish habitat in reaches downstream of the Yampa 
River confluence [U.S. Department of the Interior, 2005]. The operational changes have 
been monitored for over a decade by repeat cross section surveys within Dinosaur 
National Monument (DNM), with the intention of tracking bed and bank adjustments. 
In this paper we explore the nature of channel adjustment in the Green River 
below FGD in The Canyon of Lodore (hereafter called Lodore Canyon) (Figure 3.1). We 
use measurements of channel cross-section geometry at 36 locations within a 20-km 
reach to develop metrics of fine sediment storage since 1994. We contrast these data 
with similar metrics reported for the Colorado River below Glen Canyon Dam. These 
data are of both management and general scientific interest. Although no specific 
restoration goals were established in this reach, high-magnitude floods have occurred as 
hydro logic emergencies or to meet the objectives of the target flows mentioned above. 
2. Background 
The channel of the Green River below FGD has narrowed between 10 and 30% 
since 1930 [Graf, 1978; Andrews, 1986; Lyons et al., 1992; Grams and Schmidt, 1999; 
Allred and Schmidt, 1999; Merritt and Cooper, 2000; Grams and Schmidt, 2002]. 
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Regulation, multi-decadal climatic shifts, and invasive woody riparian species have all 
been implicated as stressors causing narrowing. The reach of the Green River between 
FGD and the Yampa River [hereafter referred to as the "upper Green River"], has 
undergone larger changes in streamflow than reaches downstream of the Yampa River, 
because no large tributaries enter the river upstream from the Yampa. Power-generating 
capacity ofFGD typically limits annual maximum floods to 130 m3/s, a 57% decrease in 
the 2-year recurrence flood compared to the unregulated condition. Floods requiring the 
use of bypass and spillway facilities (hereafter referred to as "bypass floods") have 
occurred when inflows to Flaming Gorge Reservoir are large and the reservoir is full. 
Although Flaming Gorge Reservoir traps all of the sediment from upstream 
tributaries, sediment contributions from downstream tributaries have been sufficient to 
supply the deposition of inset floodplains [Grams and Schmidt, 2002]. Channel 
narrowing has led to the reduction of in-channel rearing habitat important to the four 
federally protected fish species of the Colorado River system [Tyus and Haines, 1991]. 
These floodplain surfaces are also home to the invasive woody shrub Tamarisk (Tamarix 
spp.), a federally designated noxious weed [Cooper et al., 2003]. 
Ecological maintenance flows to re-activate stabilized floodplain deposits, expand 
aquatic habitat, and reduce the coverage of invasive plants species are a potential 
restoration solution in the upper Green River. However, little is known about the 
interaction between regulated hydrology and fine sediment dynamics in this reach. Thus, 
the potential for the success of restorative floods is unknown, making costly "managed" 
floods less likely. 
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2.1 Fine Sediment Supply in Lodore Canyon 
and Grand Canyon 
Toe Green River in Lodore Canyon and the Colorado River in Grand Canyon are 
both below dams that have ratios of reservoir storage to annual water supply greater than 
two and reductions in annual flood magnitudes of roughly 60%. Regulation of both rivers 
began at nearly the same time. The annual sediment loads of the Green and Colorado 
1ivers are carried primarily in suspension. During the pre- and post-dam periods, both 
rivers show evidence of annual supply limitations with respect to fine sediment, indicated 
by higher concentrations during the rising limb relative to the receding limb of the annual 
flood [Topping et al., 2000a; Grams and Schmidt, 2002]. These supply limitations are 
manifested in coarsening upward flood deposits, which have been observed in the 
floodplains and bars of both rivers [Martin et al., 1998; Rubin et al., 1998; Topping et al., 
2000a]. 
Topping et al. [2000a], showed that the Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona 
(station 09380000), experienced a 99.5% decrease in mean annual fine sediment supply 
after closure of Glen Canyon Dam, from 57 ± 3 million Mg, to 0.24 ± .01 million Mg. 
Topping et al. [2000a, b] concluded that the seasonal fine sediment storage in the channel 
typically occurring between August and the following April was eliminated, because 
post-dam flows exceeded the sediment conveyance and erosion threshold for most of the 
year. Hazel et al. (2006] showed that the areas of seasonal storage on the bed in Marble 
Canyon has been reduced to small patches of fine sediment, and eddies. Toe result of the 
severe sediment deficit has been the erosion of eddy bars, winnowing of sand from gravel 
bars on the bed, and net export of fine sediment [Kearsley et al., 1994; Rubin et al., 
2002; Schmidt et al., 2004]. 
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FGD reduced mean annual fine sediment supply below the dam at the Greendale, 
Utah gage (station 09234500) from 1.2 ± .115 million Mg to .008 ± .008 million Mg, a 
reduction of 99.3% [Grams and Schmidt, 2005]. Although Andrews [1986] calculated 
that the Green River in the study reach was in sediment deficit, Grams and Schmidt 
[2005] showed that the uncertainty in the sediment budget does not allow for either a 
deficit or surplus condition to be determined, but the budget is in equilibrium at Jensen 
(station 9261000) within the uncertainty of the calculation. Grams and Schmidt [2002] 
noted that the bed of the Green River in the 36-km reach segment immediately upstream 
of the study area is sand, and annual scour from floods was refilled after flood recession. 
Grams and Schmidt [2002] also showed that the bed had not incised anywhere that pre-
dam records were available. Channel narrowing has occurred by deposition of inset 
floodplains and stabilization of previously active channel deposits, including 
accumulation of sand on gravel bars and the volume of post-dam deposition was 
estimated by Grams and Schmidt [2005] to be within the uncertainty of the annual 
sediment budget for this reach. Thus, the Green River in Lodore Canyon and the 
Colorado River in the Grand Canyon both have sediment budgets that are indeterminate 
within the uncertainty of the transport relations, but contrasting reports in their respective 
adjustments. 
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2.2 Time Series of Fine Sediment Storage 
in Eddies in the Grand Canyon 
Geomorphic mapping of aerial photos in the Grand Canyon since 1990 suggest 
that size of sandbars in eddies continues to decrease (Figure 3.2) [Rubin et al., 2002]. 
The combined measurements of sandbar areas have been averaged and divided into two 
storage zones, a high elevation zone above 708 m3/s (flood zone), and a mid elevation 
zone between 227 m3/s and the flood zone (the fluctuating flow zone) [Schmidt et al., 
2004]. The slopes of the lines between first and last measurements in Figure 3.2 suggest 
higher rates of erosion in the mid elevation zone ( ~ -850 m2 /year) than the high elevation 
(~ -60 m2/year), but the long-term trend is erosional in both. This long-term negative 
trend in sand storage persists with short-term variations within the flood and fluctuating 
flow zones associated with higher flows . The exception to this is the controlled flood of 
1996, which temporarily increased storage in the flood zone, but at the expense of the 
fluctuating flow zone. These time series define the fine sediment, and subsequent dam 
management strategy for the Glen Canyon Adaptive Management Program. 
3. Calculation of Fine Sediment Storage 
Time Series for Lodore Canyon 
Grams and Schmidt [1999] divided Ladore Canyon into three segments, a lower 
gradient upper segment, a steeper middle segment, and a lower gradient downstream 
segment (Figure 3.1B). Our study reach spans the upper and middle segments. In our 
analysis, we make comparisons between fine sediment storage metrics in both segments 
to identify potential differences in channel adjustment. These metrics are then combined 
to construct time series of fine sediment storage for the study reach. 
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3.1 Data Sources 
Permanent channel cross sections (hereafter referred to as "reference" cross 
sections) were established at I-km intervals in 1994 [Grams, 1997]. Thirty-two cross 
sections spaced 40 to 150 m apart were established in 1999 and 2001 within four fan-
eddy complexes in the upper and middle segments, as part of a Tamarisk removal 
experiment (hereafter referred to as "experimental" cross sections) (Figure 3.3). 
Experimental and reference cross sections span eddy bars, channel margin deposits, point 
bars and include the geometry of channel bed [Grams, 1997; Larsen and Schmidt, 2003]. 
Cross section surveys were performed using a total station. Channel bathymetry 
beyond wadeable depths was determined using an echo sounder mounted on a raft. The 
topographic dataset includes measurements before and after bypass floods in 1997, 1999, 
2005, and 2006. Thirty-six cross sections, nine reference and 27 experimental, were 
surveyed in 2006 to capture a common temporal reference condition. 
3.2 Calculation of Fine Sediment Cross-Sectional 
Area Time Series 
The 36 experimental and reference cross sections span 58 fine sediment deposits, 
because deposits may occur on either or both banks (Table 3.1). The right and left 
endpoints of each cross section were generally positioned near the interface between two 
geomorphically significant surfaces, the Cottonwood-Boxelder Terrace and the 
intermediate bench. These two surfaces were defined by Grams and Schmidt [2002] as 
the pre-dam floodplain and post-dam bypass floodplains, respectively, and are easily 
located in the field. Depositional environments were classified using the system of 
Grams [1997]. Cross sectional area ( CSA) of each deposit was calculated above two 
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reference planes (1) the stage ofFGD powerplant capacity releases, and (2) the stage 
of typical base flow (22 m3/s) (Figure 3.4A). The lower CSA was calculated between the 
two reference planes. These two areas represent the post-dam bypass flood zone 
(hereafter referred to as the "flood zone") and the active zone of reworking by dam 
releases that occur each year (hereafter referred to as the "fluctuating flow zone"), 
respectively. 
3.3 Calculation of Mean Bed Elevation at 
Cross Sections 
Mean bed elevation (MBE) was calculated at the 34 Lodore Canyon cross sections 
for each available measurement and used as a proxy for fine sediment bed storage (Figure 
3.4B). Increases in MBE values indicate bed sediment evacuation and decreases indicate 
bed sediment accumulation. MBE was evaluated as 
MBE=~ 
Ww (1) 
where Ac and Ww are the channel area and wetted width at 130 m3/s, respectively. The 
powerplant capacity of FGD was used as the reference plane, because it is approximately 
the post-dam 2-yr recurrence flood . 
3.4 Calculation of Fine Sediment Storage 
and Bed Elevation Timeseries 
Both spatial and temporal gaps exist in the Lodore Canyon monitoring data. 
Reference cross sections have been measured intermittently since 1994. Experimental 
cross sections been measured intermittently since 1994, 1997, 1999, and 2001. Thus, 
experimental cross sections have higher temporal resolution than reference cross sections 
(Table 3.1). To calculate a time series that accounts for the temporal and spatial gaps in 
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survey observations, a fine sediment storage weighted observation (SWO) was 
calculated for each observation period and applied as a measure of fine sediment storage 
for the entire study reach. CSA values were referenced to the 2006 survey by 
(2) 
where A,;• is the normalized fine sediment cross-sectional area, t is the observation 
period, i is the fine sediment storage site. Each storage site was assigned a weight value 
by 
S- Aimax 
,- N 
IAimax 
(3) 
where Si is the storage weight value for site i, Aimax is the maximum cross sectional fine 
sediment area ever observed at site i, and N is the total number of storage sites . So that 
temporal trends in fine sediment storage were not skewed to sites with small A• values, 
and thus potentially large fluctuations of relative sediment storage, observations were re-
normalized to their respective weights by: 
(4) 
where SWO is the storage weighted observation and n is all of the sites surveyed during 
observation period t. Observation periods with less than 5% of the total sample storage 
surveyed or two or less observations were excluded from the SWO calculation. 
To compare the temporal pattern of bed adjustment with SWO values, MBE 
values were normalized by: 
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E• = MBE1; 
II MBE2006i 
(5) 
where Eli• is the normalized mean bed elevation at cross section i at time t. The simple 
average of Eri • values at each observation period was used to calculate the time series of 
bed adjustment in the study reach since 1994. Whereas increases in SWO values suggest 
increases in sand storage, increases in MBE values suggest a decrease in fine sediment 
storage on the bed. 
3.5 Assignment of Error Bounds and 
Statistical Tests of Population Means 
For purposes of statistical assignment of error and comparison of population 
means from each observation period, fine sediment storage sites were assumed to be a 
sample drawn from a normally distributed population whose sample mean at observation 
time t reflect the changes in the mean of the population of all fine sediment storage sites. 
Error bounds on SWO and average E* values were constructed by assigning confidence 
bounds using a two-sided t-interval at the .01 confidence level, calculated with then and 
standard deviation of A* and E* values associated with each observation period. Error 
bounds for the normalized values in 2006 could not be calculated with the procedure 
above, because each observation is equal to 1. Thus, confidence intervals for the 2006 
observation periods were assumed equal to other observation periods with equal or less 
numbers of observations. 
SWO and average E* values were further tested for their differences relative to the 
2006 reference condition using a two-sample t-procedure, which assumed unequal 
population variance between samples. For each observation period, two sided-confidence 
intervals at the .01 level and P-values were calculated as measures of difference 
relative to 1, the reference condition. 
4. Results 
4.1 Spatial and Temporal Trends of 
Fine Sediment Storage in Eddies, 
Margins, and the Bed in Lodore Canyon 
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Fine sediment storage at measured sites in Lodore Canyon has changed very little 
since 1994. Figure 3.5 shows the time series of CSA values calculated at each fine 
sediment storage site for the post-dam bypass flood zone and fluctuating flow zone by 
location and depositional environment in Lodore Canyon. Storage sites within the flood 
zone show either weak positive or negative slopes in CSA values between 1994 and 2006 
at all locations and depositional environments (Table 3.2). Deviations from the 
equilibrium trend generally occur in eddies during bypass floods, however, only the 1999 
bypass flood caused significant shifts in CSA values. Eddy deposition in the flood zone 
during the 1999 bypass flood was followed by a gradual decrease in CSA values during 
years without bypass flooding, a trend that was nearly complete at most sites by 2001. 
Eddy and margin deposit response to the bypass floods of 1997, 2005, and 2006 is 
generally constrained to low-magnitude shifts, including both scour and deposition. 
Fine sediment storage sites within the lower fluctuating flow zone show greater 
temporal variability in CSA values between observations than the flood zone, but there is 
no long term, site specific trend, regardless of depositional environment (Table 3.2). 
Eddy storage sites in the upper canyon show greater variability in CSA values between 
measurements and during bypass and powerplant floods than eddy bars in the middle 
canyon. Fluctuating flow CSA values in margin deposits show less temporal variability 
than eddies, but respond similarly in both the upper and middle canyon. Large 
deviations from the equilibrium trend are generally associated with bypass floods; 
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however, some sites show similar or greater variations in storage in years without bypass 
floods. 
Temporal trends in MBE values suggest that the pools above and below channel 
constrictions in both the upper and middle canyon, generally do not experience large 
magnitude adjustments in seasonal or long-term storage (Table 3.2). Cross sections 
which have measurements before, during, and after bypass floods indicate that bed 
adjustment to each flood is typically less than a 1 m (Figure 3.6). The exception to this 
trend is the ponded backwater in the Winnies reach (cross sections WI to W3), which 
scoured between 1 and 3 m during the 1999 bypass flood . This response was followed by 
a progressive filling that persisted through 2006 at WI. Patterns of bed adjustment 
during bypass flood are also site specific and show tendencies for some pools to aggrade 
and others to scour under the same discharge, regardless of location upstream or 
downstream from a rapid. 
4.2 The Pattern and Trend of Fine 
Sediment Storage in Lodore Canyon 
Since 1994 
Fine sediment storage in the flood zone, fluctuating flow zone, and the bed of the 
study reach has trended around equilibrium over the course of the study period (Figure 
3. 7). Between 1994 and 1997, average storage in fine sediment bars and the bed of the 
river showed little variation from year to year. Increases in fine sediment storage in the 
fluctuating flow zone, reflected in temporary, high-magnitude increases in SWO values 
during the 1997 and 1999 floods, were only apparent in the flood zone for the 1999 flood. 
The increases in eddy and margin bar storage during these floods, were accompanied 
by decline in overall bed sediment abundance, reflected by higher average E* values. 
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Between 1999 and 2002, fine sediment storage slowly declined in bars in both the 
flood and fluctuating flow zones, while bed sediment storage increased at nearly an equal 
rate until 2001. Additionally, the lowest SWO values in the fluctuating flow zone and the 
highest average E* values occur simultaneously in 2002, these patterns suggest that 
sediment eroded from the fluctuating flow zone is a potential source of the fine sediment 
put into storage on the bed during this time period. After 2002, the trend of fine sediment 
storage again showed low magnitude variations around equilibrium, similar to 
measurements prior to the bypass flood of 1997. Between 2004 and 2006, declines in 
fluctuating flow storage after the annual peaks in 2004 and 2005, are accompanied by a 
general increase in bed sediment storage. 
The trends and patterns of fine sediment storage displayed by the SWO and 
average E* time series reflect the same behavior of the raw CSA and MBE values, but 
few of these values show statistically significant differences at the .01 confidence level 
from their respective 2006 values of 1.0 (Table 3.3). Within the flood and fluctuating 
flow zones, significant deviations from 1.0 are obtained for only two values, located 
within the 1999 surveys. Average E* values significantly differ from 1 for only a single 
measurement. The failure of nearly all SWO and average E* values to vary from their 
respective 2006 values further suggests that fine sediment storage in Lodore Canyon has 
generally trended around equilibrium since measurements began in 1994. 
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5. Discussion 
The data incorporated into the SWO and average E* values are both temporally 
and spatially scattered, and broad assumptions were incorporated to make their 
calculations. First we assumed that the behavior of fine sediment deposits with short 
measurement records were the same as those with long measurement records. Second we 
did not discriminate between active channel and floodplain fine sediment depositional 
environments. 
Our first assumption is reasonable, because storage locations which have 
topographic measurements during the 1997 and 1999 bypass floods behave similar to 
storage sites whose measurement record begins after 1999. For example, the eddies that 
responded with the largest changes in storage for the 1999 flood, share similar low-
magnitude changes as the eddies which experienced low-magnitude changes during both 
1997 and 1999. After 2001 , most eddies and margin deposits respond with similar 
changes in flood and fluctuating flow storage during the 2005 bypass flood , further 
suggesting the assumption of a linear scaling between storage locations with short 
measurement records and storage locations with long measurement records is sound. 
With regards to the second assumption , no discrimination between active and 
stabilized fine sediment is made because our metrics already capture any potential 
changes in the geometry of the active channel. SWO values above the powerplant 
capacity generally reflect the post-dam bypass and powerplant floodplain zone, while 
SWO values in the fluctuating flow zone track changes in storage of active bars. If 
bypass floods were increasing the size of the active channel, this would be reflected in 
more variation in SWO values between measurements in the flood zone, and likely larger 
fluctuations between measurements in the fluctuating flow zone as well. Neither of 
these behaviors is reflected in the measurement data or calculated SWO values. 
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Regardless of the assumptions made, the time series of raw survey data (Figure 
3.5, 3.6) clearly suggest that the fine sediment storage condition in the bars and the bed of 
the Green River in Lodore Canyon has not changed much since 1994. The exceptions to 
this rule, both statistically and visually, are the measurement data clustered around the 
bypass flood of 1999, where temporary increases in fine sediment storage in bars and 
decreases in bed sediment storage are spatially consistent. The large differences in the 
bed and bank storage response between the 1999 flood and the 1997, 2005 and 2006 
floods suggest that the 1999 flood was acting above a local erosional threshold. If this 
threshold is driven by the magnitude of discharge alone, as opposed to duration, then the 
threshold is somewhere between the magnitude of the 1997 flood, 242 m3 /s, and the 1999 
flood, 317 m3 /s. Melis et al. [ 1994] showed that large floods caused greater 
submergence, or in some cases overtopping, of debris fans in the Grand Canyon, causing 
significant changes to localized hydraulic patterns. Thus, local hydraulic thresholds 
defined by the geometry of the impinging debris fan may trigger bed incision above 
certain discharges. These findings are consistent with a historical floodplain analysis of 
the upper Green River, which showed that the flood of 1999 was the only flood since the 
bypass floods of the early and mid 1980's, to deposit significant volumes of sediment in 
the floodplains of this reach [See Chapter 2]. 
The equilibrium trend of fine sediment storage in Lodore Canyon starkly contrasts 
similar data published for the Grand Canyon over the same time period [Schmidt et al., 
2004]. Bypass flooding in the Grand Canyon during 1996 and 2004 created a nearly 
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identical response in eddy storage as the bypass flood data shown here for Lodore 
Canyon in 1999, however, fine sediment storage data in the Grand Canyon have a 
persistent negative slope after flooding ceases. Our data show that initial declines in fine 
sediment storage are followed by weak, generally flat slopes in the storage condition, 
suggesting the fine sediment storage conditions of the two rivers are very different. 
These differences could be the result of sustained higher baseflows in the Grand Canyon 
relative to Lodore Canyon. Topping et al. [2003] showed that baseflows important for 
the accumulation of fine sediment in storage in the Colorado River in Grand Canyon 
occurred approximately half of the time prior to closure of GCD, but that sustained flows 
below the erosional discharge are rare in the post dam regime . Topping et al. [2003] also 
showed that powerplant operations at GCD increased daily flow variability. In Lodore 
Canyon, the generally lower magnitude flows and smaller daily powerplant fluctuations 
likely allow for accumulation of seasonal fine sediment storage. 
These differences in the fine storage condition will undoubtedly require different 
approaches to restoration. Whereas in the Grand Canyon, both sediment supply and 
water supplies must be managed, seemingly abundant sediment supplies on the Green 
River give land managers greater flexibility to restore and maintain the ecological 
integrity of the river corridor. 
6. Conclusions 
Fine sediment storage in the bed and banks of the upper Green River in Lodore 
Canyon has trended around an equilibrium condition since at least 1994. Although our 
data capture fine sediment topography for four bypass floods, significant channel 
adjustments in these depositional environments were restricted to the bypass flood of 
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1999. The instantaneous discharge of the bypass flood of 1999 was 75 m3/s greater 
than the next largest bypass flood, 1997, which suggests a hydraulic or erosional 
threshold discharge somewhere between these values for some locations. The effects of 
the flood of 1999 were persistent in the eddy bars and margin bars and the bed of the 
river through 2002, when trends in fine sediment storage approximately reflected those 
between 1994 and 1999. This equilibrium condition is different than those reported for 
the Colorado River in Grand Canyon, a river system that shares the same geomorphic 
organization and regulated hydrologic constraints. Managers seeking rehabilitation, 
restoration, or maintenance of channel features in the upper Green River, must take into 
consideration these differences in sediment conditions when approaching their 
management goals. 
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Table 3.1 Fine Sediment Storage Sites in Lodore Canyon and Browns Park: Locations , 
Depositional Environments , and Observation Periods . 
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Site• Location Depositional ..,. ..,. ..,. ..,. 
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T G4L 72.64 CM X X X i G4R 72.64 PB X X X e G6L 74.40 CM X X X X X X X X X X X "' ~ G6R 74.40 CM X X X X X X X X X X X X 0 
l G7l 75.52 PB X X X X G7R 75.52 PB X X X X ~ G8L 76.&8 l!B X X X X X X X X X X X 
u 
G8R Q 16.11 CM X X X X X X X X X X X ~ G9L 77.68 CM X X X 
J! G9R 77.68 l!B X X X 
.:1 G13L I0 .96 CM X X X X X X X X X 
G13R I0 .96 CM X X X X X X X X X 
G14R 81.92 CM X X 
G20R 89.52 EB X X 
G21L 90.56 EB X X X X X X X X X X X X X I X X X X X 
'M'.:1R 76.76 l!B X X X X 
'M'.:2L 76.IO l!B X X X X 
'M:2R 76.IO l!B X X X X 
'M'.:3L 76.16 l!B X X X X X X 
',\C3R 76.16 l!B X X X X X X 
YloC4L 76.91 l!B X X X X X X 
JM'.:4R 76.91 Ell X X X X X X 
v.c5l. 76.99 CM X X X 
VIC5R 76.99 CM X X X 
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'M'.:8R 77.26 EB X I X X X X X 
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Wll 79.38 Ell X X X X X I X .x X X 
WlR 79.38 Ell X X .x X X I X X X X 
g W3R 79.42 EB X X X X X X X X X X 
C 
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"' ;j ill -W4R 79.47 Ell X X X X X X X X u e ] u W5L 79.52 CM X X X X X X X .. WSR 79.52 CM X X X X X X X 
.3 ;; e WBL 79.55 CM X X X X X X 
·c v.6R 79.55 CM X X X X X X ~ W7L 79.70 Ell X X X X X X I X X X X 
"' WBL 79.74 Ell X X X X X X X X X X X X 
W8R 79.74 EB X X X X X X X X X X X 
M2L 90.64 CM X X X X X X X X X X X 
M3L 90 72 CM X X X X X I X 
M3R 90.72 CM X X X X X I X X 
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MBL 91.30 EB X X X X X X 
MBR 91.30 CM X X X X X X X 
T1L 91.87 CM X X X 
T1R 91.87 CM X X X X 
T2L 91.90 EB X I X X X X X 
T3L 92.27 EB X I X X X X 
T3R 92.27 CM X I X X X X 
T4L 92.35 CM X X X 
T5L 92.77 EB X I X X X X 
T5R 92.77 CM X I X X X X 
T6L 92.80 EB X I X X X X 
T6R 92.80 CM X I X X X X 
:1 - topography and bathymctry data surveyed 
I· topograhy data swveyed = upper Lodore Canyon 
• 'R' and 'L' refer to the right and left banks of dle cross section respectively 
1, Location refers to distance below Flaming Gorge Dam 
c Depositional environments a.s classified by Grams (1997): EB= eddy bar; CM= channel margin bar; PB= point bar 
d Observation refers to the 7 day period starting on the date shown 
Table 3.2 Range of slopes between first observation and 2006 observation in eddies, margins and the 
bed at fine sediment storage sites in the upper Green River for storage sites with data originating prior 
to the bypass flood of 1997 
CSA Eddies (m2/year) CSA Margin Deposits 8 (m2/year) MBE 
Location Fluet. Flows n Flood Zone n Fluet. Flows n Flood Zone n {m/i:ear2 n Upper Canyon 0.00 - 0.32 2 -0.12- 0.13 3 -0.16-0.27 7 -0.26 - 0.33 12 -0.02 - 0.01 7 
Middle 
-0.16-0 .18 3 -0.21-0.11 3 -0.06 - 0.12 3 0.03 - 0.32 2 -0.02 - 0.02 5 
• margin bars and point bars as classified by Grams ( 1997) 
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Table 3.3 Results of Statistical Tests of Difference in SWO and E* Observation Values 
Relative to 2006 Observation using Students T-Distribution. 
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SWO 1.021 n/a 0.962 n/a n/a 1.001 1.008 0.995 1.003 n/a 
+99%C .I. 0.021 n/a -0.049 n/a n/a -0.001 0.006 -0.005 0.001 n/a 
-99% C.l. -0.002 n/a -0.217 n/a n/a -0.079 -0.072 -0.050 -0.078 n/a 
P-Value 0.015 n/a 0.502 n/a n/a 0.972 0.794 0.755 0.893 n/a 
Fluctuating Flow Zon! 
SWO 0.917 n/a 0.990 n/a n/a 1.010 0.916 0.978 0.980 1.062 
+99% C.I. 0.249 n/a 0.148 n/a n/a 0.262 0.265 0.182 0.108 0.335 
-99% C.I. -0.415 n/a -0.167 n/a n/a -0.243 -0.434 -0.226 -0.148 -0.212 
P-Value 0.241 n/a 0.830 n/a n/a 0.830 0.328 0.726 0.582 0.434 
Mean Bed Elevation 
Mean£• 0.947 n/a 1.005 n/a 0.938 1.007 1.019 0.974 0.995 0.976 
+99%C.l . 0.031 o/a 0.138 n/a 0.239 0.236 0.114 0.146 0.085 0.284 
-99%C .I. -0.137 n/a -0.129 n/a -0.363 -0.221 -0.076 -0.199 -0.096 -0.333 
P-Value 0.035 n/a 0.873 n/a 0.179 0.865 0.402 0.566 0.802 0.671 
• SWO is the assumed mean for the A• distribution used for the construction of the confidence intervals 
n/a • two or less samples or less than 5% of total S 1 
Observation Period 
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1.005 0.980 0.986 1.002 0.994 1.067 1.182 1.145 1.040 1.016 1032 1.022 1.015 1.017 1.014 1.027 1020 I 000 1.000 
-0 002 -0.023 -0.022 0.001 -0.007 0.066 0.184 0.146 0.039 0.013 0.031 0.022 0.013 0.017 0.013 0.027 0.016 
-0.255 -0.103 -0.173 -0.048 -0.055 -0.021[ 0.036 0,034 -0.027 -0.094 -0.046 -0.024 -0.086 -0.036 -0.050 -0.019 -0.099 
0.865 0.466 0.759 0.919 0.734 0.039 0.002 0.001 0.111 0.585 0.255 0.198 0.616 0.314 0.540 0.083 0.610 
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1.388 1.006 1.046 1.354 1.228 1.096 0.931 0.865 0.854 0.981 0.993 0.893 0.868 1.005 1.017 1.000 1.000 
1.184 0.145 0.141 0.630 0.438 0.235 0.044 0.115 -0.033 0.063 0.095 0.033 -0.043 0.081 0.122 
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0.466 0.538 0.079 0.074 0.039 0.020 ' 0.002 0.719 0.132 0.456 0.766 0.279 0.801 0.032 0.124 
= observation shown to be significantly different than 2006 observation using both confidence interval and P-va!ue 
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Figure 3.1 (A) upper Green River study area location map (B) locations of reference and 
experimental cross sections in Ladore Canyon and Browns Park. . 
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Figure 3.2 Time series of the aerial extent of sand bars in the first 113-km downstream of 
Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River , from [Rubin et al., 2002]. Fine sediment area 
is used as a proxy for storage. Note the strongly negative slopes in the combined and mid 
elevation lines, with short-term variations around higher flows. These decreases in fine 
sediment storage are the result of a persistent sediment deficit condition in this reach. 
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Figure 3.3 Network of cross sections located in the Mile 233 experimental reach. Flow is 
from right to left. (A) 1999 aerial photo and locations and names of cross sections within 
the reach.(B) geologic map from [Grams, l 997] showing surficial geology and deposi-
tional environments within the reach. Monitoring of the G21, M4, and MS cross sections 
began in 1994, surveys at the other cross sections began before the bypass flood of 1999. 
Cross section M6 was not used in this study because its shape is affected by sediment 
inputs from the tributary debris fan. 
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of a river cross section depicting the metrics of fine sediment storage 
using repeat surveys at cross sections in the upper Green River (A) cross-sectional sand 
area above the powerplant capacity of FGD and within the :fluctuating flow zone (B) mean 
bed elevation changes calculated using channel area below powerplant capacity and wetted 
top width at the same dischage. 
Figure 3.5 Time series of fine sediment cross sectional area ( CSA) above reference 
elevations in Lodore Canyon by depositional environment and location. (A) and (B) 
above 130 m3/s in eddies of upper and lower Lodore Canyon respectively; (C) and (D) 
above 130 m3/s in channel margin deposits of upper and lower Lodore Canyon . (E) -
(H) are the same locations as (A) - (D), but measured within the fluctuating flow zone. 
Vertical dashed lines represent the time of the flood peaks in years when FGD bypassed 
the power generating turbines and large than average floods occurred . Sand deposits in 
the flood zone are generally inactive in years without bypass floods while fine sediment 
in the fluctuating flow zone regularly scours and fills, however, the slopes between data 
points prior to 1997 and the 2006 observation are generally flat, indicating a general 
equilibrium condition at most storage sites. 
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Figure 3.6 Time series of MBE relative to the 2006 condition in Lodore Canyon by 
location in the canyon and location upstream of downstream of debris fans (A) backwater 
pools of upper Lodore Canyon and Browns Park (B) backwater pools of middle Lodore 
Canyon (C) expansion pools of upper Lodore Canyon and (D) expansion pools of middle 
Lodore Canyon. Negative values suggest less fine sediment on the bed relative to 2006 
and postive values suggest more fine sediment on the bed. Vertical gray dashed lines 
show the timing of bypass floods from FGD. The gray horizontal dashed lines show the 
precision of the depth sounding instrument. Magnitudes ofMBE changes are generally 
limited to within+/- 1 mat most locations for most floods, and show both scour and fill 
responses during floods. However, scour ofup to 3 min the Winnies experimental reach 
was observed during the bypass flood of 1999; this scour was followed by a multi-year 
bed elevation increase which ended in 2005 . 
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Figure 3.7 Time series of bank and bed fine sediment storage in Lodore Canyon. (A) 
SWO values for the flood zone (B) SWO values for the fluctuating flow zone (C) average 
of E* values for reference and experimental cross sections (note reverse vertical axis) (D) 
daily maximum and minimum flows at the Greendale gaging station. SWO values above 
1 suggest sediment accumulation and values below 1 suggest sediment evacuation; E* 
values above 1 suggest bed scour and values below 1 suggest bed aggradation. All values 
are normalized to the 2006 observation. Error bars are the 99 percent confidence interval 
of A* and E* observations. Vertical dashed lines show the timing ofFGD bypass floods. 
The bypass flood of 1999, the second largest flood since dam closure, caused both bed 
scour and sediment accumulation in the flood zone. These responses were followed by a 
multi-year decline in SWO values in both the flood and fluctuating flow zone, likely 
providing some of the fine sediment which caused bed aggradation between 1999 and the 
present. Comparison of sample means from observations indicate that most of the values 
shown are not significantly different than 1 at the .01 confidence level, indicating that 
fine sediment storage in Lodore Canyon has not changed over the study period. 
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Trenching, stratigraphy, and dendrogeomorphic analysis indicate that floodplain 
building associated with channel narrowing in the upper Green River occurred before and 
after closure of Flaming Gorge Dam (FGD). Prior to closure of the dam, lower-
magnitude floods interacted with big floods to create a floodplain surface in Browns Park 
approximately equivalent in elevation to the intermediate bench (IB) first reported by 
Grams (1997). In Lodore Canyon, pre-dam floodplain building was limited to the 
channel margins, where infrequent, big floods vertically accreted the Cottonwood-
Boxelder (CB) terrace until at least 1957. Decreased flood magnitudes after closure of 
FGD shifted the flow field further away from the channel margins. In Browns Park this 
shift abandoned the pre-dam floodplain and began building a lower, inset floodplain (PF) 
equivalent in elevation to the powerplant capacity ofFGD. Just prior to dam closure, the 
flood of 1962 left sand in the eddy bars of Lodore Canyon out of the reach of the 
regulated flows, shifting these environments to a floodplain setting. Powerplant flows 
also built a PF surface in Lodore Canyon, but its extent was limited to the confined 
spaces inset to the deposits of 1962. 
Floodplain building in the post-dam hydrologic regime followed a stepwise 
pattern with small or progressive accretion during the powerplant flows, and abrupt 
vertical accretion events which coincided with the largest floods of the time period. The 
large floods of the 1980's emplaced large volumes sediment on the PF surfaces, which 
acted as stable platforms for vertical accretion. Vertical accretion by the floods of the 
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1980's expanded the IB surface in Browns Park and Lodore Canyon, and limited 
subsequent accretion by setting the upper elevation of the IB to the crest of the large 
floods of 1997, 1999, 2005, and 2006. Dendrogeomorphic analysis suggests that the last 
flood to emplace sediment at the IB elevation was the 1999 flood, the second largest 
instantaneous flow since 1963. 
These historical floodplain data are in close agreement with 12 years of channel 
geometry monitoring in the same reaches . At 58 fine sediment storage sites in Lodore 
Canyon and Browns Park, only minor changes in storage have been observed since 
monitoring began in 1994. The flood of 1999 stands alone as the flow which caused 
significant adjustment of eddy and margin environments, an adjustment that was short 
lived and, if anything , caused further accretion of fine sediment in the floodplains. 
However , the fact that the 1999 caused bed scour and eddy deposition of magnitudes not 
observed during other, lesser floods , suggests a threshold erosional discharge between 
240 m3 Is and 325 m3 /s. This condition of relative equilibrium in fine sediment storage 
contrasts the depleting fine sediment storage condition of the Colorado River below Glen 
Canyon Dam, a river with similar geomorphic organization, flow reductions , and 
sediment budget. 
These data are of both scientific and management interest. Large floods have 
emplaced most of the sediment in the floodplains observed today, and the stepwise 
pattern of floodplain building created by FGD appears to exacerbate vertical accretion by 
creating low, vegetated, inset floodplains in channel environments with strong divergence 
in the flow field. These floodplains may act as stable platforms for deposition when large 
floods are released from FGD. Floodplain accretion rates reported for other for other 
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river systems are generally limited to long-term averages, and do not have the 
resolution to capture the hydrologic events associated with specific depositional 
magnitudes presented here. Additionally, where fine-scale accretion rates are reported, 
they have not identified the interacting role of small and large floods in building 
floodplains, or the amplification of this interaction by regulation. Thus, the model of 
floodplain building presented here serves as an addition to the growing scientific interest 
in these important landforms. 
The data presented here also create challenges and dilemmas for restoration of the 
upper Green River. Observations of channel adjustment during bypass floods show that 
their ability to cause significant channel adjustments, specifically the reactivation of the 
stabilized deposits, is limited. These data suggest that infrequent bypass flooding, (i.e. 
bypass flooding preceded by multiple years of low magnitude flooding) may further 
disconnect floodplains from the modern hydrologic regime. Reactivation of stabilized 
deposits and expansion of aquatic environments important to endemic fish species may 
require more frequent , higher magnitude, annually variable flood regimes, coupled with 
the continued removal of undesirable woody vegetation species. However, the seemingly 
replete sediment supply in the Green River presents managers with a wider range of 
restoration options than those used in the Colorado River below Glen Canyon Dam, 
where managers are fighting both diminishing sediment and water supplies. 
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STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP FOR GATES OF LODORE TRENCH 0 I I IS riQ na taae Relation for Sediment Ga1:1ln1:1 Station Established bv JCS at Gates of Lodore 
FGD Q CFS Meas. a CFS Stace (ft\ Meas a CMS Stace Im\ Adi Stace USGS (ml Stace Relatlonshlo for Trench Fl1:1ure XS 1040 1178 2.09 33.36 0.64 1626.76 Q(CFS\ Q(CMS) Stage Adi . Trench Stage (ml 1050 1123 2.11 31.80 0.64 1626.77 800 22.7 0.49 88.70 1350 1438 2.32 40.72 0.71 1626.82 4600 130.3 1.52 89.73 1360 1439 2.38 40.75 0.73 1626.84 8400 237.9 2.25 90.46 1420 1524 2.40 43.15 0.73 1626.86 11200 317.1 2.71 90.92 1510 1589 2.47 45.00 0.75 1626.87 13700 387.9 3.09 91.30 1560 2.43 0.74 1626.87 15100 427 .6 3.29 91.50 2550 2458 3.38 69.60 1.03 1627.16 17200 487 .0 3.58 91.79 2990 2880 3.64 81.55 1.11 1627.23 19600 555.0 3.89 92.10 3120 3166 3.86 89.65 1.18 1627.30 3580 3824 4.35 108.28 1.32 1627.45 
2.50 4650 4576 4.98 129.56 1.52 1627.62 
y = 0.0652,f-6471 / 4660 4488 4.92 127.09 1.50 1627.81 4680 4539 4 .93 128.53 1.50 1627.63 2.00 R2 = 0.9981 -4730 4859 5.03 137.58 1.53 1627.63 ~ 4770 4736 5.09 134.11 1.55 1627.65 5690 4718 5.09 133.60 1.55 1627.68 I 1.so 6680 6678 6.44 189.09 1.96 1628.09 / 8370 8590 7.66 243 .24 2.33 1628.46 & ~ 8420 8724 7.71 247 .04 2.35 1628.48 ~ 1.00 / Elevation of USGS BM 
0.50 1635.865 
Field measurements made bv JSA 0.00 Date 
8/26/2005 
8/18/2006 
WSE WSE Flaure QIFGDI USGS Elev Corrected 0.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 200.00 
90.429 88.937 1390 99.379 1626.915 Dlochorge (CMS) 
88.622 854 97.887 1626.600 
This stage relation is almost entirely based on the stage-discharge relationship established at the Gates of Lodore sediment sampling cross section operated by USU and USGS from 1997-1999 . The sampling cross section was location downstream approxlmatley 430 m, w~hin a straight reach. 'Mlile the trench 
was open, I surveyed the water surface elevation twice and also the USGS BM near the cross section (which was used as the elevational control during the 
sediment sampling). The adjustment was made first using the difference in elevation between the USGS BM and then to the coordinates of the stratigraphy drawing (which was done before the stage relation was established, and therefore has a different elevation grid) . 
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Gates of Lodore Tree Interpretations: from Ring Reading Notes and Stage Discharge 
Relations- reviewed by Mike L. Scott and Julie Roth . 
GTS-1 TREEl (Established 1950) 
102 
Slab "E", the first contact, shows burial after 1962 and 1980, conflicting burials are 
indicated after 1956 and after 1990. The fact that the 1962 ring is wide indicates that the 
tree was likely not buried in that year. Another year that shows suppression is the 1957 
ring at "E" preceded by a wide 1956 ... indicating it was not buried at that level by 1956. 
Likely the "E" contact on this tree is the 1957 unit and the narrow unit below is 
1956 ... this is what the next tree (T2) indicates ... this is the likely case. The bottom of 
"D" shows a duff layer indicating a hiatus from flooding ... a claim substantiated by the 
local rating curve ... the last flood that would have reached up to that level is the 1953 
flood .. .indicating that the floods of 1954 and 1955 are not part of the sequence of floods 
between "C" and "D" ... with the establishment point set at the "C" contact in 1950, the 
floods of 1951, 1952, and 1953 likely accreted the sediments making up "C". Everything 
below "C" is prior to 1950. 
GTS-1 TREE2 (Established in1953) 
Slab E shows deep burial after 1956 ... the same at the El contact. 1956 is wide at El and 
extremely narrow at contact "D" and below. This indicates that the "E" and "El" units 
are 1957, and unit "D" is likely 1956. Contact "C" shows burial after 1955 and 1963. 
Slab 19 is completely root. The tree below between contacts "C" and "D" could have 
been buried by any of the flows between establishment in 1953 and the 1956, thus, this 
unit should be grouped in the 1950-1955 units. 
GTS-1 TREE3 (Established <1952) 
Slab "E" shows burial after 1955, but "E3" shows burial mainly after 1957. Contacts 
between D and El are not gradational at this tree, it may be that 1956 buried this tree 
deeper, then 1957 excavated and redeposited resulting in the burial signals after 1955. 
Multiple burial signals are recorded on the ring reading sheets, the two most common are 
"after 1958 and after 1955". The ring width data shows burial suppression in 1956 and 
1957 in the lower slabs, plus anatomical signals after 1958. If combined with TREE 4 
data, then this indicates the additional accretion of"E3" in 1958 adjacent to "E" unit from 
1957. This tree also shows burial in the deeper slab below D, this may be similar to the 
burial reflected in T2 in 1955, this is either due to the 1955 drought or actual burial in 
1955... This unit is narrow so I am going to, once again, group these units into the early 
50's age class. Pith at bottom of slab 18, '8.5 cm below contact D. Thus, establishment 
elevation is somewhere below this point in 1952 or earlier. 
GTS-1 TREE4 (Established ~ 1955) 
As we move down the stem probable burial signals are called out as 1959, 1958, and 
1957. Using the contacts, and assuming that 1959 deposition of the "F" unit, further 
suppressed stem growth, then we can related burial in 1959 to "F", burial in 1958 to "E3" 
and burial in 1957 to "E". Establishment is in 1955 near the "C" contact. This is 
consistent with observations in TREE2. Because the contact at "C" is continuous up to 
the onshore levee but the flow in 1955 could not have possibly deposited to the upper 
elevation, we cannot verify that "C' was deposited by the 1955 flood, thus it will be 
grouped into the "1950's" category. 
GTS-1 TREES (Established ~ 1956) 
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Uppermost unit "H" is likely 83' since it appears from photos that there is organics and 
duff near its base, suggesting a hiatus from flooding after 1962 (the unit below "G"). 
Ground surface slab and first slab show damage in 1983 and contact "G" shows 
suppression up to 1983 ... this is likely the low summer flows of 1977-1982 followed by 
burial in 1983. Likely the unit "H" is the 1983 deposit, with shallow stem damage and 
suppression in 1983 at the "G" contact. At contact "G" the 1984 and 1985 rings are 
wide, suggesting that the 1984 flow did not deposit, and the stage-discharge shows that it 
could not have deposited to that elevation. 1961 and 1962 are narrow at and below slab 
"G" all the way to slab "F" suggesting that this is likely the effects of the extreme 
drought in 1961 and the flood in 1962. Both "G" and "G 1" are assigned as depositon 
from 1962 flood because above "GI" the 1962 ring is wide and only 1962, 1956-1958, 
could have deposited the units to the elevation shown. 1958 and 1959 are wide above 
"G", suggesting no burial above this and elevations in those years. Burial signals are 
called out by ring readers after 1964, likely a burial in 1962, extreme drought in 1963 
from the dam, and progressive conversion to root after the return of higher water tables 
after 1964. Below lAt contact "E" the readers call out burial after 1957, 1958, and 
1959. This is consistent with TREE 4, where we see burial in all of those years. As we 
move below "G" we see burial signals called out in after 1964, after 1958, after 1959, and 
after 1957, very similar to the TREE4. Once again I am assigning "G" to 1962, "GI" 
could be 1960, "F" is assigned 1959, and "E3" is assigned "E". This is consistent with 
the contacts and ring data in TREE3. This tree is also extremely flood trained below 
"F", suggesting significant flood power. .. also pointing to the 1957 flood as the depositor 
of "E". If this tree did, in fact, establish in 1956, then it was buried immediately by 1957, 
even though rings down low suggest lower stress in 1957. However, if we are close to 
the establishment elevation, then the establishment is near the top of a potential 1956 
deposit that may have been eroded by the 1957 flood. Center w/ pith in 1956, indicating 
establishment is just below contact E, on or before 1956. 
GTS-1 TREE6 (Established ~ 1956) 
1962 becomes extremely narrow below contact "G" and ring readers call out burial after 
1964 ... once again the likely effects of draught in 1961 and 1963 with a burial in 1962. It 
is not clear if the suppression in the 1962 ring continues to "F" because the ring readers 
do not pay any attention to it, but they suggest burial in units at "F" by or after 1957, 
1958, and 1959. This is consistent with TREES 4 and 5, suggesting burial in all of those 
years; once again "E" is assigned 1957, "E3" is assigned 1953, "F" is assigned 1959, and 
"G" units are assigned 1962. Center in 1956 in slab 23, cannot cross date below this 
point. Center with pith on slab 25, therefore establishment is >6 cm below contact Eon 
or before 1956. 
GTS-2 TREEl (Established before 1991) 
This tree has multiple unclear years and thus the only conclusion is that is established 
prior to 1991. The establishment elevation is near "A", but this evidence is not 
conclusive. No flows would have reached this elevation after 1986 until 1997. Thus, 
likely this is a 1986 recruit that simply has a rough life history. 
GTS-2 TREE2A (Established 1984) 
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This tree shows narrow rings in 1986 at the base of the "B" unit, and shows establishment 
at or near the "B" elevation, suggesting establishment at the top of the "C" unit in 1984 or 
1983, with burial by "B" in 1986. 1999 shows suppression, or it is at least narrow, at and 
below the ground surface, suggesting there was some suppression in 1999 possibly by 
"A". 
GTS-2 TREE2B (Established 1984) 
This tree is immediately adjacent to tree 2A and shows similar ring patterns. 
Establishment is at or near "B" and there is ring suppression in 1986 followed by a wide 
1987. Both suggesting establishment in 1984 or 1983 followed by burial in 1986 by "B". 
GTS-2 TREE3A (Established 1985 or 1984) 
Slab "B" shows no signs of burial in 1986, but the burial at this elevation would have 
been less than 15cm, especially if the unit "A" did not exist. Establishment is closer to 
the elevation ofC2 and above Cl in 1985. This could have been from 1 of2 reasons. 
Either it established in 1984 at the elevation at or near C2 or it was established in 1985 by 
falling on the bare sand from the 1984 flood. Regardless it shows that the establishment 
is likely at the 1984 elevation, putting "C2" in the 1986 category and "C 1" in the 1984/83 
bin . Likely established in 1985, on the 1984 deposit since the stage discharge relation 
shows that 1985 flood did not get this high, even within error. 
GTS-2 TREE3B (Established 1985 or 1984) 
Once again, as part of the pair with 3A, 3B shows similar ring patterns. This tree was 
marked as establishing in 1985 at the "C2" elevation. Thus, this tree marks the top 
elevation of 1984/83 deposition. Therefore, "Cl" is binned as 1984/83 and "C2" and "B" 
are considered to be 1986. 
GTS-2 TREE4 (Established 1986) 
Establishment is recorded as 1986 at or above the "C2" elevation. The contacts at this 
tree are all marked as gradational on the field sketch so the possibility for later re-
working or deposition followed by bioturbation at the sloping edge of the trench is 
probable. If we assume that the establishment elevation is correct. Then the units "B" 
and "C2" would be binned in the 1999 or 1997 floods. However, given the weight of 
evidence against this in the trees described above, likely this tree is a 1986 recruit that has 
had some reworking of sediments around it. 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading N ates 
/ 
Ring Reader: J, /<.., Reading Date: !;/; G / Oh r1 
Site ID: GtJ-7ES r.,F /-Q])cr< 6 Collection Date: A,y, -<..CJOS-{~"'e) 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , /(, 
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Tree/Hole ID: / 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
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Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
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7 ) 
G-L-1-GS 
C'rl - I - I 
G-L - I • .2. C G c ;, •• ;,(: · € (s ,., ..;._J )
(I~ C£;, ✓~ ~) 
;., ; . 
- ~ 
G-L -1-3 b Pa~ (s<J-J) 
~-
G-L -/ :- ~ -
.. ~ 
-· ·.-. 
~·-~-,:; .. .. 
~ s (..I+\ rill 
~30 u,,_ ! 
I 
/ 
r -. 
. _j j 
,.......,1/,5 e,IV\ ® 
G-L - / - SC-
G-L-1- b 
Gl-1-t- c;i._ 
G-l · I - 'g 
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.:j-wo, 
J,R, 
f'&,;).. of i 
© "'~ (sa-.lJ) 
(~AJJ~) 
Q :, t~ (-sa.--/41) 
A..UW 
Gates of Lodore Tree 2 
7 
6 
5 
I, w 
I \ I I , 
.\ ·,! ~ " 
, ~ I ..-1 
II ~ I 
i \ 
1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 
Year 
1990 
• GS 
--- 1 
-+- 3 
__ ,. __ 2 
··T·-5 
····A···· 7E 
_....,....,_ 9E 
-El- 11 
~- 13D 
--6--14 
· · v · · 18C 
2000 2010 
GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: J , f(, 
Site IO: ~,+-,cs of laD< ':>PE 
Tree/Hole IO: ;2_ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L -<-J .;i__X, txt 
Number of radii measured: 2. 
J2X Series Names: G--L .2. G\S A, 
Reading Date: 5'/,;}.,vj.2ooC, 
Collection Date: A'§, .u>oS: 
Slab IO: GS 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
--r;.2,_,, Wood Anatomy Change Notes: / / 
~,p;;.,,. A - 19 5'8 - ..< oo s-
__ )
z t?c! I:" - ,,_.,,tr :r---✓U 
°{Cf-~ 
'9o t-~i-~ 
' ts <f-_ 8, - J..u.,,.,..-"r',-r 
' r 2-- N - ¼,~t,._ 
'; I - l-.,,/V\,.MV""" 
'10- ~ 
' \ " ~ St f-S-9 - ~"'--~ · _,_~ 
s-J -4 u..-,,"t:,__ ✓~ /J)'I_ ~ ~;t.._. 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J,rs,. Reading Date: s; / ~ t..// r;LJ;o C, 
, . / 
Collection Date: Av:t, .:>-.oo"' 
Tree/Hole ID: :2.. Slab ID: G--.5 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L ~ ,:r,;;,_ >(, t >ct 
Number of radii measured: 
J2X Series Names: G L 2 GS C... 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~fal,.\+ C-
17.sr"""' .;)._(!)OS 
I 
J 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,d<.1 Reading Date: S:/..2. y/,;;__ooG 
I I 
Site IO: G;t7Es of lo.DOR.£ Collection Date: Au-?-. ::2. oos-(i 
Tree/Hole IO: ;l._ Slab IO: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L-<Y.:i. X, 't X "t-
Number of radii measured: ,2._ 
J2X Series Names : G-L ;l. / /2 , 
} 
GL.2/B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
R~;,,.,.. A J rs~ -.:i..oo~ 
2.oc, £' - $rn-.A 
crt -~ 
., 
C/O~J. -s-_._,lco.,_ (>,__ ',i')'. 
. ) 
'8t~~ 
f5<t·fi, -~~ 
'o I - J"--iLJVU,--l,,) -
' 8 cJ - t,/,Je .. 
,, ·. ) 
GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, K, 
Site ID: G,/\;76.S of' lo-Do!?, 5 
Tree/Ho le ID: 2 
Readi ng Date: rk<../oc,, 
I I 
Collection Date: 47 -, ;2e,.'OS-
Slab ID: ,2_ G& ifo ~. S'l kJ~J) 
(.2 p, i:: U":, 1 ~tc ,,.,,. ln \ /5 c,.,,·r)-,«,t •..,d,.,J,-
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: &l-iU::2 X. txt: 
.Number of radii measured : :L 
J2X Series Names: C:-,L :)_~A , G-/._ :2. ~ B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
2:,oos-- "';iv,""'-11. 
'n-~ 
1<./~~5'-~;"':1"'1-ly ,.,,/o(e._ 
)1-~ 
' i ,-~.,.. . {,!;, - h ,t , ,,,,,f,-V.-W-L. 
'(,,<{ - hJ tDe-
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
--~---
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, f, 
Site ID: GA-Tl{S ot- l GDeC6 
Tree/Hole ID: :2..__ 
Reading Date: 5/-2 ~16b 
Collection Date: A½/., ,;2_o c>S: 
Slab ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: {J-J,_;). :s-.:i_x, txt-
Number of radii measured: :;___ 
J2X Series Names: G-l :2. 3 A; 1 G-l-23B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
-1,t, - t~ ,+-ti-"-i - , ~i-r ,d--fo!l·!.:!-¼ sG.. 
/VI,$, -gv,.~;e,( iy Cl~'. S-61 ,..._'rm 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
4J,,._~ A-Jr~- l21L_ 
' - ·-n 
'l!C(-Cf (-Si~ 
'tJ 3 - °'3';? - 5: ~.,- -.;,Lt 
'f?' I -~ 
~s-~ 
fel(- ~ -
{;3 - ~,l_ 
' ' 
~o-t2-- - J~ 
' ~ 5tf~o/-  
I 
s,--~_,_ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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• GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, f, Reading Date: 5,/z G, / 00 
Collection Date: 
Tree/Hole ID: :Z SlabID : S--
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: 0-L ~ .J" ), X, t X t 
Number of radii measured : :2...... 
J2X Series Names: G. L ;:;_SA , 
' 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J,i ,- ~~ ~ ''??1 ~b~ +'$-~. 
/Yl,..s, --E1.1.~,'....t rAt-ei-sb1 \:s, 'i~ -t-'n 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
fo.~ A-- 17.S-5 
,----
' rr-~ 
_) ' )?f-1~ 
' ' fo- \..M-~ 
\ I \ ' r1 - r-9 ~ ~~~ 
-lr?o 
' . l'-(- w.-.J.e. 
~3- ~ 
' . ' foe> - 4 :i ~ bl'C"-r-htl-1,~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
sr -~t'>-- - 'rl~ 
sr--t2. -~-,tf~ ~ ,...__ '-€~ 
s~-~ 
'5-s- &__~ . \,J( f ,'f/._ 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Rea ding Notes 
Ring Reader: J , f<, 
Tree/Hole ID: :1.._ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L.2J<><-X, tXt 
Number of radii measured: ,2_ 
J2X Se ri es Names G--L 2 TLA , 
i 
.J,f.,-
Reading Date · 5)2-G/{x;, 
Collection Date Al-CJ, .2.CJO;Z 
Slab ID: 7 E. 
G-L21EB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J ~, - e,,~J 1t,,__ 5(:, '"' l'h,,•/ 'e,; 'c~G. 
(Y) .s . - .\sv.r-'. cot by 11fk, s-c t fo5l;111 . 3 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
R ~ A - / 95£.:-_./j_r,~ ....... r ______ l<_,d_,·.~~S-5"- I 7 PJ 
"-
{~ - J,\4,'1./'L.(y~ 
i~+G__s-~ 
't \' ~' ... ' 
"' ~ - "-,A~ " °" " - v-,.,,;~ tr,, &'' 
~b - tV:1..t. 
S-S- ~Y.J;,L 4~ 
f;l- - 're, I - ~--\,.\',.,, .. ~ C,:y.,F\.(,,,~ ,J ,I- ~H.J' 
\-v\..C..-,-..,Q.,v_....-u_? 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Note s 
Ring Reader: J , k, 
Site ID: G1ir nS + L,C©O-,fC 
Tree/Hole ID: .2 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L.'.<.3,,?.x.-tx-t-
Number of radii measured: .2... 
J2X Se rie s Names G-l :2. c; EJ ft, 
Reading Date: .S-/2 <;,/oe, 
I I 
Collection Date : ;/-u,,r__ , ~o0.5 
Slab ID: o/ E, / 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stoo Year: 
Start Year: Stop Yea r : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J ,t, - if3,.,~.:,__J ~- S6 +-iG. 
(', , 0 r..l ' -'I , '1 ;, JVl,5, - l>'-"r\C.o' "-1"\·€_,',---...SID ';j" t,_ , 1 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~------ - ----- ----- --
5_:;- Cc-,J~ w( ?;_,1;/_ 
Sb - w !De_ 
Propo r tion: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
yr-s, S'r - t,;i -"-;(±'1.c--,,....(',,~ C1r••--ro-,N ~ ~'o rJ,,~ /4.-{t, -,\ ~-(.v-c£.. ~ AIO 
t--3 4-~ 1f - lv;-M 
11 <1- 1s - IJ~ ~l.o-</ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,R, Reading Date: S/:J.. re/of, 
I I 
Collection Date: 47 . .2..095" 
Tree/Hole ID: .:2., Slab ro: 11 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X filename: G-L:) ..r.:i_x. t Xt 
Number of radii measured: -< 
J2X Series Names: G-L 21 I A Gl.~IIR 
Proportion of circwn fere nce with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
.J,f_, - j~ ,p.°"-'s-6. 
;t'),S, ~ £ .... i--:,,_,( "\'let- 5'i; ... ·u 
~ Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
J3rv.1 6'• ~ A+ B - / '15S - ~-~---· ·-
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
~ f ~4- - ;v-J._ "'t~~;J,--4 /4-7. s-,.. -~ 2.- 4--WI. ~ - ~~t-4_ . 
s.s - c...~ wff,'tL 
sc;-~ 
'c3 ~ (, 1 - ~ i~k 
t£"f-~r--~ /~ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,R,_, Reading Date: 5/ .:i. 6 / 06 
/ I 
Collect ion Date: 
Tree/Hole ID: -<. Slab ID: /3 D 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: Grl~ .J°'.X. tX.t: 
Number of radii measured: 2. 
J2X Se rie s Names: G L ~ 13 PA ) G-L :J. 13 DJ:? 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
J,/f,-..B~ {CL /o/S-( 
(VJ, .$, - .B\.,\,t-; .. / a.ftr r Sb. 
Wood Anatomy Change Note s: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
~ A 'I-- [s - lo/SS- SC. 
~----
's-s - ~ ~:t... '-J/ri"tl-
S-b -~ ~ 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proport ion: 
)J~ ""/"'""· ~-..L ;(,.....:t 'tr -~.'l.. /)A.~t ~-e,vt..k.., 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: JI g, 
Tree/ Hole IO: :2... 
Ring Count s/No tes : 
J2X filename: G-L ~ J ~X: t)(t 
Number of radii measu red: 2 
J2X Ser ies Names: &L ;)__ I id , 
J 
Read ing Date: !;j JJ./ 0, 
. I I 
Collect ion Date : A? , .loo£ 
Slab ID: /q 
CLL ~ ! '-IB 
JI /J ' - o., "' ' , ,.._1...Je /:..' L.,. ' ,·,' A ' "1;; , +-11'- K "' ~ ..., 1 , '' · ~ 'I .J) \ •v -c- r-r<X, 
Pro porti on of cir cumfer ence with seco nd ar y gro wth : 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Sta rt Year: 
J,,Z,- ~ ~ :St ,I- (,3 
111,$, _ l5 ...... :e.J 11ft~t s6. 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
- ;J~ ..,~ ,.,JL I., 
~ ..-.-~ -sl/ 1, .. :/{li 1ff...._ 
}s .._ w.'-lL 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year : 
Proport ion : 
Proportion: 
Pro port ion : 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, f<, 
Tree/Hole IO: ~ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2 X filename : G-L ~J;n<. ixt 
Number of radii measured: .;2_ 
J2X Ser ies Names: (}l ;)_ I ?,c,4 I 
7 
Readi ng Date: s/ '2.. (,,,/ 0, 
Collection Date: A-7 , ,il(J)O~ 
Slab IO: / f c__ 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Sto p Year: Proportion: 
Sta rt Yea r: Stop Year : Proporti on: 
Sta rt Year: Proportion: 
(v), 5
1 
- .Bv.t; eJ. At1et ~(, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
_.,. 
- ,~ r M~~ •-"/ C-<iA.- . ~------------- ---
~ I} s 3 '-l ,Ju--. 
51!/ ~ I )~ -~~-
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J,f., Reading Date: 
~ I 
Site ID: Gti'1E<. "f Lo.P6R E- Collect ion Date: cl7, ~oo.S-
Tree/Hole ID: :Z Slab ID: / 9 
Ring Counts/Not es : 
J2X filename: G-l ~.Jz .. )(, "t.K& 
Numbe r of radii measured: 
J2X Series Names: 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
-.!2--.,...J ~t~ ~ 
5o e..sf~G/!J A.,/ / "' 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
lie' . / (j.J ...... 
128 
5-10 
c..,.,__ 
-10-11 c'-
- ----- ~ ~ G--l - ~ - I - I 
G-l · r}.-..3 
(.:2 f i'e c.c: S ) 
G-l - .2. - t./ 
G-l-;2-S 
J.//~o( 
✓it, 
?t•l+3 
129 
,J '~·= -., ... -- .· t~ ··· '\.., 1 G-"""- ,..;; ••'r.'t'-'·- . • 
J, i· 
,,s cl,,-
3,S c.""- D 
II C:.h-\ j 
-.3°"- t8l 
.,_ 
G-L- ;;. - b 
G--L-.2.- t€. 
G-L-;l.-o/-£1 
G-l·:i. -/ e; 
G-l · :Z · I I 
G-L · .2. · I J.. 
G-L ,_z · / 3 D 
G-l · ;;_ · I'( 
'l/?..-006 
J', ~. 
f cJ , ,2 t>-f-3 
(7of +. /sot/~"" .s .. .,_)_J) 
(T•p ,/-llc,lfo-, SH Jed) 
6~::.p 
130 
131 
42--00(, 
(;{ft 7't:3 of' /4dt:>o/; e - T~ett 
-< 
__j,~I 
,,..-----.. M•-31-3 
.\ ' '..-/ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: , I , /( 
Site ID: ~d:TES 6[ U1DoR.c 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G,-L3 t.::i. )(, txt: 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Ser ies Names: GL3 G?.5 A J 
ri \ . \lAruv, 
Reading Date: J"Jv /S . ~ 00~ I I 
Collection Date:·"'-A c1, ).oo_S: 
Slab ID: GS 
Gl3 G-.S_8 
Proportion of circ wnferen ce with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
~~<+ A -J :J t? - ;J.. oos; f_ P~ 13 - 19(, 7- ~ oo ti 
--- -- - - - . ~- :::. _____ :.;_:_...::;:;:;?:.::!:::::'.-~~!:..-...!:..~2--
' 
2,JiCiS:--- Iv~ 
'9fiA-- ,.,,_,_ ~ 
I 9 '/0 ~  ~ ;}1 
~s-~ 
~I -~ 
f s-¼1f - $ ]vv-\la.i-11 V\11Y,ow 
17 I ~  
I I , (; '1 ~ ?-0 - t,._µ..-J..(!._ 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, /(, 
Site ID: &,t/e 5 Of lODolf.~ 
Tree/Hole IO: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G--U J~X. 't ><t-
Number of radii measured: z -
J2X Series Names: 0l 'S / A 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date: '.Jt L<j, .200 ;;-: 
Slab ID: / 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
~ niJ.---_W-6od Anatomy Change Notes: 
/ !c_,J~' ft -,-,B - IC/5 6 - ~oo~ 
' t O -~ 
\ 
r~ ~. 8 I -~ 
\! 
'::;-; -~ 
I ' / _ Ger -tro - IA,M,'1-£ 
,3-.,.;:,,&_, 
l'::2 ~~ 
Cl- V\--4.,'~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reade r : .J, & 
Tree/Ho le ID: 3 
Ring Counts /Not es : 
J2X filename: G-L3 :J ~ X, "t Xt 
Number of radii measured : :::?.... 
Rea ding Date: 
Slab ID: / 
J2X Series Names: G-l. 3 / C. , G L-; I 0 
C ~. D I V\VO 
Pro port ion of c ircumf ere nce with seco ndary gro wth: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
2 ro0S - 1~ 
11-~,.._!) 
'ro-~ 
??--f?- 'v-J U>E" 
.~/-/~ 
~ I -~ 
6~1'-170 -~ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
\ 
( G, - ~,-r-
' \ I f -p. - GS~ . ~ 
t,/ -~ 
I 
s r-~ 
' sr -1.<J ,nc: 
Proport ion: 
Pro portio n: 
Proportion: 
S-6 + s-1-s; ..... ;/A1--/y h'-\-Hn .. J 
~_{'-~ w( ffh-
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: -J r /( __ , Reading Date: 
Site ID: G-,4--tcSs e;F 1-o.Do&E 
Tree/Ho le ID: -3 
Collect ion Date:,,._,A ff , .::;__ oo.S-
Slab ID: /Z_ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-Ls .::r.:i. 'I( , 't XC-
Number of radii measured: ),, 
J2X Ser ies Names: G, L 1:, l A 
Pro portion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
--~ 
~ ' Wood Anatomy Change Notes: _ 
~ A-+ B 19s~ -_::~~~-------· 
--------r;-;jC) -~ 
.;l O 0~ -~ 
'a' 
'ct/-~ ,n- , , 
",o -i~~ (i'"Y\-E' 
, r r-~ 
\ 
f/-~ 
' 
-:;-1-~ 
~G-~ 
't,'--f "--l~ - S~w.: lo.rly 
~-I~ 
C~ - W\D6 
\ I 
S~-~1-~~ 
---':> f',L ~ ~ 1¥>.{ (l ;-:::, t,1_,,...,\7 .Joi-
e.t-2)l'"'n' 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
' w~ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, /(, 
Site rn: ~Tc.S of: L6.JXJJt€ 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: <1-L,s..J~ X, t-xt: 
Number of radii measured:...<. 
J2X Series Names: bl ~ L\ A 
Reading Date: 7-/ I .:ri,{ or.o 
Collection Date:"--!t-itf, :Joo.5= 
Slab ro: ~ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J I ,,t - 13~; ~ '.~o/, S' 0 / 5 8 
M,s, - l3...,~;.,.1 . -l'ter ' ?o, 56-~. 
·· Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ A - lo/SS. - .2oos-___ 
'q(, +};- ~~ 
'10-1'~ 
'?/_-,....,_,~ 
'ro -~ 
'r3-?-£-~ w-~k 
\ t-/ - V\--t.A~,,...-
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , {:, 
Tree/Hole ID: L 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: 6-Ls J"c:,( X, cXt 
Number of radii measured: :2__ 
J2X Series Names: fu L '.) S-E ; A 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date:"ftc.<!J, 2.oos· 
Slab ID: 5 - fJ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Proportion: 
-----~ \ . 
~ s: -~ 
ly-h-lAJ--~ 10/tj 
f/-1~ 
t 7 i rt> - ~~ 
138 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , ~' Reading Date: 
Site ID: <n+--rc.s vF /..op.OR€ 
Tree / Hole IO: 3 
Collection Dat e: ,.__,.A t,<-f , .:)_ (X;)S:-
f 
Slab IO: /: 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X filename : Gl3.T~)(;txt 
Number of radii mea su red: -<. 
J2X Se rie s Names: ~ L '::>] A 
1 ( n /or:, 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Yea r : Proportion: 
Start Year: Sto p Yea r : Proportion: 
Start Yea r : Stop Yea r : Prop ortion: 
j , ~I_~ cf(z 5-_s~/g  ~{} I ,-1.~ <f'½. 18'( .J-:°? S', r 
hS, - ~,J, ,~/"fu..-·:";-i,;1 '5$) V-.,b-i.,y.l-t-1! bfo.'"¥1 r.t,lr\<~~,S~ ' Uo1 w,~ ..,\iv'n>-d"",.~ "-k0-v 'zit( If\-' j!, · I 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
f+)~ /r - 19 5'~ - I 9 ~ ~ --~---~~ .~Jd,-, ~/ i /I'S 
rr ~-~------------~-:~ '$:~- ;;_,~j;;_---~r;;T( 
' '83 - /r'..A/V'-,..,.,....e,._ (, 'I - ~J.-t 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader J, R, 
Site ID Gft-]E-.5 of l e Do~ f:; 
Tree/Ho le ID: 3 
Ring Count s/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L 3 .:r-~x. TXt-
Number of radii measured: .P_ 
J2X Ser ies Names : 
Reading Date : / Info~ 
Collect ion Date: .,._A-7 , .QC!JO s-
s1ab ID : 9 € 
Proport ion of circ umf erence with seco nd ary growt h : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Pro portion: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start .Year : Sto p Year: Proportion: 
_J. rZ. - B Wi,,~z ~ s-s-, /µ ~ ~ \~ 2 , ~ ~ ~ s:. 
lM,S, - ~;,,J "-H~..-'~S'" j IA.,h.;;-M ,-f+.ev'B'2-1 ~t,..,.;,tJo(..fj.,,. ' &S;;ov f"½i~½ '-ftf, Woo d Ana tomy Change Note s: 
f--_~ ff- - lo/-5'-/-l ?%S- /{J~ .E- l <JSt./-lf ?s-
/ 9f~ - J,I...~ 
tl(-- ~ 
' Z3 -  
i I -~ 
' ,c -~ I~ 
~5 -~ 
l .' /! (; '-I - w ..<..<A(_ 
GJ - /4 ,'Vl.+"-vC•z.._,. 
56 ~ '6 O - Cc~ - ~~ 
S-.£-wf.!)c. 
·-·--- ... ~---~··~--· -·---.. ~ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,/?._ , 
Site rn: Gtltt s oF 1-oDoK..s 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: 6-L3J.:tX, 't ><t 
Number of radii measured: :2._ 
J2X Series Names: bL ~ \\ E \ 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date:04 ~ , .!)oo,S 
Slab ID: JI -
€ / 
1 (n/ti, 
Proport ion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J,K,- li..~ ~ 's"~. 
{\I\· S, ---kl\,1 o.kev 'ss-
w ooct Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ .· It~ I °!St./ - 11~-<;: 
~s _ ..,_,,De:. 
~-y - c.. ~-""+ t'..-~ v .. 1/ f ,'f-"-_ 
Proport ion: 
Proport ion: 
Proportion: 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, I?_, 
Site ID: G-l/·7ES c,f /_ah;;/(£ 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L3S.(X. t XC 
Number of radii measured: ,2 
J2X Series Names: G L ~ ( ::, A 
Reading Date: I /t, /o~ 
Collection Date:'"'-A-~. 2 oe>S:: 
Slab rn: I 3 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
.J,~,~~ ~ '[;5', 
rli. 5. ~ I etl"tw-'-~S. 
ood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ 4-t- B ~ / 9~1/- ss. 
.---···------ ---- ----
'ss - ~ I A~ rh,(l.~~fl . 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
r.-, , . 's J, - et,.,~ ,.j & / K 
.... ___ ./ 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , ~, 
Site ID: C,-6:Tt...S Or L_ DD~K E: 
Tree/Hole ID: .3 
Ring Count s/Notes: 
J2X filename: G L 3 J:.:? X, t Xt 
Number of radii measured: .:2... 
J2X Series Names: 
1 
Read ing Date: 
Collect ion Date: 1"1--t<j '1 1 ~~C9S 
Sla b ID: / 3 
t' 1/\~r'--~\ ,Y\\.o '"3" ci-/, \,1 -:ss A c,v' 7 / 17/o 'o 
Pro port ion of circ umfere nce with seco ndary growt h : 
Start Year: Stop Yea r : Pro por tion : 
Start Year: Stop Yea r : Pro port ion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Pro port ion : 
j ' I<_ ' - fi.--~ 1.f-th. 5 $' / 'bit~ fl.~-- ~ .. ;«/ ~J-h,- --s-s-
\-----------Wood Anato my Chang e Note s: 
~5 -~ 
5:'I- c.i,,J~ ,~yr,, f ""-- t:ri~ FVl-~ 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J,it 
Site ID: Cb-ft:IE.S of LoDollE 
Tree/Hole JD: ,3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: C,-L 3I:i.X, tx:t 
Number of radii measured: :2 
J2X Series Names: GL s 170 A 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date: ,y.11 ' ...2 oo 5: 
Slab m: / t: D 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
~· If-+-E -1 '15'/ - 55" 
=------ --
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J,R, 
Site ID: {;./fJ:f S Of lo..DDKE 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: ~L.3 .T-<-X, txt 
NuJ11ber of radii measured: :Z. 
J2X Series Names: 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date: ,.--..,-A~ , ~ C?Q S:::: 
Slab ID: / t D 
GLsnoo 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
\Vl.t,, -. 'b.vc..,-~\ "'-rw '5~ F'ss~~Q(,+v "-5"\ ..,A.-~, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~- . ~ e, "1- D - ( 7 5 3 - 55 
5~ -~ ~+ ~ ~~ 
S'1 - W l.b E / 
~r~\. 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: j ' e I Reading Date: 1/1,/ob 
Collect ion Date: r°'-/ A '=1 , ,?.oo S:: 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 Slab ID: JS 
Ring Counts/Note s: 
J2X filename: G-L3 ::S-.J..X. t X t 
Number of radii measured: J 
J2X Series Names: GI '.:>\'.)A GI S I<; [2, 
! 
-:EV'\ \-.""'1 ,\/\"'ta --:s dK ~ ::SSA VV\ 7 'I} /at, 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
J .~.- &.,_;__,,,Q (1~ 5£ 
M.,5~ - 8-.-uJ ~ ~r;-;;-, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportio n: 
Proportion: 
Pro porti on: 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J . ~ 1 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: ~L3 "J""::i.X ,t t 
Number of radii measured: .'.2. 
J2X Series Names: (bl?:, 12 A 
J 
Reading Date: 1 / It ( 0~ 
Collection Date: ~ A '1 ' 2.BOS 
Slab ID: / F 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
_j . f<, --:-I~~ ~ I '( S-"/ 
M,S, - ~~ 12\+-~ ';;4-,
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
5'-/-~ 
6'3 -~ 
;s-d\ - )Jw- C...Q,,~ J s~ w/ f,'fl_ , 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, f<., f Reading Date: s/i-/oC 
r\ 
Site ID: Gate!. of' L c>'J)C 7< "£. 
Tree/Hole ID: i 
Collection Date: A~ , .::2. ooS-
Slab ID: Gs 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: &L 4.I~)(. tXt 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Names: G-L ~ GS A , 
) 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
{~' ;t.;-[3-/'tS?-- ::H:JOS 
---
I lr ( -?/ -'.v,..-t4 
( r-C - h .. tt--i.,u,._<-<T 
113- f) -lvtDE 
I 1 "2...- ,~ .. ~, 
' ' ' f0<1--r(- ~ 
.:u,o/- 1"-"_,.,,....,...,--'1-.,. 
)r,- w~ 
19 ,2 - 1'J1/ - ~~ LV,,.~ -J-r. 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
, : 
' 
C, I .J. p_ - 114../Vl.c--w-· 
< f o - k~ ( oli/4,,_~ 
S-N-5·? - .,___~ ( M.r? 
s-1-~ w/11~ 
I , 
b t - ~ { - l~o--W-
1 ~~ -L ~~- h.v,,._..,.,,r 
I ' I 'L ,l 83 - °I I - ::,.),-.~,_X.µ\J ~ -
'i:i. - i,..;4'-z_ ,,.C.f ,'+ ~(! 1,.e+-L lv.,-o •J 
1 t;~· -6.S", kJ11Je....... 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader : \ ,f(, F. Reading Date: s-(-z./ OC. 
I 
Site ro: G-A--r£5 of L ~Po/1 E Collection Date : A"'1 . 2ooS-
Tree/Hole ID: ¥ Slab IO: / 
Ring Count s/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L 4...J :t...X, ix t 
Number of radii measured: 2. 
J2X Series Names: G L 4 I A , G-L~/B 
Proportion of cir cwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: =S=to=p---'Yc...;e=a'-r : ___ _ Proportion : 
_J,;, F; - _,,{,.,.... ; .  t ),'Oh J,•J~ r,,, 't/1/ >-.s 
/rl Is, - h~ o.f'te1-'r I ,.._'rs 
~ -
' ' ' ; 
GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: J' re IF: Reading Date: .sh./ o (, 
r1 
Site ID: G-des 61° Lohou 
Tree/Hole JD: Y Slab ID: / ~. / 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : (;. L ~ J;z t, t Xt 
Number of radii measured: 2. 
J2X Series Names: G l. L./ / I A-, G-L I.( I 1.E 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
J,R,F,- Bv.1--;J 4f1cr- 11Jl .,.._,__1.1-.. .~ 'is ~S-7? 
ft'l1.S, ~e,w-1,J, cJ-tc I- ·3'1 ,"%, i?. ~ 1-d. \-o..~ht 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: {c,rv ~-;,t;f;,...,..._ .1----u,_ /'fil.:=:.2.!z?..S::..__ . 
'!cf~ 11-±JL---
' 
~(JC}S -~ l~-'v- 7-;i -~ \ ' j-o - ~ 
'cp_ -9'( - w--.:.,te 
),3-''!/ -s,~--,:C~ /c,A/ i/ '-c-<--T 
"r:1-~ '.J/o. lot1 ~ lvord , 
I I 
-:;-.-:;--'rn -~ 
' :;-6~,~~ 
fS- 1 J5 - WI.Pf 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J, I<., F. 
Site IO: Q.,.._TcS oF LoPeoRt 
Tree/Hole IO: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L~j'J..'l(, tx't 
Number of radii measured : ,2 
J2X Series Names: @-l ~ ;J.. E 3 A-, 
Reading Date: s/2./c<c. 
Collection Date: /l7 , 2J5)0 S-
Slab IO: ;?_ C. .3 
GL~J.c3B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Sto p Year: 
J, t, F, - tl,V\,,<.,l.J ,fti.~.._ I~?/; '1S1 ff: 
.J,/)\, -~\<l,1-:e.1 Mcr'tr/ts> so/, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ 4.~• fH--13 - I 9St -- l9f I, 
IT f- - ? I - w---~k 
1-6 - /"-'tv'l/\.-o--w4-L 
I t~ - 19-S-~ ~k 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J,R .f, Reading Date : S/2-./oC. 
j ' 
Site !D: G-47C:5 15f Lot;;,o l( f Collection Date: 4t7, ,;?ooS 
Tree/Hole JD: ~ Slab ID: j 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L'-{ J :.l.. X, t xt-
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Ser ies Names: 
Proportion of circumference with seco ndary growth : 
Start Year : Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
/)1, .$, - 1 ... 1-; t J ,€"tt I- 1?-5 I 5'7_ 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
O<. r--J_)_/ /t r-13 ·- 1 crs1- /7 rs-
_____,, 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
I C/f - I '-V//1..<r,<u n, A ' 
7".). ·· /·\A /, ,··4.<.,,.r-
'7-0 - kl-~~ 
I I 
b°8 +Gq - S:""':l(lr-(r,9 ~1:tt1e_ ..,,;J.t~) 
\ I G ~+ e,, 1 -,1,J,..cr -t-; v1_ I lt - 1,.,.:J.o. 
' ' I 
-~S7-·b3- · ·1,~ hM /'- ,i-W- - \e,s7;1,,,,ie fot 
S-t? - 1\.l\DC 
57 - C-ei,.fe r v/f; ff_ 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ..I • ((_ • F, Reading Date: s{4 /QC, 
l 
Collection Date: A~/ ~oos 
Tr ee/Ho le ID: f Slab IO: { €-
Ring Counts/Note s: 
J2X filename: G-L i.f ..J ~ X. txf-
Numbe r of radii measured: ..:2. 
J2X Ser ies Names: 
Prop ortion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
_JJ?. • r, - Bl',,;_"J ,,{f"' ..... 1·11~ /s 'jf 
1 
'1, 'f 
/>I,$, - g ..... ; Q.._ dfie\; ' 7-5 )'sg + ~ _ fo.sJ/y 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: R ,,_~;t- /9~-l - Ir l-5' 
I 173 ..;,rs - "'~ 
7'-2. .. I'-~ '·•~ · 
'to ..J.'-=t! - 'v->:_/-...£ 
• I 
t o • G 3 - )J-o.,v,.C'1 "'"'~<,.,-4 
' 
> '9 .,,_·,a. - C. • • ~ J., . V'O ,, 1 ~ er h.tt.,.~ 
£ ~ +~7 - f1.;.-<"'-r 1-, .. vv~ 6h 'A' 
t5-~ 
~7 - '1""-'lt, h.VL,~~ 
I 
5 ;5' -· \.,_, l.DiS 
~ t - CC,,_"t,l., \,l,; th._ 
-,,-.,-
\ / 
GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Reading Date: s-/ r.r/ oC. 
t ' 
Site ro: G-11,cs or Lc,po/ Cf 
Tree/Hole IO: ~ 
Collection Date: A1,'--1,., ,,2(!)o,S-
Slab ID: t:C-/ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: c..l i./ J .:I.>(. t X' t 
Number of radii measured: 2-
J2X Series Names: C-L '-(7 El If I G--U./ 7 c/ R 
7 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
J,1<,(, - &~J ~~ I 7 ?-_c; 
1 
.s J
/11,5, - bv.,:e} ~fte, 's-i ;,15 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
_f-r-_~_-~_· _ ll-_-_1~7_s_1;,_· _-_/...;.'i_r_s--__ ...;.f-_\...::..,)..:..., ..  :. ~=...B::::.r • l?sr, _ ::,-;P 
·-----..... _ _:_~ .... 19S3-~At 
s7- - ~it 
' ,; ·e, -- h-.t"._,- a.~~ 'f-f ,' ~ f ;,_y__ • 
I , 7--s- 1.v--:.tt_ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J ,de, F, 
Site ID: G-lrTC5 (If Lepo/(. E 
Tree/Hole ID: ~ 
Ring Co unts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L~ .S-ZX. 't X:t 
Number of radii measured: 2.. 
J2X Serie s Name s : G-Li../ I A , 
Reading Date: 
; / 
Collection Date: 1/-U:/, .2ooS-
Slab JD: o/ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growt h : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J./?J. - 8.,, -i,.'.<.l ;S_~i.7-L l"JC8, 
/11, >· - b..~ ~ 's-r 1t- ~o 
Wood Anatomy Cha nge Notes: 
5, -~ 
~ ~ I 9 5' ro 1,/ p ,' ff__ 
Proportion: 
Proport ion: 
Proport ion: 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .../,/(,fr, 
Site rn: G!t-7ES or= lCJ::o/t. E 
Tree/Hole ID: '1 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L. '-f J ~ X, tX:t 
Number of radii measured: :2 
J2X Ser ies Names: G L~ /3])A-, 
; 
Reading Date: s/ '-1/o (:, 
I I 
A ' ,::--Collection Date : •':f/ ..LOO_, 
Slab IO: /3 D 
G-LY l3DB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
J,R. ~ ~ /9~ 
' t1-7,·c;,-~~ "f1·tr sr 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
/?-.J.M.' ,4 ,f-- (3 
I '1st; - Io/Sr 
' I I S-,-- \,J/N_. 
5 (, -~ w/ ,' tt._ ✓ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: j , f?.. , Read ing Date : 5/ 1../ oG, 
. r I 
Site IO: G.1r1E.S ()F lo.Dok E. Collection Date: ,.1r~_,,,i  2,oc-S-
l 
Tree / Hole IO: L(: Slab IO: )(j C.... 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: GU( J"~ '>(, t Xt 
Number of radii measured: .2. 
J2X Series Names: & L l/ / 0 C A , 
. ) 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
J,/Z, - {3w,,...L.( a/ ~ / ~S"'j', 
/V1, s, - b~ --f=t-1..'sg 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion : 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
- ,=-..; ·-- -· ·- -·-··--- ----- ---
} 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader : J ,g, 
Site ro: M7L5 or Lo.t:oR..E 
Tree/Hole ID: 4: 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
Read ing Date: 
Collect ion Date: ,Avf, ..200..S:-
Slab ro: / t: 
J2X filename: G-L.L{J:.._X,, tXt 
Number of radii measured: 
J2X Seri es Names: 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
/:/..oo-r \J
0/V c::. 1DE I .._.) . 
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Cfof " (3,ffo~ .s~.~·~) 
W=-€3 
A-3c..'"'- 00 
,--..-1/e,1-+t OD 
~J',Sc"' rn 
-f'-1,-,...,_ ill 
G-L-1./-l-£/ 
G--l - t/ - f 
G-L-L/- CJ 
G-L-L/-/o 
G-l-'-/-1/ 
G--L - '-/ - I 2. 
G-L-L/-l3D 
&L-'f-JL/ 
G-L - '-/- /S-
G-L-'-/-l6C... 
G-L-'/-/7-
.J IV>'!., .:200(; 
J,R,F, 
fj· 2 1~ 
• ~=-€/ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , £ , 
Site IO: G-,t7E..5 DF L CJPogE 
Tree/Hole IO: S 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G lSfJ- ~ X, i:xt 
Number of radii measured: :2.. 
J2X Series Names: C-LS-/ G-S If , 
J 
Reading Date: l/2-t/or,, 
Collection Date: A ~'1 , .;)_00 .£ 
Slab IO: /- G.S 
G lS-1 fl..S B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: . Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J ,f.. - s~ A-' ~ "'-- ~ ;{,-<,AA~ ff>'- ;;J..,__ ~ 
Proportion: 
W d An C N 0 / I ~c.f 1f 11J ;,J C..e..ic..r oo atomy hange ates: __ oi_...__., __ "-____ _ 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: 1,. J. /( 
Site ro: G-;t 7E 5 oF Lc,.]X)KG 
Tree/Hole IO: € 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: GLS/J-< >( , txt: 
Number of radii measured: ;z_ 
J2X Series Names: Q-l ~/ / A:) 
Reading Date: ~/~ .. r/o(p 
I I 
Collec tion Date: du er, e:2 ODS 
CJ 
Slab IO: / - / 
G LS-/ J/3 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proport ion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ . K,-J~ A: - l 9 G 3' ·<2 .oo 5 
.2 QO .';,- /~.,r ',:;· ( 'D / o ,i- r J.. - 'v{..,,~-<..r 
.:z oo I .J-'o 2. - s.R....:;J:P8 /-,.,VI/>-~--- , , 
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?CJ-· ~ 
/ ~. ~&,-=--,;w.;o--~ ---.c:-------------------~ 
'c, ~ - f--...«,t"'+"- 'J t f - ' ?-? - s;,,..:J~ v.;..k 
I 
'6t /+\L - ~Vv b f - U--, ~L v.,j ptfL.... 
I 
' ?'-/-·cio -~ :..,J_~J 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J , f<_,, Reading Date: //,)_!!'or; 
. j -
Collection Date: A uq,, ;)ooS-
V 
Tree/Hole ID: S Slab ID: I - / 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-l-S7J:.;J__>(_ tXt: 
Number of radii measured: ::< 
J2X Series Names: 6-LS I/ C.... 1 G-LS/ /D 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
\ ' 
.:i, re- ~j 1'~e,,,.., r-"'l, ~0 
/1'1. s, - ~tt'vti... ~(Arc~S6;0" ~M-et-'t?, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
_.l?ottoM R~~ 0---/ 95~ -200,;' R acl~~s D-: I 15'/J-,?_oo,;-
-~-------..:...-----...:_r_~---.:'...--
I 
62 - .,;.J,_ J..005- /,~ )G - e1--cx:io - ~ 
GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , f., 
Site ro: Q,tTE-5 oF Lo.tx>f-.E. 
Tree/Hole IO: f; 
Ring Co unts/Notes : 
J2X filename: G,L SQ~X -txt-
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Names: G-L ~ /3 G-A , 
Read ing Date: 
Collection Date: A~, .:Jo o __ e, 
Slab IO: / -3 & 
~l~ / 3G B 
Proportion of circumference wit h secondary grow th : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proport ion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
..:i,f,- B~ 4t.,.__ 'pot- 'ro 
/f\•S,- ::11--owt'--. s,.,,:tteSS.;O"'- qftt.r '·:n 61.A.r;.J o\-50"'('.,K:"'j <t\i o-• '90. 
Woo d An ato my Chang e Notes: 
- - ------- ----- -- ---- ---- -- -
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J If<_, 
Tree/Hole JD: , 5: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : GL 51,T~X, txt-
Number of radii measured: ,;2 
J2X Series Name s : (;..-~ / .S-G / ,4 
Reading Date: :;/slot::, ( 7 
Collect ion Date: r'7 t.<.-j, ,;_,oOS:-
Slab ID: /- S- Gr/ 
Proport ion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J ,(<, - ~ ~k- I '71f '. ..!-'r.5"1 'g9 
'11, s, - &1--,'J ..fkr ''i'I 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
.,200 3 - 1,;_-k 
' ~s- ~ · 
..,,.-.-.,.· 7;1· - I~ \.. I 
.. ,.. 'i -=r -·~9-~ 
' f ~ - ~vS 
'y~ +-';r5 - ~ 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proport ion: 
t~ 13- >rs-r-- /°1'8'j 
-......--~-......... - -· 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _J, R. 
Tree / Hole ID: S 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L5/:Y.:i X. 'fxt 
Number of radii measured: i< 
J2X Series Names: G-l S- / r f ,4,. 
Reading Date: -:!sloe. 
f I 
Collect ion Date: It:~-• .,2oO _,:;;-
Sla b ID: / - T F 
(].LSI lF (3 
Proportion of circumfere nce with secon dary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
) , ,z. ~ b l,l'v~J o.f:f...wL, / n2 , 
1 
AJ,S, - bwv~ rvf'"'c ' ~ ,2 ..-pos,,U1 'f'(-
Proportion: 
Proport ion : 
Propo rtion : 
~ Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 7 ~ A-:-I 1 £1-..l./7? o P, rll,..:,~ i, - I 9s? ~ / 7 6 s-
--- - -------------::==-.,....--- - -- -- ---· 
\ 
ls-- '1-1 - <;~ 0-,, -li' . 
' 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J,R. 
Tree/Hole ID: 5= 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-LS/ I~ x', t X t 
Number of radii measured: d:(__ 
J2X Se ri es Names: !; L ~ / °/A-, 
Reading Date: ?/ 5/ Cl~ 
I I 
Col lection Date: A~, J..005" 
Slab ID: / - ~ 
Gl5/ ?./3 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Yea r: 
JI K'.--~~~! ~ N ~ ~' 
/1'1, s' - 'isv . .-1~1 ~icr ;9eo'( 
~ Wood Anatomy C~ange Notes: 
~~ A--195",-l?rf: 
\. ' 6 { _ 03 - f ,.A,iflt< , ~ -
~0 -h.,Nt~~~ 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proport ion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J' R · 
Site ID: H7E.S cf lo!>oJL[ 
Tree/Hole ID: 5 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: Gl SJ ..T~X.1:Xt-
Number of radii measured: ;)__ 
J2X Series Names: G L 5/ I/ ft , 
Reading Date: 1 I 6 /p G 
Collection Date: 4(,,U'f 1 :200£ p 
Slab ID: / - /( 
Proportion of circwnference with secon dary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: _St_o~p_Y~e~ar_: __ _ 
J , t - ~""';---R ~~ 11 G f + 'sr. 
/11. S , - S,e,t ;M~ L-,~; a( ~fter 6'/, 
fe-· Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
U.; ,4-¾-!) ~ /156 - ltb<f 
'-5:;-- >~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
'C 2 ~ hA-'Vvo---v~ 
CJ - t. I ..,_ ,v.2,) 1~<.r 's-r:, - ec-,~ v.j f / fL ---·-·--- ·-·--··-
'sr- ~~ 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _j 1 ~, Reading Date: 
Site JD: <;-1t1E.S ov= L olYO~.t:: Collection Date: 
Tree/Hole JD: 5" Slab JD: / - / 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : G-L.S( :T;)__X, tXt 
Number of radii measured: / 
J2X Series Names: G-L .5 / I 3 A-
Proportion of circumference with seco ndary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J,t- h~ 11~ 5o/, ~'f. 
/\'), S, - blA~; ..1 r-tr'fer 'sr ot- 58', r ~ ~ 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
IC/s~- 17'6 '! ___ ... -~--·· 
' S-t-- w !PG" 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
'-0.) - }/\.Al,,V\.-yv~ S:G-~.±'--v~/fi'ti._ 
--c~;----- "(pr ::=rr:~1 -~ ----
, \ I I I I 59 t '0 - 5, .. , ' "-\--j. h.Av--HW 
£~- ~ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: 
Site ID: G-A-7'E'S of {opof.E 
Tree/Hole ID: 5 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-l5/I;z.X, "tX't 
Number of radii measured: ;).___ 
J2X Series Names: G-l 5 I / Lf 11-, 
} 
Reading Date: f/(p /o G. 
I . 
Collection Date: Al,{_"'··' .:>ooT 
f 
Slab ID: / - / '/ 
C-l.s I I ~ I~ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: 
Site ID: G--,tTE.S cR' Lo.J>o'Re. 
Tree/Hole ID: S-
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G LS'/ r.:2x. tXt 
Number of radii measured: ,;2__ , 
Reading Date: f /0 / 0 6 
I I 
Collection Date: /tVf 1 ;l. oo S-: 
Slab JD: / - / 
J2X Series Names: G-L 5 /IE A- / G-l S-/ I (_B 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
..'l ,t;- !3~ ~ 19 S:-r, 
/)11 ,.S, - 8"'-h1 ..e_ "lftc ~ 57, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Stop Year : 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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Gates of Lodore Tree 6 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , /Z, F, Reading Date: tf/7,,,,r-/4(,, 
~ I 
Collect ion Dat e : /jlA.-.!. Z ooS 
0 
Tree/Hole ID: (a Slab ID: GS 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: Gr L b :r .:i X, txt 
Numb er o f radii measured: J., 
J2X Ser ies Names: G-L l G--S ) r;.L 6 G.S.b 
\ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year : Sto p Year: Proportion: 
Star t Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Sto p Year : Proportion : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
t:1():;°'\ _f~ _ d.::-_ !_I?:~-=?:C?R.£ __________ ~~ 8 - 19 '?-~ - ::ioos 
-< oo s-- l~.J.... h-~ --.. - . - ·-·---
:,_190<{-~ '-rz , ,.~ ..... 
R <.,cJ • .,.,, j.,,,.,~J 1l/ - V tA(, ~
~~ J ~~~.wJ.-=--~nta _;_ ~r-- -----------------
_ ., ~S'-~ ' 
''13 +-ql/-~ ,, fl..~t1 7?-',-~ -~h.i,4 
'90 - ·~~ -~ ""'1lJ1.4-'v 
'~s--~ 
'rs - ~ -v,/r}Jj_ 
GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _J , (Z, F, 
Site IO: G--i'l-7c5 of /..ooo(<--e 
Tree/Hole ID: l 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L~ .J~X. tXt 
Number of radii measured: ,2 
J2X Series Names: G-l ~,.2 0 ,4-J 
Reading Date: q/z. rloc. 
I ( 
Collection Date: Jl-.lA"-, Zoos= 
0 
Slab ID: ;;__ - 0 
(Eoi/-o= S."'JeJ) 
2. cei,,.leJ -5 
G-l(, ::20 B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J .~. F 
Tree/Hole IO: Co 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G, L (p ,3 ~ ')(', t x-t 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Names: G:: l 6 3 ti-, 
Reading Date: ~6 r/o(,. 
Collection Date: 1/'-:j. Z-00.S 
Slab IO: 3 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
J /((If, - ~~ ~. 'q ( + J'o' 
7 
/11,5, ~ fPO"re,i ;. (' &r:.\ by •\Tt<'f· ,~, 'go ,1-'~1 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
181 
GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J '/(. f, Reading Date: L!/zrlo( 
r I 
Site ro: G-~i u.- ~- )...__o-J· •. ,si.£-- Co llect ion Date: A-7. .:?..ooS-
Tree/Hole ID: ~ Slab IO: lj ~ C) 
Ring Counts/Note s: 
J2X filename: 6-L0:Y,?J(. 't:Xt-
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Se ries Names: CL 6 t../0 ,4 , 
7 
Proportion of circwnf ere nce with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Yea r : 
J.~.F.-~v--: ... A? 4~ l1J'o + 1'1/. 
M,5, - t .... ~: ,ii, 11:Her-'~Ci~Cfl ..-pos~,'bly by or ,ff-et- •~z..., 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Proportion : 
Proport ion: 
Proportion: 
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GATES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J · t<. F 
Site rn: c.-~f c5 t L_ rd¼t-L 
Tree/Hole IO: (,, 
Ring Counts/Note s: 
J2 X filename: &l(,S~, txt 
Number of radii measured: ;2__ 
J2X Series Names: (;.L (:, L/ //J 1 
Rea ding Date: Lf/4 ,-/OC. 
' ( 
Col lection Date: A7, ~oo~ 
Slab rn: 4 - I 
Proportion of circumf erence with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Sta rt Year : S top Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
J '~• F, - (0w~ .~~~ 190; J'C); '9b /t'-4-1--,.:~ ,c,,._,,,[,.,,_; 
/v1,S. - 13 ... f-,· fJ eftt.t- '91 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
t~ A-l9to- l?.flf) 
r ..L ~\~ ~ ~o -l" C.. _,):..+~ - -•rC4-,,. 
' '/. l'!-~ 
f·~•\ ' ? - M,A ·'l.-1,Hv•~-
\_ __ } ' ' 
'5 - & t - l\).M~ ~"'-' 
' {,~ - W.,~,¾ 
'p '{ t~ ? L{ - v:.L 
6 I - t-w,,vu--...,. f-1--H-~ fA-. . 
~ D - U..~ , ·../r'K 
-·"'i.~ -'---[i"' 
' . _, _ _ . l II 3 o 8 i ep"hi~, ~ . , 
er 
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7of•e.o.J 
11(11..J,; 
£..,·,11 
•51";..,_.te. 
GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,if<, 1 f Reading Date: _g// / 0 C. r ' 
Collection Date: /1-'1. 
Tree/Hole IO: ~ Slab IO: _s;--
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G: LC., J")..X, t xt-
Number of radii measured: :2.... 
J2X Se ries Names: G l Gs A) G-Ll~/3 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
.Ji-, F, - (/)w.,,'.J ft-· 1 'l 70 /Po I tt,1 
lrl..5,- bi.i--;ot! e fttt-'t? ~ fir1'6.i'J/y eftt-t h .. - CjtwH . S"rffte,,,·o~ £-fet-G'/,) 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
f~'4- ft _ / 96 O - l~:....::70 ___ _ 
--~f,- I>~'-
' I-/-~ 
' (I -/"4-•v~,.,_,,;) l.t>55,·J/r.: 
f.,.£;;.i; ,,.,...'.? 
- i -- --
'~ 3.. 1---M"--<r'_r 
' \ ,,.,,.-tu_.JL,J ?, D - ;s! ;i - -, ) 
~o-u.~ w/,,;'r~ 
. , ---
\ ' \ 1~ - 'fi - \.JA-N 
' -=j-~- l'\,11.A.1~ 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,/?,, F, 
Site ID: (;..,4-,E.s "r: /-oC>O )c.£ 
Tree/Hole ID: (o 
Ring Counts/Note s: 
J2X filename: G-L b T~.X, "t KC-
Number of radii measured: ;).. 
J2X Se ries Names: C-L ~ 7,4 , 
Reading Date: ,5'µ/6b 
Collect ion Date: A/Mf., 200.S-
Slab [D: T 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Sta rt Year: 
Sta rt Year: 
, n ;-f,L . J ' J,~,- 6;~--·-,..A' "''t<,#-il9G.r·) r1 
Al, 5,- 6v.}-1cl aHet- 1f'1 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,I(, f. 
Site IO: G-ttTLS cf LDDDRE 
Tree/Hole IO: l, 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G-L 0 .:r~ X, 't xt" 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Names: G--L ~ 9 G-A- , 
' 
Reading Date: .5" b / 06 
' f 
Collect ion Date: 
Slab IO: 2 G-
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: =S=--=to--"-p-''r'-"'e=a'-r: ___ _ 
J I {(_' f, - J3 \).r1.;,_p ;,ti±~  V ~ 
1\11, S., - \, ... 1-1 ~J .J=-tcr '51 aJ.-60 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
2oos-
I?__ I ' If tj5f ' p l ' p /0 ~ -- I ---~-~·- ·-··-····---------··--··- ~\/1-~•0 -'-iL_o_~----~-~~-- 19,r ___ ., _ 
\ I I 
' l/' - \ ......... ~ 
iJ~1~-~ 
l 2.,. l'!J.)- 1----M,"'c.-~..<-,J- . 
'I - r,-;~ 1, .. J,)"'--µ4__,,_ .-,,...0 - r-(1.//A..c--v-
"o -~ ~ - ,._;_.9-c SJ>~ a-Ji .. ) ..,;.J..,_; y T ;._1-P,fi__ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Read er: J ,(x, r, Reading Date: s/, lo C, r , 
Site JD: G#,t"u cf loJtN--- Collection Date: A7, .:J.ooS-
Tree/ Hole ID: ~ Slab JD: {) 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X filename: G-l ~ 3.2X, tx t 
Number of rad ii meas ured: 3 
J2X Ser ies Names: r; L 6 / 0 A-1 C-,..L(.,/ 013, 
Proportion of circumf erenc e with secondary growth : 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: Pro port ion: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Yea r: Prop orti on: 
J ,f, F,-b,.~ ~ ~¥ 
/1'1 I :;, / - b'4 ·, .. J. J.v o\- ,,·f-t-e.r- ' I &o t 6r 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
-rap _!-~~-~-+ ~ ---! CJ :;_t_ ~01., ___ _ Brii-(Jw--. K,,l~,c. ; ?sr - ;c;6f._ ·- ·-···-· 
'lv ~ ,;J.e 
,,3- ~'½-~ 
& ::i.. - -~ hc/1~..r 
' fr> I - ,'\J"'·t ,-..~ ~ -
, . ' J_ \ I 00 - I~ ..... ~ ~~-'4 
's~ - i,Jl.µ,A.. 
S)?-~ ~ 1Jcr'\~1..c-( ,f;tC, 
,if - ....,_....;._{ 
tj- Iv.-~~~ 
sr-ii-..e-,d;~ . 
' ~ 1-\..(/'~ 
5"?- \vi~ 
s·r - w--·:_µ ti:,,_-1:e._ vJlf'Y-(. 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J 1~(, f, 
Site IO: G ~j e4- += loJr..e..... 
Tree/Hole IO: 0 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G L <a J.2X, "t >< t:-
Number of radii measured: ;2.__ 
J2X Ser ies Names: G-L ~ I ;)_ G I A 
Reading Date: s-/ I I oC 
r1 
Col lect ion Date: Al,"#, .;:). OOS 
Slab IO: / :2.. - G-/ 
G-L6/2GIB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J ,; . F. - e~, __ ,:___,,,,p ..,,t6.._ ''-I fl,, -1 1--ft;·-,r-(~1 
/Yl,..S,-6ld--1cl .. +trr Dt by 'sr ~C:,'-f 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
·' \ 
..C;:.t\l,, .• kc.,_ .,, 
~ r../ - ,.~e.c s~-w--Jz 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
{,j - A,µl:"f~'- . - -- S-?--~+ -~~¥-fitL~ -
6 I + ri, ~ ---1,~~r, i, ,.,,.,.1-t--"(..,..T"'" 
/,, 0 ~ 1.._,.,..'./:..c,__ 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ,J · /Z If, 
Tree/Hole ID: b 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: G: L 02>{, --fX-f 
Number of radii mea sured: 
J2X Series Names: G l 0) SA 
Reading Date: !::/-t/oc 
I I 
Collection Date: J "-1-, 2 00 S-
f 
Slab ID: / 5": 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: · Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
/11, S, - J:>.._~\•~1 ,-~c.r by ol cf'tet- 's-1 n.&e, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J 1 /\, C Reading Date: 5/2 ../ 0 C, 
I I 
Collection Date: Aua, :Loo? 
J 
Tree/Hole JD: 0 Slab JD: /(-., - F 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2 X filename: G LG .T..:2,x. tKt 
Number of radii meas ur ed: 2,. 
J2X Series Names: G-LG / Co (A , 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Yea r: Sto p Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J.fJ, · - 6"'-1---,' ul ,.1ir: r p ~ -y- C,,., r.J..., 
,MI S., - b .... ~ ', eiR,_ ._ft-c I- 0 I- ~Y SJ, 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
,I ' ~ Wood Anatomy Change Notes: l \ r-l'-"-. ff- - / 75(,, - 5f. 
C-10~ ~ f 9 5 G, c-J/ t t{ + 4---~ -{1 · 
"-- I I<\ I 5"°1 - '--""-~ 
's8 - k~ ' ( ' I ~ ,v--,,-'-(_ a-,-.___ !J . 
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GA TES of LO DORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reade r : _J, ~. f, Reading Date : s/?,,._!oG 
I / 
Collection Date : A~, ::2.oo..S: 
T ree/ Hole ID: ' Slab ID: -< 3
t(o f 'f- f;o 'ff-oM Sa4~-41 
Ring Count s/ Notes: 
2 c.,,J ers-, -, .. (l,J~s 
-- ----~ :;;;::::? ~_: t . 
J2X filename: G-L ~ .T-=<)(. tXt 
Number of radi i meas ured: 
J2X Serie s Names: 
S)a -~ Q2__ r<--~~~-Q __ 
.--
Proporti on of c ircumf e r ence with s e condary growth : 
Start Year : Stop Year : Pro porti on : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proporti on: 
Start Year: Sto p Year: Pro portion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Not es: 
~ On-e. u-JJ,._ -~ 4,.::c'(f' \--e, - fJ-11/U{ ;t;: O'U-...--~"'"~-'--'v_,r-¼ r ,__,_- t4.. 
/4.J:...-.:_.,-...J • ../. ' 
.,, C.c-... --...-l .c.-'- - '---.;... , 
rfl? ,-A--cb-
-f' ' ' 
i. 
-~ --{ 
GATES of LODORE - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J I P-' 
Site ID: ~7c5 of" bof)dtE 
Tree/ Hol e JD: b 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: 
Number of radii measured: 
J2X Series Names: 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date: ~ , 2005' 
Slab JD: 2-5""' 
---------------- ---- --- . ) 
Pro portion of circumference wit h secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: S top Year: Proport ion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
t"r tt-(1.c.e c,f r itL. 
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1-s-c.., G 
/ C"'- DC) 
~•S - / c..._ ~ 
.- ~.Sc...k-\ c:=:; 
.3t.M 0 
't,~~"'o 
_Ide .. , D 
j,Sc~ . 0 
-..,5 t-h--.... 0 
3.Sc...,,Q 
~ 5 -S <"'-.1] 
3 c.,,, 8 
~'-/c'°" ./t':r.. 
:~ 
"'-3.S'c"" EJ 
,.,__3,5c....,_·@ 
·i·f;-- ""-'7-C"'--- ~ 
1, , ~L/,,c...._ ~ 
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--- --· ·-·-·--···-· - -~--- ... --... _____ -··-···--··-· /2/c C>O~ 
J,,<', r, 
G-L -b - G-5 
-----.. 
G-l-C -2 
_) 
G-L-6-G 
\ 
l~ G-L·G-.3 
) 
__ .. ,,/ 
) 
"7 &L-6- ~ 
__ ) 
G-L -(:. - I 
GL-6- GS ·~:;-Gr$ 
(10/ +-Bo 1tom 5,,,-l ,J) 
(J.oif,~ ...... -9-G-L-l- i-v,&te"" c,.,fer- cl,.,je.s) 
~,t, ,:,, ! J,-1..t)-G-L - ( - 2.- I 
G-l-G-.:i.- ) 
G-L, ~ · 3 (16f .s,,~J~J 
G-L· 6, '-(, o 
GL, C, L/ • I 
G-l · ~ - s 
G-L-{;. ' 
G-l·('.;-,-
G-L. G - J' 
G-l - ~ - 'f - G-
G-L-i:. - Io 
GL- 6 - II 
(Tot Sr,.kdtl) 
(7of ,s.,.,,Je~ 
(r.r So.,,/.~) 
(Tot Sc,..,J,.J) 
(Tof s.,J~cf) 
0 ~. G-
Gel - 6 - I ~ - G J 
r,; f' s .. ,J cJ) 
"~ = G-/ 
GL-{,-/3 -t1°f& i?,,-f~.., $,, .. 1,,,J) 
--- -------- G--'-~.fo~ i -lf. 
G-L -C, -IS: {Top SC<•J~J) 
- . 
'I I 
b \. , __ , / 
,<C.""- D' 
3c~--. 0 
~- .3-~~"" r1fJ 
3,5'C"'- [J 
;i,s~ft\ [J 
,,._,Jch; 0 
£] ·, 
-oLD 
_!±!lli-
G-L - ' - (r-
C- l- G - I? 
12-(7..os-
J, f<,f, 
'f5· J. '1' :i. 
(, or .$i1r,.J-<,;\) 
• ~ ~ F 
G-L-6-17-- -- -·· - (;-;,.,. E.1fo"1 S,,.edeJ) 
G-l-{,,-,2.0 
G-l - C, - .:2 / 
G,L-c;- .,_;2_ 
G-L-0 --, 3 
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Gates of Lodore - Trench 2 - Tree 1 
1990 1995 
Year 
2000 2005 
• GS 
--- 1 
-+- 2 
2010 
· Sates of Lodore -Treh·eh-2_:_:_ -Ring -Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ,.J , A,, 
Site JD: GA1ES of Looorc.E 
Tree/Hole JD: 1 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G-L ::U .l2 X, "txt 
Number of radii measured: ;2.._ 
J2X Series Jd: G-L 21 G-S/1:: 
Reading Date: /o/JJ/oC I I 
Collection Date: t4-c,<1, Jc; ,d, .2.oo { 
I I ( 
Slab JD: GS 
G-l ;i_ I G c; ,!$ 
Proportion of circwnfere nc e with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
' ' -t j ) _J_ _.L,,.,., .q(' •~,. 1...('._,.{~ /~'-':,"'. . .C. I•'\ ~ ,.· , 
- (: ... ! •·} · 
.. s cn,.t, ..... . -., v( y,-,, -ii-" \,r . 1.. . (; ' ... , ' 
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Gates-of-Lodore-Trench -2 - Ring Reading-Notes -
Ring Reader: j , /I<, Reading Date: ;o/ulo C 
Tree / Hole JD: J 
Collection Date: ,4~, /.5'1;(, ;).e;O b 
Slab ID: 1 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G: l 2 / J"2 'l, -f: t'(C-
Number of radii measured: .::?_ 
J2X Se ries Jd: G-L J,_J 1 A I G-L 2 11 8 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Sto p Year: Propo rt ion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
f--t-;;,_""' A - JJ.J..J ____ ·  :" o~c;, 1/ .. ,-t ,_:-f. s __ - 1 r13 ___ ~ 2 ouc: 
··- ·-- -- .-, 
S,"' ~ ~~-~~;: C< rt u• • Gl~o ~s:~~~~:~r 
).oot./ - 1"-'· •IA.. , -<-v" 
cJ · 1,,~ rh,,,,_ 
o:i -
,!J,C>l!lC/ -
' I 'I 
"Fr- '17 - s;.,., ,1-
'ci~ d'\s - s;"": i~i--11 v,dJ , ow 
'1~ - /\>;,? l•-<'-<./1 ,,_.,.,_,..-
'JJ - t.,,:,_.J.;,_, 
.r:, .,,., y > , • + I I I~• ~-•~' ' •f"•C\ Cc< 
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Gates of Lodore Trench 2 - Ring Reading Notes · 
Ring Reader: J J< ,
S ite JD: (.,,.ft 'JC':. o1 ,:'. ob0 /1 f 
Tree / Hole JD: i 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename G-L :JJ J"'2 .. X. f: xt 
Number of radii measured: :2. 
Reading Date: to/! 9/o C. 
Co llect io n Date: fl.-7 , /-Se.,:/, .::200{, r· 
S lab JD: 2 A 
J2X Series Id G-L 21 .2Ar4, G-L 2 1 2 A 13 
Proportion of circumfere nce with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Sta r t Year: Stop Year: Pro port ion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
f._ oo1 / y . ;JO f J{ ,-l~~.~JP_ • 
/(,.t;_~ /t -/o/ f 5- .l<'.>00 ... ___ . ... _ .. _ _ (l,...;,.;,..<J i5 - I cl~ 6 - .:lc>o(o 
,.-- --
.So1>·, t_ , 
~.A.-vv,, . ..e-.__ / LJ-~ 't' ;.., .);_, .I U· l ' ~JV k , 
;z O 0~ - ~o...w-
:J. 01.'.) ';) ... L,·, v~<J · 
20 0 \l· · 1.-~h 
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Gates ·of Lodore Trench-2- Ring-Reading-Notes • 
Ring Read er: J,p, 
Site m: G-lr7Ll at hoPC>/< o 
Tree/Hole IO: J 
Ring Count s/No te s: 
Number of radii m~d: -
J2X Ser~ 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date: A-0:(· Iseri, ::'.co( 
I I 
Slab ID: { 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proporti on: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proporti on: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
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Sll-ftt 2. oo(, G-4--rc-5 c,\- I-DD D~ .. £3·. 
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Gates of Lodore - Trench 2 - Tree 2A 
1990 1995 
Year 
\ 
\ I 
' 
2000 
• GS 
-a- 2A 
-+- 3_top 
- -• - - 3_bottom 
· · • · · 4B 
2005 2010 
N 
0 
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Gatesof LodoreTrencn2~RingReadingNotes 
Ring Reader: J ·-A-, Reading Date: .s4:, :Z 9 , 2 '90~ 
r 
Collection Date: A'( ,
1
/Sef(, ci..oo(o 
Tree/Hole ID: 2.. A Slab ID: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: Gl )J,KP-X, -c-xt-
Number of radii measured: ;z__ 
J2 X Series Jct: G l ;;i.._ 2 A G-.S A-, 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Star t Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Sto p Year: Proportion : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~o.1l-\J::. A ( IQJ1- ,;.006) IL,J_,_,.:, t ( l'iO- <1-001,) 
o'-( • 0~' - "', ,J ' r.vJ y,,-t 
'Vi · - oo' - \/\w n.w f ~.r 
q:j'-?{ - .'.> ""',l,,,... w ,,_\,,_ 
lo' -9~' - 5 •"'-' ,i..,_,. "'""rvv.J 
g, ' -5', - >·~ \,,,.,, wl"z4_ 
g ') . - (,<_"'-n-f' ""'I (' . h-. Cl 
C!!1'- o~·- c..u~r~"'t 
oo' - w .·c4__ 
'ii'- fvi' - ~."" .'(""' n <-frr,_,J 
e?' - '---'---v-e.. ~~v v-j if•,1,,..., o
202 
--- ---- -- catesof LodoreTrench 2 ~Ri.n15ReadihgNote 
( 
Ring Read er: _). A-, 
Site ID: G-A--re..S f'lf Lone.Ke... 
Tree/Hole ID: .2A 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G: L l;l.A y:::i..l,, t:. X-f 
Number of radii measured: .:Z. 
J2X Se ri es Id : G-L ;}:J. A .2 A A , 
Reading Dat e : 5~, ::2 {, .:2..C!>o(,, 
Collection Date: A,' !seµt:, 2.-DOb 
Slab ID: 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
-~d Anatomy Change Notes: 
/~ (\,_ .,.J.. '" A ( 1qg1 - too~') 
◊'-< · -Ob' - V'-v-i'C.,_,..J ~+ 
't~' . ...._~,,,___; 
9b ' - 'i{ - 'S •""'' t.,,_ ""ri:k 
'1 I, - 1 'i - 'S · ""''L.,, 'r--A..rn,..,J 
g7· -8G ' - 'S. """'I"' "' ., -le. 
~S~to~p_Y_e~a~r_: ___ .-, . Pro port ion: 
Sto p Yea r: Proportion : 
Sto p Year: Proportion: 
\l.J_,v.:, {) ( IG n- cl.oob) 
od - 01.' - .s.,""' -\"'" "" :c:4._ 
4{-9q'- ~ \.vo.1-r.,,,..,._.. (! <,,, , ✓ 
'ib'-~,· - l\v.o/'r>vJ l',,: .-r 
~7' - v; ~ c.,:."'-h.r ,.,..,/ p .-1-t,.... (!) 
&,· - "\.J ,c>-,_ c....~ ~r i' .-V)...... o 
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------ ·---- Gates of LodoreTrencn2~Ri;rg::-Readtn-g -Nntes 
( 
.✓-. 
\ 
,-
Ring Reader: J, A, 
· Site rn: G--1t-re5 of Lc),J '---
Tree/Hole ID: f) A . 
Ring Counts/Notes: · 
J2X Filename: G-L :2..:) AJ ~x • t Xi; 
Number of radii measured: Z 
J2X Series Id: G {_ .2_ 2 A 3 A:, 
) 
Reading Date: Sef{:, ~~. ~oo, 
Collection Date: A? 1 /-¥, .:2.ooC 
Slab ID: 3 
G-L.?~A-38 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: · 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
-.---: . 
~d Anatomy Change Notes: 
1\-~cl._.v_i A (1qff- ~oo,) 
'oo-~ ' ,,.... 
, . D\·- os - V',W'[lNJ ~, 
9p-~ <'.\'1' - t,\N'/l,vJ 
91'-1"' · - v-wf\;,,..J ><-t" 
g'i'- \,J,cle_ 
rn' - w,-k 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
8b' - Yv-ff<,,,_) 
& :,; , - \,_) '"~ e.,...""'h-l '-JI -r _¥1,-.. Q 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
0 1 ' - 01, ' - "'-u-f',-,.__,, &<-+ cio -~ 
'\'\ . _ vw-r.,,_,_J 'er-;;-~ 
16' - w .k_ 
q, · - Q,>' - V\W'IIA.,J ::.,..,1--
t)'-gq' - S,vv..~ w ,-k 
204 
205 
Ring Reader: J, A, Reading Date: Se1f, ,;)_ CJ._, ..2 oci b I ~· 
Collection Date: A U:/, ).Se/, ::2..co ~ 
Tree/Hole ID: ~A Slab ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: ~L ;;_ ~A ::r-~x. txt 
Number of radii measured: 2-
J2X Series Jd: GL). ~ A 3 k, 
, -
( ) 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
~;tt~ --
~~Anatomy Change Notes: 
-\\vJ.v::, C.. ( l'l&.f - 1qgq) 
f'1'- w . ~ 87' - '--' -"tK-
~b 1 - V ~ / }1,-Nl,..,J 
€' 6-' - 1,..,: ~ - (..,e-AM_\[ ---( f . h-. Q 
g~' - V<~ ~ 
n·' - \.,J ·* G:-Ahi.! 'v,,/ '11 . .J....,, 
(' 
·. I 
Ring Reader: _J. ,4 , 
Tree / Hole JD: ::?A, 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filename: GL ;z 2 A.:!2. )(, txt 
Number of radii measured: ..2._ 
J2X Se rie s Jct: G-L .:2 .:?.A l-}_8,4., 
) 
Reading Date : ;5.pt, -< t, ..2.ooC, 
Collection Date: Au(j, /s'ef f, J,!9tJ6 
Slab JD: Y ~ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Yea r : Sto p Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proporti on: 
fl,.,J_,~ 11> ( iqg~ - 19 f9) 
8"1'-w. ·k 
n'- w,-k 
~~' - 'vtJ-.['{'v,,J 
'/':) ' - l,J :ck_ 
~'i'-~ 7s..,..M f ' J,,.._ <i) 
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207 
-- - - -- ----- &ate·s-of-1:;odore -T-rench-£- --R:ing-Reading-Nete ·--.~---- - -
( ) 
Ring Reader: 
Site JD: h ,_~ }__ 
Tree/Hole ID: J A 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
. _,,...,---
J2X Filename: ~ 
/ 
Reading Date: 
Collection Date: ,A._):) Ic;,(?1-Jioo6 
Slab JD: .g 6 L 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Pro porti on: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Do~ ~ J-;<, i1. \_ 
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Gates of Lodore - Trench 2 - Tree 2B 
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• GS 
--- IA 
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Gates of Ladore Trench 2 - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _j ,g, 
S ite ID: G-;.,7e.~ oi'- laf)o/ZE 
Tree/Hole ID: :J B 
Ring Counts /No te s: 
J2X Filename: G-L :2.J.8Iu(, txt 
Number of radii measured : 2 
Rea ding Date: /o/f 9/ 0~ 
Col lecti on Date: 411/Si/1 -<,00~ 
Sla b rn: G--S 
.l2X Series Id: GL 2. 2,11 G-SA 1 GL .2.2I3G.S B 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
1LJ;;. A"1-.B - / 9 f~ - ?- oo ~ 
..2. oo '-( - n ~ 
:i.ooo- ~ 
'r1-- 'en - 'v~~ 
' ;~~ 9/ - (J'Hl3''~a 
1f f-- WI.Dt 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proporti on: 
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' ) 
Gates of Lodore Trench 2 - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J Id<_ ,
Site JD: G-;; ,E.,5 c4--Lo,oo/1...E 
Tree/Hole JD: ~ .B 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G-L) ~B..:n .. X. t )('t 
Number of radii measured: 2, 
Reading Date: 0 J, 19 1 2..--06' 
Co llection Date : ,41, /5,o/j, ..;? oo ~ 
SlabJD: /A 
J2X Series Jct: &L ;;_;i._ B !Ad, G-L ~ ;;2__B/ A-8 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ A-t- B - 11? S- - .2..0 o 1o 
.)_co'-( - ,~ 
.2000- ~ 
\ \ , 
"19-~ /T',---E 
I 99.s-- 171/ - f 1--ote.-s~; \le 1/ 
1'190-~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
,~ 3 -F-1"8o/ - S).,.,~ 
' ' 
'?=;--1,_;.,..h.._ 
'~5- ~~ w/pi'ft @ 
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Gates of Ladore Trench 2 - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: j , & , 
Site rn: GAJES & Lei oor.,E. 
Tree/Hole ID: :2 B 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
Read ing Date: 10/t rlo, 
Collection Date: 47 , /y. ;)._t)o<o 
Slab ID: 38 
J2X Filename: GL:2.'-.B,I~X. lx:t 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Jd: G-L 22 B 3B /2 . G-l:l 2, B 3-BB 
' 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: P·roport ion: 
~d Anatomy Change Notes: 
--~~~- :::...:,_'..A-_- _i ~9 ~_,_if_-I ,_?...!.-'~ O,:__ ______ ___ R. )~,.,_ B ' ( 1? L/ - lo/? Q 
~ 11-4 , )s - w✓.-R_ 
\ 
o/0 -"~ 
'r~'I¼-1?? - s,'..,,: /M-
),--~ 
- "if'(~~ u..~ - S(,'3lt f /tl,; 
- l'..-Sia.b, r:7(--bo-/low.. f ¼ 'f i , 
' 'C 6 v ~ 
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Gates of Lodore Trench 2 - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , ~ , 
Site ID: G-A 7ES ,.,+ LoDa/U: 
Tree/Hole ID: ,2. [3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
Reading Date: ---
Collection Date: A '1 '/~,,;:(, -<00, 
Slab ID: 
J2X Filename: G-L). ~.B ,T,,U(, ty~-
_.,,.,-' 
_,.,,.,/ 
Number of radii measur:e ·d: -
,,.. 
,,./ 
J2X Seri es J :/ 
I 3 -z__ /\ ~--· · ~
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
c_.:A._. ~ $J.J 'g-f 
;Jo ~({ 1 rv,[f /(_ ~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
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Gatesof LodoreTrencn2 ~ RingReaatngNotes 
Ring Reader: J, R, 
Site ID: G-<{_,J e..S ct-1-.oJol-€_ 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 A 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: ~L.2..sA J.2.X• t xt 
Number of radii measured: ;z___ 
J2X Series Id: GL ~ 3 A G-.SA-. 
J 
Reading Date: Ocj-, 2,, .loo(,, 
Collection Date: A-~/.s.e,t, ..2oo( 
Slab ID: G-S 
Proportion of circumferen ce with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Sto p Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
J~ A t-E - !?8°1 - .,:)...e>Ob 
;l.._0 0 ~ - ,'.l. 00 G, - r-.ut/Lt>--<-r 
!9'1?-:u;of - ,s;"":1"'1-ly ~ 
·9,/'f'f-~ 
Propo rti on: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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------ - - - --- Gates of Ladore Trencn2 -=-Ring~eadingf.Jotes 
, 
( 
Ring Reader: J, JZ., 
Tree/Hole JD: 3 A 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filename: G-~ A-3~ X, t xt 
Number of radii measured: Q__ 
Reading Date: C)~, l., --......oo(. 
J 
Colle ctio n Date: ½ ./¥, ..Zoo 6 
Slab IO: / ,1 
J2X Series Jd: {;-L .:2, 3A /AA ) GL :2. .J A) A-.B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Sto p Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
~ fr..i--~ ~ /7'=t9- )._()(Jk, 
__:::~-=-==-~--:---
LDOL... - 2..oaC. - s ,'~ct "'-.t-r·l--o"J 
9?--z.aioo- s;""'.\d-\y ~ 
\11:;+),--WIOi.. 
',t----''l.s► -s;""~\,v-ly 1,,11\--h:iw 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
' C,o __ w,oe.... 
'p7 - "'1,').,11_ cede.t---v/l''fl.. G) 
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--------- Gates ofLooore Trericfi 2 - RmgRead1ngNotes 
/.,,.---
1 
Ring Reader: J1 R., 
Tree/Hole ID: 5 ,4 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G--l<sA-I..:lX, t:xt 
Number of radii measured: :2 
J2X Series Id: G-L ~ 3 A .5 ls A-, 
Reading Date: Od:, J., .1aD Co 
Collection Date: ~ · /51:f, .:2_ccC, 
Slab JD: 3 /3 
GL?-.31/,358 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J•R , - .C-041-~;;s,\k.-ho,._ '2.-0C!L t-11'<,id-jf-.S, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~"--J.; u._ s A---NJ' s- - J__c;o I 
I IV. 'Jc .J-
1J7-- w,oe._ 
Proportion: 
Proport ion: 
Proportion: 
~ ;f -2..csiroo - v,,i...,.R 
' , , I 
i.;-_ N-<- C.,e-~'--t,. ,J f /ti_ ~ 
'ib<l-1r- Si""- ' ,,J-
' l ' ' A • ,, ,-----
"11 - ~s -~-l--j)-"_·-
'70- ~ 
'<t '8-t-1tt:t~ v~~:ab It.. 
' ' ' ' ' . ' .... , 
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-- -------- Gates ofLodoreTrench 2---=-"RingReadingNot~e-s ________ _ 
,,,--
( 
Ring Reader: _j, P.,, 
Site ID: G-,+-res tR· L{)'J)(),'/.£ 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 A 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G-L :Z3t1 S;n(, ttt 
Number of radii measured: 2 
Reading Date: (!)J, ~ 1 Zoo C 
Collection Date: Ai.7 1 /s~~t. ,20() ~ 
Slab JD: L/ 
J2X Series Id: G-L 2-, 3A LIA , ~L .;z31ft.f B 
I 
J,f(,- ~d /~· A-q-_B ki,..,,f;- JlX, 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
(Z~~ A - IVS- Q.oo;;_ 
'•11-'?<:;'-~~~_r~ol\J 
'10 - w:.J..t 
eu·~'1-Vo:1,; "-Me 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year : Proportion: 
(....L"'~ IS,...., !US- .2. oo/ 
---------....;_----~ 
';,, t 'rr- l,,.~ .. ~ 
I { 
Ring Reader: J,f(, 
Tree/Hole ID: 1-Sd 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filename: G-illA-T::l.X'. 't· Xe 
Number of radii measured: 2__ 
J2X Se ries Jd: &L ~3 A c_;;i._ t1 , 
I 
Reading Dat e : {)J, I~ 1 ~(9Q(p 
Colle ction Date : A 1 ,fu . ...2..eo~ 
, i/ 
Slab ID: c_ ~ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~~ A-- l1J'S:-11?? 
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Ring Reader: .J, q(__, 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 '& 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filename: G-l :2. 3 B :J~ X. t Xt 
Number of radii measured: :2 
J2X Series Id: G-L ~ 3/3, GS,1 J 
Reading Date: 0 J:, I 9, ioo C, 
Collection Date: ~ · 1 /srf-1 2-00{, 
Slab ID: G-5 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~~· 4 v-B - /9'(7- .'.200 G 
l.o()O - ~ 
( ) 
,_ 'cu~ 9~ - ~~ 
' 10-~ 
'"81-~ ~ w/l'f p:H--© 
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Gatesof :too.ore Trencn 2 -RingReadmgNotes 
Ring Reader: J · £. 
Tree/Hole IO: 38 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: GL ;J,38 .J~X, txt 
Number of radii measured: J.. 
J2X Series Id: GL 238) d 4 , 
ReadingDate: oc.i, It, ,.2(!)0b 
Co llection Date: A-1, /.5o:tf, 2Mt; 
Slab IO: / A 
GL;;_3BIA8 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
.2.cciu - ~ 
h; - w-:...4. 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
I / 'o//- ►s- ~~ 
' . 
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Gatesof Lodore Trencn2 ~ RtngReadingNotes 
Ring Reader : J . /(. 
Site rn: G---,47E!5 of- Lt)o~e-
1 
Tree/ Hole IO: 3 ,6 
Ring Count s/ Notes : 
J2X Filename: 6-L ~ 3 B J} X. t. )(t 
Number of radii measured : ~ 
J2X Series Jct: GL )..,3[53.B A , 
Rea ding Date: ½f, / o/1 ;i. oo (> 
Collec tion Date: A-7, /..5~, 2.CJO ~ 
Slab ID: 3 P, 
G-L )__,3B 3813 
Pro port ion of cir cwnfer enc e with sec ondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Sto p Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Note s: 
:).e;(:)0 - w 1.D E 
9f - ~ -
,~, -~ 
I I 
o/.)..-9~-~ 
' ,1-/v~ _ I¼/~ 
JC/fr()-~ 
)r +-'18-~ 
~-e 5 - ee,._1--\k w/ p itl e, 
Pro portion : 
Pro portion : 
Proportion: 
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Gates of todore Tfeifcli 2 - Rmg Reaa1ngNotes 
Ring Reader: _J, R , 
Site ID: GA--re--5 at.-loDoW 
Tree/Hole ID: ,3 f3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filenam e : Q L .Z3 E 3 .,;2. 'X. t xt-
Number of radii measured: ~ 
J2X Series Id: G l ;:?, 313 c~ A,. 
Reading Date: Od-, I o/1 2 Ool, 
Collection Date: lfu-r/s7J.-1 2,oo' 
Slab JD: C.. ;z, 
G-l :Z.3[3 C ~ 8 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
c e-""te.l s:f; I/ I 9?~ K~' ,4-,:J---Cs - / pis - :J. 60b, 
--=~-~--,-:-- ·----;-;-----'-- -- --------....... _ 
'91-_ii,~.h~ ~ ( ~ I~ 
~ tlr /2--t oJ}_ /(_~. - ;Vrj ,:ft-.__ 
E/1,'~'-«' ---d 4-c;;i._ 1 
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Ring Reader: J , R, 
Tree/Hole ID: 38 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: 
Number of ra. ·· measured: 
Reading Date: ----
Collection Date: A"':f /.5¥1, ,,2c;o G; 
Slab ID: C..l 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth : 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
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Ring Reader: ~ 
I/ 
Reading Date: Od:, Xi d<oo' 
Collection Date: A-7 /.Sr,;f, 2-006 
Tree/Hole IO: i Slab IO: GS 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G-L :t. 4 3L)(, 't-xf: 
Number of radii measured: ,;;_ 
J2X Series Id: & L ). 4 &.SA 1 G-L ~'-/ G-S /3 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
W ,0 s. A- ( 1'19o - .).co\,) 
o, •- ~. -,-,_ 
oo'- OS' - ';;,vv-,\"'-,r 'A<N'f?vv 
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Ring Reader: -S-:A· 
i? 
Reading Date: f) c.f:, ~ :ZOD(a 
Collection Date: At/41), ls~,;{/ .200' 
' 
Tree/Hole ID: !./ Slab ID: 1 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G-L.2. 'iJ;;_f-, t Xt 
Number of radii measured: 2,_ 
J2X Series Id: G-L ~I.{ 1 A , GL 2 418 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: ( ~,'- .. 00•'1 
o'-1' - 01;,' - 'r,vJ'r>vJ ~t 
'ib' - 1'( - ~-\~ 
~b' - ~ :<¼._ 
"11' - vo,JrvJ 
i~• - ._,_, -'k 
8')'-1\'i( - Sc'-"'•"'--- v -,R,,f 
n - C--.'. "'1,,_" ..,., I ~ ,-1--v,. o 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
~.v, ~ (~>'- dOO~') 
'l'l
1
- o~·- 1'..,...._f~,""V\t-
9r'-1~• - S.......J.,/Vll'ltvvJ 1<>-\-
~• - ._ .-J..,< r
!")' - '---·k <:.e--,.\cr ~/ ~-...--.-.. & 
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Ring Reader: 3 :f-\ 
Tree/Hole IO: Y 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename : G-l_2_lf ,Y.:i...X,"tXt: 
Number of radii measured: d, 
IF 
Reading Date : ()ci-, 4 J...OO(o 
Collection Date: 7 ,/ S;tJ-, '2.00 C. 
Slab ro: 
J2XSeriesJd: G-L2-Y.2.A,. G-LJ,~J..8 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Star t Year: 
St ar t Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~.,,.cl-.,v.:, A ( 1q~. Mo) 
si·-10 ·- s ---~ I~-~ 
g)· - >.v-J'M,J 
gG' - c..,.,.._,~, ~ ( f ./-v- G 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Sto p Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
liK'-ra ·· c...-ziv., Is ."":,.,.., 
f) ' - 'Vl't<vv 
fr.,· - ~"k"' -IP·..,..____ Q 
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( 
Ring Reader: ~')A 
I? 
Reading Date: 0 d-, /4 dOOC. 
Collection Date: ~ , /s-rf, 2-00~ 
Tree/Hole JD: ~ Slab IO: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: G-L~~Jz._x. tx t 
Number of radii measured : ;;2..__ 
J2X Series Id: G-L ,2,· Y 3 C :2 A , 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\\.__l.v\ A ( 1sr~ - dq'lo ) 
~3 ' - ia - S,~ .,.,,. / 1,..,.~ 
1:,1' - vu-rrv..,J 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
g l , - c..v, ,1.-,_-r ,_, I +,"7 ~ ..,, r· h.-... 
0 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
\L..6-.v~ I!:. ( IW:, - f'iqo) 
38'-10' - s.-.~ 
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----- -1Gates-of-codore -Trench-2-- -Ring·-Reading-N-otes----~-
( 
Ring Reader: J:S/t 
Tree/Hole ID: Y 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
Read ing Date:-----
Collection Date: O-<-p, / S-t;~, 200 b 
Slab ID: ½ 
J2X Filename: .. ---- ---
=-==-~===----------------...., _.~ .  ~ 
.. --Number of rad 11 measure-el: 
J2X Seri 
· Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proport ion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
' 
t'") 
--=---------------------=--
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APPENDIXA2 
SUPPLEMENTAL STRATIGRAPHIC AND DENDROGEOMORPHIC 
DATA FOR THE 
DELLENBAUGH TRENCH 
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A 0 
H 
Baseflow Elevation (- 23cms) 
" 
Intermediate Bench 
no vertical exaggeration 
Dellenbaugh trench 
~ 
C2 
~ ~ -_L_ r-,--__c____ --'--_ ·=- _- /o_•c, 
Reduced blue clay deposit inferred from Hillslope gravel substrate 
pits excavated along bottom of trench (water table) 
C 
CB 
1B 
Abrasion to downstream face ofTamarisk 
(D5) suggest flow in the upstream direction 
during 1983 floo 
The sloping beach face of the 
1962 deposit is visible in a 1968 
ground level photo 
Tamarisk establish at the top 
elevation of the 1962 flood deposit 
1999 Intermediate Bench 
Post dam, pre-1983 floodplain deposit defined 
by fining upward depositional sequence capped with hard 
red clay; top elevation and vegetation establishment 
elevations near powerplant capacity of FGD. 
in 1962. 
clay deposits underly the < 1960 
deposit along old return channel path 
Stratigraphic details of the Dellenbaugh trench excavation; all views facing in the downstream direction . 
(A) total channel /valley bottom cross sectional profile along trecnh (B) stratigraphic details of floodplain 
deposits including sedimentary structures, unit contacts, and the location and establishment elevation of the 
trees used in the dedrogeomorphic analysis (C) dendrogeomorphic interpretation of the age of each 
stratigraphic deposit and the direction of grain coarsening . 
75 m 
talus cone 
Elevation of Cottonwood-
Bottom of trench 
1.0m 
o~ .om 
0.0 
(scale applied to 8 and C) 
Elevation of Cottonwood-
Hill slope gravels ofUnita Mountain 
Group at base of trench 
Legend - Stratigraphic Details 
-- abrupt/erosional unit boundary 
- - - - - gradational / diffuse unit boundary 
orientation of bedding 
A old Tamarisk est. elevation 
* est. elevation ofTamarisk 
■ 
/ 
X# 
BS 
approximate est. elev. ofTamarisk 
direction of grain coarsening 
discrete unit 
basal sands 
estimated offshore location of eddy fence 
Descriptions of stratigraphic units within the Dellenbaugh Excavation 
Unit Description 
A Generally fining upward brown unit with a gradational top and basal contact which sometimes contacts 
coarse hillslope gravel; grades from fine sand to silt and clay near top• 
B Gray-brown unit with an abrupt top and unknown lower boundary (below base of trench); thinly laminated 
fine sand and sand with sub-horizontal ripple structures and some rust staining • 
BI Fining upward brown/buff unit with an abrupt base composed of fine sand with on and offshore climbing 
ripples and thinly laminated ripple structures grading into silt and clay• 
B2 Unit composed almo,t entirely of gray, hard clay with a sharp base and top• 
B3 Generally coarsening upward buff unit with sharp upper and lower boundaries composed almost entirely of 
well sorted fine sand and sand, with thinly laminated dune foreset structures showing onshore flow vector; 
D,o - 15 mm; GSD • 1.4g 
CI Buff colored unit with an abrupt upper boundary and gradational lower boundary; composed entirely of 
well-sorted fine sand with thinly laminated low-angle climbing ripples showing offshore flow vector; Q = 
16 mm; GSD= 1.49 
C2 Buff colored unit similar to Cl with an abrupt lower base and a generally gradational upper boundary; 
composed entirely of well-sorted fine sand with thinly laminated low-angled climbing ripples showing 
offshore flow vector; intermittent as beaded seams in the onshore direction; pinches into CS-terrace; D,o == 
15 mm; GSD • 1.5 
D Coarsening upward brown-gray unit with a generally abrupt base composed of silt and clay into fine sand 
with some rust staining with a gradational upper boundary; some thinly laminated ripple structures in upper 
part of unit; D,o = 7.5 mm; GSD - 1.76 
DI Coarseing upward brown-gray-buff unit which has an abrupt base and gradational top contact and grades 
laterally into unit D; composed of clay base grading into very fine sand with some thinly laminated climing 
ripples ; D,. • 6 mm; GSD • I. 74 
D2 Unit with gradational lower and upper boundaries; composed of well sorted fine sand with thinly laminated 
low-angle climbing ripples; D50 • 8 mm; GSD - 1.65 
E Coarsening upward brown unit from very fine sand to fine, well sorted fine sand; abrupt base and upper 
boundary; thinly laminated ripple structures; nearly vertical onshore boundary with D at onshore boundary. 
• not sampled for grain size 
GSD - geometric standard deviation 
Unit 
El 
F 
Fl 
G 
H 
HI 
SI 
S2 
CB 
BS 
Description 
Unit composed entirely of well-sorted buff very fine and fine sands with thinly laminated climbing ripples 
with both on and offshore flow vectors; abrupt base and top; D,o = 15 mm; GSD • 1.57 
Generally coarsening upward brown/buff/reddish unit with a silty-clay base grading into a well-sorted fine 
sand; internal structure consists of onshore•offshore directional climbing ripples which progess onshore into 
low-angle, thinly laminated climbing ripples which are genearlly orientated parallel to the basal contact; 
higher angle climbing ripples have charcoal in some of the foreset beds. 0,0 - 9 mm; GSD • 1.53 
Fining upward unit with an abrupt brown base composed of fine sand and clay grading into a hard red-
brown clay gradational top; D,o = 3.5 mm; GSD • 2.27 
Unit composed of very fine and fine buff sand with a gradational basal contact and a top contact that is both 
gradational and abrupt; internal structure is composed of thinly laminated onshore climbing ripples; Qo .. 
13 mm; GSD • 1.52 
Generally coarsening upward brown/buff unit with an abrupt very fine sand and clay base grading into fine 
sand' thinly laminated horizontal bedding with some duff near top; ~-5 mm; GSD • 2.06 
Thinly horizontally bedded brown unit with an abrupt base and top and composed of very fine sand, silt, 
and clay; D,, = 4.9 mm; GSD = 2.06 
Unit composed entirely of red hillslope fine sands, massive in structure•; abrupt upper and lower contacts. 
Unit composed entirely of red hillslope fines sands with some granule size particles, massive in structure; 
intermittent, beaded seams in onshore direction, abrupt base and top contacts•. 
Unit composed of generally brown very fine sands with gradational upper and lower boundaries ; red 
hillslope sands near base and thinly laminated ripple structures near top• 
Well sorted buff fine and very fine sands; 0,0 • 15 mm; GSD • 1.6 
N 
~ 
0 
STAGE DISCHARGE RELATION FOR DELLENBAUGH TRENCH 
Water Surface Data at Dellenbaugh from Mixed Sources Stage Relationship for Trench Figure XS 
Date Q (cfs) Q (CMS) Elevation Adjusted 2nd Adjusment Date I Q (cfs) I Q (CMS) I Elevation Adjusted 2nd Adjusment 
10/6/1989 1 1320 37.37824 94 .70 4993.271 4993 .331 Regress 13700 387.9408 96.81 4995 .3796 4995 .439 
8/21/1989 1 1270 35.9624 94.72 4993 .291 4993.351 Regress 15100 427 .5844 96.89 4995.4635 4995 .523 
11/3/2001 1 1350 38.22775 94.76 4993 .331 4993 .391 Regress 8400 237.8615 96.39 4994 .9591 4995 .019 
6/14/1995 1 10900 308.6537 96.72 4995 .291 4995.351 Regress 11200 317.1487 96.64 4995.206 4995 .266 
Estimated 2 800 22.65348 94.25 4992 .825 4992.884 Regress 19600 555.0103 97.12 4995 .6887 4995 .748 
Estimated' 4600 130.2575 95.87 4994.437 4994 .497 Regress 2000 56.6337 95.16 4993 .7358 4993.796 
From original Grams XS at Dellenbaugh Regress 5000 141.5843 95.94 4994 .515 4994 .575 
2 Adjusted WSE using common discharges between XS10 and Grams XS at Dellenbaugh Regress 11600 328 .4755 96.67 4995.2363 4995.296 
Field measurements made by JSA 
Date Elevation Q (cfs) Description 
11/4/2005 4993 .422 1390 WSE near Dellenbaugh Trench 
11/4/2005 4993.363 1390 WSE near Grams original Dellenbaugh XS 
From XS 10 
Q (cfs) Elevation 
800 97.251 97.00 -.---.=======.----------------, 
1390 97.757 
4600 98.863 
8400 99.424 
This stage relation was created using a combination of 
stage data . The original source for stage data was the 
stage data taken by Paul Grams near the Dellenbaugh 
photo location and his original trench in the foreground 
of that photo . The stage data were taken relative to a 
rebar that had been installed on site . I re-surveyed that 
rebar, the water surface elevation near Paul's trench , 
and the water surface at my trench to combine the data 
and adjust it slightly to my trench's elevation grid. I filled 
in two WSE from the XS10 stage relation (shown in box 
above) ... ! needed these data for the intermediate values , 
especially the 4600 cfs (powerplant value) . XS 10 is in 
the same backwater (between riffles) as the 
Dellenbaugh bar and should therefore have a similar 
stage relation . 
Jason S. Alexander 
y = 88.282xo.o098 
96-50 -t-------'I R2 = 0.9994 1-- -------= .,.-"""""' '--------~ 
94.50 -1-- -1---------------------- -j 
94.00 -!------------.------,-------,------,-----, 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
Tamarisk Tree Nomenclature Key For Dellenbaugh Ring Reading Notes 
Chapter 2-Name 
Dl 
D2 
D3 
D4 
Growth Rate Plots and Ring Reading Notes Name 
Tree 1 
Tree 3 
Tree4 
Tree 5 
242 
Dellenbaugh Tree Interpretations: from Ring Reading Notes and Stage Discharge 
Relations- reviewed by Mike L. Scott and Julie Roth. 
DBB TREEl (Established 1960) 
243 
Although no details are given below slab 11, all contacts below "D 1" show burial after 
1962 and some burial after 1982, suggesting that all of the units from "B" to "D2" are 
likely deposits from the 1962 flood. The burial after 1982 could be a function of the deep 
horizontal accretion in the 1983 flood. Everything below the slab 11 elevation will be 
assigned "<1960" . 
DBB TREE3 (Established 1962) 
No nails were driven into contacts on this tree. Establishment elevation is less than 17cm 
from the surface, given the possibility of some erosion and that there is a solid contact 
that leads to the large accretion prism offshore, this is likely the elevation of the top of the 
1962 deposit. This tree confirms the top elevation of the 1962 deposit described above . 
DBB TREE4 (Established ~1963) 
While the last shown age is 1963, this tree likely established in 1962 after the flood 
receded , otherwise it established by seeds landing on this bare surface in 
1963 ... nevertheless, the establishment elevation near the top of the "EID" interface 
establishes the 1962 near this point, once again confirming the sloping face of the 1962 
flood deposit. This tree also shows burial after 1983 with suppression at 1983, 
suggesting the "F" deposit is 1983. 
DBB TREES (Established ~ 1973) 
We did not reach the establishment elevation on this tree. We also only marked the "G" 
contact with a nail. That being said, it is pretty obvious what part of the tree was out of 
the ground by the extreme damage to the tree in the 1983 flood, noticeable from the flood 
scarring and burial signal from the GS down to near the "Fl" contact. The establishment 
elevation is likely at or near the "Fl" contact. I counted approximately 40cm from the 
"G" contact to the end of the tree, not counting the lost thickness from cutting and 
sanding. This puts the establishment close to the elevation of the "F" surface, not a 
stretch considering that the surface looks like the "Post-dam, pre-1983" floodplain. This 
is how this will interpreted. 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J •f., +- , \, d. 
Site ID: .D e-l e-J:i4u..q~ 
Tree/Hole IO: S: 
Ring Courits/Notes: 
J2X filename: D.Bs-.T.;i,X, tXt 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Names: · DES G-.$ / A , 
' 
j } p ,? •• J . R, - r~~- ~
Reading Date: 
I 
Collection Date: ,.Jmr, c?. oo,S: 
Slab m: b-Si -1 
DB5G5 I 13 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
W:v > ,4 ( I '°11 'I -:-J 00 )- J 
J 00 I - d C) o '{ _ 
'19 - Vlwrv..-..., 
9f· L.J, J...,,f 
'1 :, . 'f,J,.,. "'--0 
8 7 - ~J - ~ 
8' ~- \.J .~ 
9o -J .3, - v(:_~ 
. L,., ,h., 
7, - lJ .JvJ 
,- w r""' ,k: r I 
7 'i- 1-v. cl.;.r 
Q t'i- u:"'hP 
"-' .-h... Jl,h-.. 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
g-~--..,._.,.~ 
~o -23, (<!.."-f 'v.Jfv..-J k.+-
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) I- w.~ 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, A, + -J, {, 
Site ID: .bd(e.h.,bo..-1.,u, h 
J 
Tree/Hole ID: S 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: )),BS.T~X, tXt 
Number of radii measured : ~ 
J2X Series Names: .DES/ A , 
Reading Date: '8 /?jo&. 
Collection Date: /()ca.r; -2 Cl ll . ~ 
Slab ID: 
t>BstB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
,r11 LS - ½ """a ,h, ~ J-.e..... ... 8} J fll5SI ~ '-t-t 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
¾:\..v~ A ( l9 7y - Jsoos-) 
.loo"-\ - o.OQ, - \l\=n.w pc,.v" 
9, 9 ' - VI CA/ l'l.\,.j 
91( - '--' .-i4_ 
0S-- '{\oJ'n,,,,J 
9 y- vJ . ~ 
r,- t.v .~ 
&' )- ":'Ja<k:._ 
) ) - ..,__, .-k..r 
1'-j - w -~ 
QI'{ - C-.::Attlf' ..,_,; 
I' . h.-. 
JD-13'!:,' - 'ti,,/ ;J,v/h,,,) ~-t 
w/ D.,.,.,,...,;1_ '2 )(3. 
Proportion : 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Ci_, 
j - Y\c,,.r,r<A,J 7 l . 
- l-v.~ 
9'-1 - "'-' cA{, 
9 d, - V\ c,Jr,,._J 
Q 1~ · -1v . J,,__ 
-vJ I p.-h-.. 
&17. - \,J . )"<._ 
Js - Ls.,~ 
%'0-33· _ V\.w'f\,,.,v j ef 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, ~ 1 ± J , A-, Reading Date: '?/10/0~ r1 
Collection Date: ;1)oLr, ,;:;,tJo.S 
Tree/Hole ID: 5 Slab rn: 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X filename : D.B5.T~ X. tX.t 
Number of radii measured: 
J2X Series Names: · J>B53A, 
J 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
ML,>_, ~v~f '7/~~~ \ K; ;' '~~ ~'r- Lj4 'i3 
.i("l ,15lt )ltvl.4 ~ V"-ArkcX,5tJ doi,1 t .._:~s Ke'"'- wh,~ :J,x;"'j-
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
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, r. 
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19,M- J' J _ V~ ~ 
<._ ,· •. Vlu-!(),,.,.J 
9 l- - VI <Af '"'-'v 
q I . - "1c,,f'rv.-J 
l') - .,_, -~ 
is-' - w.J.s..,. 
Q ,~ · - k, 
, 'INz_ j ~ I'\ hv' 
"'-+ ,,.,/ cJ...,,.""+ e. rs · 
), - "" J......J 
,:s~ nwn,..,,J 
0 , ~ - ,. , ~• _ .. :,..,,r r D, 'rv-
.,_.,.1/1--_ ~ . ....__ 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: J, ,4, ±:J, e I Reading Date: . I 
Collect ion Date : !Vmr, J-o(.) 5"" 
Tree /Hole ID: S--
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: ,{).B 5.J~ X .txt 
Number of radii measured: ::Z. 
Slab ID: 
. J2X Series Names: t>tst./ A, D g5'-{ Js 
Proportion of circwnference with secon dary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
""1--':> - ~.,,.;_~ ~ ~~ c£.,.,..__~ b /~ \ e ~ .. 
'¥' - J.,'t/-o 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\\_ .,_ J..,\J ,. A (,,q) y - / Cf 1 '1) 
9½' - w:~ "'[ '-1 ' - w: ~~ 
°\ ~ ' - ......, :ck_ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
') ' - w .'tNF 
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4 i' - V"\r,../'fvv..;(/ 
n ' -'--' _.cN.. 
&'.J_. - CJ-~ 
9 ,· -V\,v'fk_,J 
89 · - L-v:J.....r 
t{,' - V'<sif'('<A.,,..) 
5f" " - I.,..) :J..,._ 
0 , '-i - C..:At"\:f' ......, / 1-tt..... 
I C/ ) 9 - 8 3 - h N/cw .,_., f-
w .+1,._ D~g- ;., J'.) ' 
71. _ .,_., :J..,y 
7 )- 'i\---r-tv..,J 
") 4 - c., -. " -· A , .h r- .. I D .1--t.-.. 
)J · - J'!:, - TI.CJ.rr(J.A) k.T 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, R, d-J, A, Reading Date: 
Site IO: be /lek),a. VC\ l Collection Date: /1)'1t1i .:>.c;,oS · 
V 
Tree /Ho le IO: c;- Slab rn: S& 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: l) BS -J~x, tx:t 
Number of radii measured : ,Z 
J2X Series Names: !) B S5"G,1, b E 55 G-1$ 
' 
J ,t, - ~~,)J ./v(..-~· A t ..B ,/ .. ,'.ti 3~. 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
rv.,~ - ~ ~,;;,.,,./ lo/'t ,gz,, ~ ;:...... \?1, 
¥.. 11~kt 7'tA.U ,)Jo°t fe.l1t ,'/ \""-P,J-keJ 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\Lc.cl.,v:i. A ( 197\.f - IC/cl',) 
8)'-w:tk__ 
gb , - 1/\c,,Jr"-A.)1.v 
is-- '-' k 
I no, - J ?l - V\r,,.,r,l'v..,J 'i,,f 
7. l . - ,,__, :·J.,.,v 
; s· - nv-.rr.,._,,_,~ 
0 7 4' - ._, ,J.-...,v-i C<./\hl..r ._,,,; o). 1---,.__ 
hJ. ,v~ i's (lql'-\- lC/. 9½) 
'iy· -w:cl..!r 
"I I , - V !! r/ )IJ r>V'r,,.,J 
3'i' -___,,~ 
tr..' - YV>Jri.v..) 
ts' - \,J,~ 
")9-82, ' -~ ~t 
0 7 ' -
'-i - w · J-.......r i ~ "----J,,.f' v,., I P.~ 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , I(, + J; A, Readin g Date: 'ff/; 0/0~ 
Collection Date: Mtr1.r, ~ oo_c:;: 
Tree/Hole ID: 5 Slab ID: l 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: .DB S-J".,'..lX. txt 
Number of radii measured: .-2,_ 
JZX Ser ies Names: .DB r:;J A-,' PB 5?: /3 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
t,,£,iL>-- ~ ~93 0 j ~~ h~ ~ \.-j ... ~ ~1~ '-HJ 
-¥ A-s.', . Ti9kt yc.M V\Of ~"~~J- .Do1t1 t i,,,,.,'s,; -H.e,,._, 
Wood .1\natomy Change Notes: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
~~v,. A (1".i,J - 19:r,) 
n·- "'"'·~ 
~d-v~ (3, ( l'ft3 - ,qs_rl 
t6. - ~ e..t-
gs;' - I,..)•¼_ 
\ 9'!0 -8"3' - 1/"W'r/Jv.J \:<..+ 
,1 ·- "" ·J-.,.r 
,r-' - V C~ 'vv,/',r..._.J 
1 '1 ' - w;~ 
0'r3 - s....,.11-t.e.."1t.\-' -,;/p:+l 
gj-' - \.., .·Jy-.(' 
7'1-8J, - rtAN<A-J kT 
7 y - <..__, .·J.-..-.r 
0 1 3 - s '"" 1 ! c. t,1.:-1.__ w Ir: rt 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , A, +-J, R , 
Tree/Hole ID: :;-
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: D Is ,5~;}, Y-. T'i<I 
Number of radii measured: 2-__ 
Reading Date: y/;o / 0~ 
r I 
Collection Date: IJoZF, ;l. (!)0~ 
Slab ID: 
J2X Series Names: DB 5 9 ,4) DB .S- 9,B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
F's'- .___,.-r}....,r 
19-K?,' -"'""'{/)..,J '.-J--
'). - 1.--., .-,).._._o.j 
) lj - <-v ~✓ 
e> 7 :, - \'u-.N lM.} - ~V\ \.,_-r ....., I P . I--
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ~ A +- T, ~. Reading Date: cf/; q/o<r:, 
Collection Date: JJ uJll--" ~f dCb; 
Tree/Hole ID: Slab ID: ] \ 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
-J2X filename: 0 ~ S--::S JX. Txl 
Number of radii measured: ~ 
J2X Series Names: DBS I I A: I DB5l1 B 
Proportion of circumference with seco ndary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood i\natomy Change Notes : 
l\.d.v~ A ( 1q,3, - MtJ) 
l'i
0
· 8/ ( JJ..rfl,,,,_J ~i-) 
7, , - w.·J..,,_ 
'7 f ' - V\<N'/'l,,.,.,j 
7'-i - C...,,11-(_ 
0 1 3 _ ~"' h:.r ...,, . h.._ ~, 1-.. 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion : 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
VI W' t>v µ. -t--
V' -~ ., .. ,.+ 
l l../ - "'·~ 
C> l 3· - '-<"-h..r- ._, / (). J...... 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
~ A ~-fl 
Ring Reader : ~ · /I · -.\ · ''I, 
Site ID: \\_\~ \:, ""' h 
Tree/Hole ID: S 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X filename: \)11:, l.\ 3 ,}:,(. TX\ 
Number of radi i measured : 1-
J2X Series Names: DJs S /3 A: , 
/ 
Reading Date: 
Collecti on Date: ;J 00 ~=½ e.r ~ OCJ) 
Slab ID: 
DBS--13 B 
J 1 ,1 - If "--- (J . ( / (, .~ . • ✓' ' ' A .L ? k,:"'f-S-2.?(' IJ\ I {'---'-" "'1 i,~,?\ _. - ,. (,"vV{ r/ V ~ 'll) 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\\ac\v,v:::, A- ( IC\) 5- /'i',f~~ 
,9·-l;:>1' - V\o..trow.cf 
,1 · - '-'J .- ~ 
1 S ' - "'""rc.....J 
1'-1'-c,,.,: ~ 
(:) 1 3' - ~"'~.r c.,,/f,..J-........ 
Stop Year : 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year : 
Proportion : 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
~O- 8f - f'\.N!vvv \<.,+ 
7 ) , st-)f, ' - w : ,}.,__ kt-
•i ½' - 1..v:~ 
C) 7 3' - C<"\l-(1"' w.,J.,__ P.-;__,. 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: -:r.A. ~ T. R, 
Tree/Hole ID: £ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: t:l 11:sl.\ :S-h ,T'X'.I 
Number of radii measured : ol 
J2X Series Names: · DES /4,4 1 ; 
Reading Date: Au,0-,.t-/(); .zoo" 
0 
Collection Date: tJ,hJ<-""\, c-r- \Oo.1 
Slab ID: I '-j 
DBSIL/B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
h1 LS., S-1--e-i ~;A.JI lo A " 8 J 
1k /J1::, --h_-,_1_5, """-"\0 k ~ C,-....._ oF' SL.(!:) 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\k-c...c\...½_ ,A- ( I 9 7 > - I 'l 8 .l ) 
11-J'/' - hr.Atro.v ~f 
1)' - l-J,'k_ 
7J . - Y\<>"J'n,..,J 
0, J . - w :J«.; c:...::..,~ ....,.-1---,.__ 
-.f-h... 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
7 1 1 - ,() N-fl<.J 
') 'l , .i. 16 • - .._, . .lo_ p..-.:/"' 
01?, ._ w:~.r j "-<"'-h.r- .,,,,j f•-1-t-... 
254 · 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: T/i. .-T , ~. Reading Date: 
Collection Date: N ~-i.,-"" \) \-1' ~oof 
j 
Tree/Hole IO: Slab IO: l] 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: '[)RY :S: 6X .ncr 
Number of radii measured: --
J2X Series Names: 
!)0 cJa T 
~---- -· 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
-01t,S"-~ ! 
~ ..JJ~ \---,X__ t-J..."'-\C:, cJv_.__ h:, ~ v i.,._ (j F' .$ l.._ S 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~·"~ A (tq,3 - 19,J--J vLo1.. . .n (l ftci, ]-~ 
')y ' -vv..G.. 0 · 1 s . - ~"'-'\. ~<I' l.,,J. J-.... ~ J-, 
a-73 ._ ~"'-k.,_ ..... fvz,J,....,, 
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--SA 
3/Jioa{, 
~".a ~ cf L--\ 
D· G-S-,1 
( -\o Q - s v--tk~) ' 
-\ \Qe_ s 
D ~-~.g 
00;. S , 10 
s '-I O ' ~ ( \,~ 5.-.k,>) 
.i, _i 
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~ -A. 
8 I J 006 
Q~) .. -t 1"I 
\ - ISc:.""' 
258 
D \l, ·S. 16 
l)\!,·S·ll 
.)).B- 5- / 
DB-5-.;z 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ~SA ReadingOate: 1(~1(0) 
Collection Date: /Ve>(/. Zoos-
Tree/Hole IO: / Slab IO: G-S 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: .Df, I J.:u<. TXT 
Number of radii measured: 2-
J2X Series Names: 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
W,v.s. ,A 'J.ODS-- 19 6 l.f 
~Ooo - )ooJ, -5.,,,,. .\.,... 
~00'1 - l'\c,/ rv..J 
1q~9 , w :µ.[ 
'B -9~ - s '""' .\v-
'/o -~~ - ""'n,...., • s, .... ;1.,._ 
) li'l - "'-'~I 
11- 'I\W!N 
J(,- '-' ;k 
,q -i I- S',w-·.\u--/ Q,,r\t.._ 
7r..- \.,J:~.r 
(,'f- 7s - ....... --J...., ~ ~.~.-1~ 
Gr-GY - h=fr"-"<I' .. S',...,,:\ .... 
(,,'j - ~ :,4__ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
i), oo ~ · •~oc\ - 1)</Jflw .,_.r ~c,. ,,r 
l9'1G-w:J... 
'1~-'16- ),\M,\.,.. 
'il'i- v.J:.~ 
ic,,,- , ... ,\~ \,Jk 
8 '::,- f-..<.~\'1 1.,,.-k._ 
1'H \ ,- ,,~\....- /0.,\<.. 
,s-- 7<,, - '-.).--J...,_r 
E.'i- l,J;cl, r 
_) 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: '5:,<j)r Reading Date: 
Collection Date: t-J o-.J )\OC~ 
Tree/Hole ID: Slab ro: 1 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: {)~ \ S)._)(Tl<I 
Number of radii measured: 
J2X Series Names: lJ ~ I I A 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
U:..,:, A ~uo,- \({~)_ 
qq' - w:~f ~ ~ · __,.}_"-
4'<,-'\!,- wi>-..r 06l-et-...,k-..,.,/,.1--
1, - Y-, r,/ rM.J 
1'\ - w ,,k 
¥(:,-, ... \~ v-->:ck.. 
i'>· .,_,,k_, 
1 )" 7r - <;.w-,\,-
1 l - l'-I - w :<}.q_( (·"" _\-
b<o- of\o-Jrb,J ... 
-t.'-1 -w :H... 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
q~ - w :J..../' 
4'\ -9'--\- W "'4.J (,,1/\-,,\V' 
'2 <o - w : ~-~I 
8') gs- - 's,=:\..,-.. 
/)- w : <)-(f 
1:,9- ,{\c>fr,,..Jtf 
t,'-{ - w ·J.... 
~3 - w : J.., 
(D b i. - u,-M --I  ;1,,-,... 
262 
) 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J, A, + ;J: 1 R Reading Date : . 2 /, / ob 
Tree /Hole ID: Slab rn: 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X filename : l.l {)\ ::s-~x ,Tit 
Number of radii measured : )__ 
J2X Series Names: · 0~ I } A 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~~ --U~ A ~MS"" - \C{\:, \
':19-w -~.r G'-1 ~.,1,.- '-' -~ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
c;~-"n-s-.~.\"' 
19 - G 7>J.J 
ti - V\ c,J r,,.J 
f/,,-W :<)-4... 
() bl' c.,_"''n_\[' -I P-·t'--
f~ - \J ,-k._ 
"')1:,-u :<k. 
(.', - jJ.,.1r,,..,J 
e, 5 .(J, - /Jul f\W tJ 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
'l'i- w ·c.>----✓ 
g9 - W,~J 
$?6-w-;;.,,J 
R 1c, - '-' -cNl... 
ti- 8}, - /J..J'ILw 41'/s..vv.(.,.._ 
1 J-- l) . \.J :J.,__ k.F 
11%.f- /Jc,J{'w -
6~ - w:ck 
&'!. - \,J:0--(f 
Ck- tJc,!r.....,1,./ 
(;I -c.,~ - • ' - "'"'• ' Pk.J' 
263 
0 1 % I Q.("'h..V' 
w/ i/'·h-... . 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J ,A, 't ,!,~. Reading Date: . - S, / / / O~ 
Collection Date : tJ Ov"--""'½<,f '}._oo;-
Tree/Hole ID: 1 Slab ID: ~ · D \ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: D~1:S H ,1)(1 
Number of radii measured: 6, 
J2X Series Names: · \) i IL\ 0\ A D G, 1 <4 l:l\ Q, 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
TdO ~ ~ }Yood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~.\J), A. OcioS--\%~) 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
(. )- \,J •ck✓ ' 
~;i_-~t/.., ... 63, 
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d,OOdr )-00 )- - S,vv-;\,v--
qq' - w -b--<.f 
'i)41/ - S ,=\er-
\~q~ -cl coo - w:J....v ru,./'. 
'10-'l:1' -<; :v-v-·.\v,. 0 - (,, I C...:.A.1-v-" ,_; f. ~ 
) 
g3, ..~ '-\- \,J :c}Q. t . .r 
. 11'.\,S"-..,, -/>-,.,J 
1~-v,J--,..J 
i~ - w.~ 
81-- '-J ' ~ 
85-;g~ - s.-.\..,.... 
1~· -w.~r 
(:, '\ - V\w'n,.,J 
C 5' , - IAw o..__J 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Read er : -.J, A, t ;:[, g, Reading Date: d1 / ',UoG 
Collection Date: ~ ~oos::: 
Tre e/ Hole ID: Slab ID: S- / 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : DB J_j~)(. tXt 
Number of radi i measured: :2_ 
-J2X Se rie s Names: · 'D~ \ S I t\-
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Star t Year: Stop Year : Pro por tion: 
Star t Year : Stop Year : Proporti on : 
Start Year : Stop Year : Proporti on: 
~ Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ -'-'"-t ( \ %1 - )o os-) 
1qi ~ - W :J-<.J 
) 
. Ro<l-•' ''> A Qq(,1 - ho~ 
gf-8 5l - w ,,_,.[ 
81 - v--v-1 ru-.,.J 
~ - i'-\ ' - -w :k ("✓ 
7'.,- \,-> ~..r 
,J-11:, - w: J-.. ~~F 
7'1 -l b · v- uJ (v-J 51\)JP 
G~- w .,_\..q_ 
Cd. - \] ;:..', "' oJ r _,_,_J 
0 GI - U .J \ \->c•·1 ~It~ - \,J :~ 
I ~ 8 <o - l'\u,ft o w (J 
6 ) - \J .:::!..1 V\..,.J fv-..0 
6>- w :~ 
~ G.\- - ~I '>(\u-Jr <rJ 
@ 0 l - G< ..... \-i.,-..r "" · Vv-- Jl · Vv--
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) 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .J, le, 't- JI A:, 
Site ID: De.! lo'\bo..~ l 
Tree/Hole ID: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
JZX filename: bB I :S:11)<., txt 
Number of radii measured: e<, 
JZX Series Names: · I) (1:, I!.,~ 
Reading Date: . g I J-./ob 
Collection Date: N nr. .:)_ oos-
Slab ID: t 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
j ,ff._, - tv-tl'..Q_ ~ ' fl )'C,/, 
T~A - \l...,1-,.J.... ~rw 6 i' 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ (_ 1%1- 6-00'5") 
~-~'-\- w:<>-,_~"'-._r 
/'()') - \.J .6-Q__ 
l,}-11:,- __,-k~ ~I 
ti<; - ~o.1 ~ 
b':.- \_,-l :J--Q. 
G. ~ - c,\""' o-),- """'- <..-,:.,-,\.x~-t 
QC, \ - (.,_~ \i._,J ~/fl :\"v, 
Stop Year: 
.Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
~ .v-,. & ( 1% 1-~009 
Qs-'iY, - '-J -~ ~«.-r 
\q<o - V\wfl,-.,J ,J 
\ ' 
<;. 1+08-- '---' .·(J._l_J 
~ S-- '<\w t,vJ 
(, s - u :~.r--
~ (, ~ - "'\~ \- Vl)'-A- <i."'.,).h'-.:,.__t (A ,JO 
0 (, I - c_z__,.__~-.J' '-' .·~ \) ,M,-. 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
RingReader: J ,/t ~;JA, 
Site ID: Del/e-v-. bo..u._0l, 
Tree/Hole ID: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: DB I J~ X, TXT 
Number of radii measured: ~ 
Reading Date: . g/ ~ / 0 ~ 
Collection Date: AJ;nr, ,:joo S 
Slab ID: FD 
J2XSeriesNames : D~ 180A Dt'!:sl.\>0/1 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
J,IZ,-J5v.-J.+f ~ fp/,'<ri, ·n) 
:s,A - q,,.,.r.>.L •F'hf '61 1 ·s~. 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
. ~-'->:,. J;_ ' ( I% \ - ) c> 6 :;-) 
\9111 - Sv\-M 
2~ - '-; .·d--:.J 
g(, - '-'vJ r,,..,J 
~~- V\v41v.J• 
7 / f 1J. · w L:.t 
b•- ..._;-.d-,._..r 
<;. >· 'f\wr;vJ 
Stop Year : 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
(,!,- \,., "1N.._ 
~ G .}.- ~~ iJ~ iw CA.\..,..,,;, 1J""'. S .;t._~ J 
('.)(_, \ - ~"' \,_..( v- / p ' .Yv-
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
(\'h\- a.oos) 
a., - V\o-J',M..)t✓ 
g'i - '--.l~r 
~ ( - V\_<N r,..,J 
'g:, ~ . 
' 1 I J- 1 J. -1.,.J ·J-..:..1 
G1- \.J.J.....J 
· E, '> · \/\ 1J-[\,vJ 
~ l-'-.J~ 
~ '--A - ';\,.. \l . l \ ' . 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, R, +: .T. A--, 
Site ID: De //e.h bo~l.-{.c, l
Reading Date : g/). I ob 
Collection Dat e: A/4-v: ;;).oos: 
Tree/Hole ID: / Slab rn: / () - Bl 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filenam e : DBI ~ x. :txt: 
Number of radii meas ur ed: ;)__ 
J2X Series Names: \) Cs I I() C!i \ A 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Yea r: Stop Yea r: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J ,t - ~p ~ f~, C,/ 
-:S')A;,- °l:,Jr,J.._ ~41-f 'Gl, <Z)..' 
Wood Anatomy Chang e Notes: 
R~.R,\,s ·A - l'f .60- ;).ao,;; 
17.2.' 4- - "'; ""'; I • \-
' q I ,_ 11 _ 5;.._; !,, \y "-•I tow 
1
SJ,'l? i-j1 'F6- ~,',"';1,,11 ~•-'''"' 
't,- -hs\-1-ow 
) ,,S -- hc\-1-ow-l \-
b~ - w;o1e 
'1, :z. - ··11,.(' 
'•13.)y--"':J~ 
S'? ---....,,' cl--t 
,83 t-'8b -V\.."-rr-ow 
':t-015 -i:,._o""F'"'e."'t 
,s-v...o.n-o...i 
1,.,_ , .. AN c,'' 
6 / - vJ~)..o 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
. GI - w; 6.e. 
'6 o - c.c."t, 1- ,.;r:+-~ - r--.1 s" T '- \-;..__~s 
to-~ ' \Jl/p;tl,_~ .. \~~ \..\-.,~s 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading N ates 
. 
. 
Ring Reader : j, A-, 't- . ;:n;,, Reading Date: . 
Collection Date: 
Tree / Hole ID: / Slab rn: / / 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: b B 1 :S-~ X, t Xt 
Number of radii measured: ..2 
J2X Series Names: · f/0.(1 \ \ \ A 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
tR_vl,\i.s.4- 11,0-l9f/ 
Stop Year : Proportion : 
Stop Year: Proportion : 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
' I . 
t/- ~ 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: T"::A 
1 
'1. t,. Reading Date: ~u ':.t J. , Joo(:, 
Collection Date: /Jw, o<t>OS 
Tree/Hole IO: / Slab IO: / .j_ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : !) .B I J°".:2X, txt 
Number of radii measured: .2 
J2X Series Names : \:>(s \ \J-. A: I) i \ I~ fr 
I \ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Sta rt Year: Sto p Year : 
J,t, - E~ ~ co1 ?c2. 
-:sy,,. - VnJ.... ~ e l. 1 1 M ' (J:), i~ 
~ Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
;it_f ~~ A - I 96 o - ,;zol!Js-
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
---, 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: Jr'?. + 3,4, 
Site ID: .De/ /e.l,\ b o.tA:3 /'L 
Tree/Hole JD: / 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : Prs I .:r:~x, i ><t-
Number of radii measured : ;2_ 
Collection Date: /\)([I_[, .:loo S--
Slab rn: / L/ 
J2X Series Names: · \J\S \ 'l.\ f'>. , M;, \ \'-\ CS 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion : 
Start Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
J f - ..B..-\-i,.l, ~ 1r . , 
3::,A _ Q, , .r.J-._ c,_F\-r b \. 
1 
b '.> 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
f_,~ A-~E, - /~GI - ;9:;--2.._ 
l-3 - 11011)€:' 
) c). - ArJt 1 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J .J<.., ±: ;:r:, A, 
Site ID: ..DI! I (e11 b.,__ ~j b. 
Tree/Hole ID: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: DB/ I.2X, txt 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Names : \) l;1::, \ \ b A 
Reading Date: . Ai)'""':.± ) 1 JD()b 
Collection Date: ,Akr. Q Z>o ,C: 
Slab ID: I(, 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ j\ · +-· £~/~Co - I?{,~ 
\ (s-, -~ 
(, 'f ~ w~k_ 
C.3 ~ \,JlbC 
I ~ ::i - '11 tJc/ 
.l I - 1,,:...·}~· 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J I Jc. ,
Tree / Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : D.J33 J~K,'t xt 
Number of radii measured: ,j 
J2X Series Names: D~ ~l ~SA 
Reading Date: Av.:2sv"-~ '~ J,ooG 
Collection Date: /Jcir r ().,005" -
Slab rn: 1'..- GS 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~_L.[__!_L2_~~-
Z-<X0 '4- - c &h,y/a.c lA.'f-
1'0'.A.. - c:..-~w-f1'l.c ek-"t 
'f1 - ~ 3 -~ 
, : :·• . 
'=ts -"=I-~ s: \'\u'( <I. r 
't-V-c~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J 111?, t Reading Date: ,A \:'.s' ''.\-11, J,eio(;i 
Collection Date : )}q7,r; ,;;__~ 
Tr ee/Hole JD: :3 Slab JD: ~ - ~ 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X filename : .D.B3 T.z)(. t.Xt 
Number of radii measured : ~ 
J2X Serie s Names: () \'::, '.:) l J-./1.- 0 ~ ;).~ ~ 
Proportion of circwnference with se condary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year : 
Start Year : Stop Year : 
Start Year : Stop Year : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ 4- 1163- 7..,oo~ 
' ''1'5-~'~ \ q?-~ ':r-1--~q-~,;,g 
C-(1·- ,~ ,-:;-
'q3-~ ~(,- .b.-h 
qi -~ ' [p 5' -~ 
' ' l I. I 1r-~ 1,4-w1DE 
, ' ~6 -~ ~3 ~ C~"--'t fr v:i/y:th, 
v-1} i1-~ 
Prop ortion : 
Proporti on: 
Proportion : 
\. ' 73~ ~ 
' ?2--~ )r-~ 
i'G -  
' ' n, O If -~
're-~ ~r-~-~~ 
' I 
~6-~ 
{, !: -  
\~~-~ 
'iz_-~ 
't1+'"80-~ 
JY-~ 
0 '63 - u..,,_k-c. \,)( f ,'ff-, 
'=tl-'r~-~ ~ 
I; ) 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , If , 
Site rn: De /lei" b~~•r, b Collection Date: ;f) t,cJ, ,:;_ ooS 
Tree/Hole JD: 3 Slab JD: :2.-3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename : .Df?3J;;2_f,"tXf 
Number of radii measured: 2, 
J2X Series Names: \) () 1:> ~?:> A . rit ~Js) 6 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
'ftf-~ 4- lo/Ge-- I '!t:3lq 
'rz--~ 
' t-f -  
-,7-~ · 
~'6- ~ 
6~-1~ 
't,~+ 'l.f -~ 
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1 ~G !(.'.:. 'v\,JJ~/'/ ct I ( 'f--61cl; -f:0oi y 1, 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, ~, t · ;t, ,4. 
Site ID: Delle r,ba V-..c1l 
Tree/Hole ID: Y 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: [)134 ::r:2X. txt 
Number of radii measured: 2, 
J2X Series Names: · D '.s '--1 \ A 
Reading Date: . S /11 /o C. 
I I 
Collection Date: t/1!)1; e?c:::,o,_f: 
Slab ID: / 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ ,4-- / 1{,S - ::i._oo s-
.;;cs- s~t(J (D .... 1er- ;,tett.t-5 1vivey) 
)01~ - c...01,"P I Cle e h..t 
' .. 'O. 
'8,? -~
' l ~ -  
'1-r~'r-r-~ 
I (,'j--'1~ 
'l~- ~''"'{ f''tL 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
Stop Year: Proportion: 
sM.i--4~..J. 
R,,H B - / 2~ s::: - ~ OQ s::: 
(o"-te..t-- yec1t-S wo.vey) 
Z.oos- >~ 
<jo'/J._ - ui,.,,plAc/2.11:-t 
'r r- ~:e. 
':;-I - 1?-'I - c;.,..;L~ . ..,;.__k 
'cs-~~ w/,,th, 
Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: .--1 I e, +- .J, A' Reading Date: I\,.._ 9,.t--ll ),oo(, 
CJ ' 
Collection Date: tVqi,; .:?OOS 
Tree/Hole ID: 4 Slab ro: Gs 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: DEY ::r~x, t.xt 
Number of radii measured: .2.. 
J2XSeriesNames: ~~L\ 6-SA ()r,,<-t f,SE:, ) 
)/:; c-v-.~ ,...J--o~J.)( ~ ;:rµ crv-Av,J-\1 1~oob 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
f ,J:i;,.slt 
2~»"'::::-0. 
'c/0'-t. c61,"~/«e."'-t 
'?7- .,_,;_k 
! '9~ . v-.,,1}.1__ 
' ' ,. ·r I g O - ~J - S-"~v•):{.I,..! ~" , I• n f "'--\,_ 
'rt-
1
r l - l-..,,~,(_ 
~q.'10- '-"i"''.\o_r , 
\ 1 _ \.. , AA .,.,,,. , g - c,;J _,, ,-ii p itl , 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader : j ,d(, f ,} ,Ir 
Site ID: De / (e VI ~1C( (;{ q l 
u 
Rea ding Date: A-'--'e::s'--'~\- l\ 1 Aoo'o 
Collection Date: ,Ahnr. :;J.oo,5" 
Tree/Hole ID: Y Stab ID: -/ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: DBL./ J ~, "t X'"t 
Number of radii measured : ;;J_ 
J2X Ser ie s Names : D() l\l\ A I D ~'--IL\~ 
Proportion of circumferen ce with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year : 
f- <:..,_0\-t,1 c,J --~ '<""'~ "; M\-"'-ru~o J - ~""-~ Ylll,- \/-,.\,\.,__ 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~~A.0-:s A (1 q.,c.i.*- l'i'l :s)_ 
Prop ortion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: JI RI t ,J, A , 
Site IO: .Of' 1/-e-v, k~ u.d" 
J 
Tree/Hole IO: 4 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2Xfilename: .DEtf:J.;i._X,t((: 
Number of radii measured: ,} 
J2X Series Names: 
Reading Date: . A.,6 u .. l.: \I J ),006 
Collection Date: IVdV, .2.ooS 
Slab IO: S-
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Ir ~"\,;,.r l!A1nr{<t""'c>J<ti ~ "\'"-s\<y A-,,\-\n,l"oci 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
(l,,J,,,__,:-. A ( 1q ~ '-.\ -t. 1916) 
rS-·t<,. - "'u-rrV,A,,) q,-I 
7~ -1'-1' _ "".-J,, IP -✓ 
l I - V\ v-I'rv-.,J 
(,1-b8 1 -v,..NlfJJ {!o..\J 
c;_,· -\,.J, 'N,, 
o (, i, ' - ~ ~,0.,,,,,,:cA. C<,d-...r '-/ f·L 
[f1'-u-k_· 
8 c,' - \l\.o-'llMJ 
gr;, - \,N,-!..', 
Proportion : 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
8'3,' - (\vJ'f>W 
1, '•o~ - ", ,VV"\..,._ .,_:J~ 
,"-·- ~ :JJ-,1 
€ij., \ '- ..,...,,ll-<, Sc,+-
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J I A-, r;J-,,1 , /<_ ,
Tree/Hole ID: L( 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: DBL/-s~x, f xt 
Number of radii measured: 2 
J2X Series Names: 0(,S L-\ ~ A 
Reading Date: 4.,y-1-- 11,, ,\Oob 
Collection Date: Nm!, ;i. 60 S-
Slab ID: ~ "Ib_(} 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
(\ ... ~."~A {t<i(,1:.- \9lbJ 
' 1 · - Y\v-,.f,v.,J 
(!, t' - V\ ..,..,-fv,.,J 
c;(:,·- w.k 
€,'-\' - "'.~ 
o G::,. - V'..J /l,uv i c.c~~.r v-f ~. ~ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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'l J,.. - 'A.IA.,! ,ri,,,,J 
GCI'- w.--k 
t,{,' - "".-A-e_ 
c;i(:,,·- hv-NvvJ ~ ~"'¥ v-/ p , ,h,..., 
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Dellenbaugh - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, I?,, ,t- .:J ,A-
Site ID: De //en bod,W L 
Tree/Hole ID: 4 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X filename: DB~ I~X, t xt 
Number of radii measured : :2 
Reading Date: A-v:.'-4 + 11 1 M06 
Collection Date: ;t)Qlf, .2eio.S-
Slab ID: g D 
J2XSeriesNames: D\:>~~OA ()~~~Of:> 
I 
¥- c .,....\..v.:<}. '"'"' ~ .kx 1,,o1 'J~A- o-v-. A,~__,.,;t 111~006 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~~&..'-'\. A ( ,c.r.1:,- ,~1c,) 
,7:,·- .._,,,k_ 
7o·-,,· - \'\c,.,f"v-l f.._,r 
,a.· - c.., .i-,.J 
u ; -..._,.-k 
0 C, :,' -~ . U:-,-,.\.J 
U4~ lloo-t-
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
C:,'7 -wrv--J 
66'-wck 
6 --/ - \Jv ,-il,, 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
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I 
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APPENDIXA3 
SUPPLEMENT AL STRATI GRAPHIC AND DENDROGEOMORPHIC 
DATA FOR THE 
TRAILER TRENCH 
A. Valley bottom cross section 
0 
B. Stratigraphic details 
Trailer trench 
18 
AF 
Cottonwood-Boxelder 
I Dune facies w/ onshore 
Beaded clay ribbon 
C. Dendrogeomorphic interpretation of stratigraphy 
1956-1957 1951-1952 Elevation of Cottonwood-
no vertical exa eration 
K4 LI 
New depostion near channel 
marging visible in 1999 aerial photos 
Post-Dam Floodplain 
- N ~ -_.:--"- _-
1.0m 
o~ .om 
0.0 
75 m 
Tamarisk establish near top 
elevation of 1983 deposit in 1983, 
1984, and 1986 
(scale applied to Band C) 
6 vertically stacked [ 
dicrete deposits 
older than I 950 
1999 
Primary eddy 
return channel 
Establishment ofTamarisk (T2) near powerplant 
elevation suggests reworking of 1962 deposit 
prior to the flood of I 983. 
Crested shape is the top of the 
reattachment bar; fine sands with dune 
foreset structure near the crest 
Stratigraphic details of the Trailer trench excavation; all views facing in the downstream direction . (A) total 
channel/valley bottom cross sectional profile along trecnh (B) stratigraphic details of floodplain deposits 
including sedimentary structures, unit contacts, and the location and establishment elevation of the trees 
used in the dedrogeomorphic analysis (C) dendrogeomorphic interpretation of the age of each stratigraphic 
deposit and the direction of grain coarsening . 
Legend - Stratigraphic Details 
abrupt/erosional unit boundary 
gradational / difli.ise unit boundary 
orientation of bedding 
• old Tamarisk est. elevation 
* est. elevation ofTamarisk 
■ approximate est. elev. ofTamarisk 
/ direction of grain coarsening 
X# discrete unit 
BS basal sands 
estimated offshore location of eddy fence 
Descriptions of stratigraphic units within the Trailer Excavation 
Unit 
<A 
Ag 
Bg 
C 
DI 
D2 
E 
F 
G 
Description 
Gray unit composed of almost entirely of very fine sand with bioturbated ripple structures; ~ = 7 mm; 
GSD-1.48 
Brown/gray unit which generaly coarsens upward from clay to fine or very fine sand with an abrupt lower 
boundary and an abrupt/gradational upper boundary ; contains discontinous clay seams; upper part of unit 
contains trough ripple stratifications; offshore boundary is gradational with Jg; D 50 = 6 
mm; GSD = 1.66 
Brown/gray intermittent unit with an abrupt lower boundary and gradational upper boundary ; coarsens 
from clay bottom to silty clay and bands of fine sand with climbing ripple structure ; [I.= 4.5 mm; GSD = 
2.07 
Brown/gray unit with abupt lower and upper boundaries; composed of very fine sand with low-angle 
climbing ripples near the base ; D,o - 7.5 mm; GSD = 1.81 
Brown/gray unit with an abrupt lower boundary composed of silty clay grading into very fine sand with 
ripple structures; upper boundary transitions from abrupt to gradational from onshore to offshore~ D50 = 3.6 
mm;GSD-1.81. 
Brown/gray unit with a lower boundary which transitions from abrupt to gradational from onshore to 
offshore; lower boundary is composed of a thin seam of fine sand with low-angle climbing ripples grading 
into massive silty -clay; upper boundary is composed of very fine sand and silt with ripple structure; upper 
boundary transitions from abrupt to gradational onshore to offshore; 0, 0 = 3.3 mm ; GSD ,., l .8 
Brown/gray unit with an abrupt lower boundary and upper boundary which transitions from abrupt to 
gradational from onshore to offshore; unit generally coarsens upward from silty clay to very fine sand and 
fine sand with climbing ripples near top; 0,0 - 3.8 mm ; GSD - 1.8 
Brown/gray unit lower and upper bondaries which transition from abrupt to gradational from onshore to 
offshore; unit coarsens upward from silty clay to fine sand with climbing ripple structure ; DS0 "" 8.5 mm; 
GSD = 1.57 
Description not available 
H Brown/buff unit with a lower boundary which transitions from abrupt to gradational from onshore to 
offshore and a gradational upper boundary; unit generally coarsens upward from silty clay to very fine 
sand ; unit generally coarsens oftl,ore• 
• not sampled for grain size 
GSD • geometric standard deviation 
Unit 
Kl 
K2 
K3 
K4 
L 
M 
N 
Description 
Brown/buff unit a gradationaJ lower boundary; consists of massive fine sand with bioturbated ripple 
structure ; unti generall y coarsens offshore; 0 50 ""' 3. 7 mm ; GSD = 1. 7 
Gray unit with an intermittently abrupt upper boundary and an unknown lower boundary (below water 
table); generally coarsening upward unit of very fine sand to fine sand; contains beaded (intermittent) clay 
band ; bioturbated, thinly laminated climbing ripple structure; 0,0 = 14 mm; GSD = 1.46 
Buff colored unit composed of well-sorted fine sand with dune-forset structure throughout with onshore 
migration vector; lower boundary is transitional (base of dune forset incormporates finer sands of K.2); 
upper boundary is gradat ional ; D,o = 16 mm; GSD - 1.39 
Brown unit with a lower boundary which transitions from abrupt to gradational from onshore to offshore 
and a gradational upper boundary ; coarsening upward sequence with reddish clay at the base grading into 
fine sand near top; thinly laminated ripple structure; D50 - 11 mm ; GSD = 1.64 
Gray clay unit with some silt; abrupt lower boundary and gradational upper boundary+ 
Buff colored unit compoed of well sorted fine sand and sand with dune foreset structures with onshore 
migration vector; upper boundary transitions from abrupt to gradational onshore to offshore; D,o "" 15 mm ; 
GSD = 1.54 
Buff colored unit composed of very well-sorted very fine and fine sand with thinly laminated climbing 
ripple structure ; gradational lower and abrupt upper boundary; D ,o - 22 mm ; GSD =1.36 
Brown/buff colored unit composed of a genearlly coarsening upward sequence of silty/fine sand grading 
into welt sorted fine sand ; lower part of unit has rust staining; thinly laminated ripp le structure; abrupt lower 
and upper bondaries ; D ,. • 8 mm ; GSD - 1.68 
Red/brown colored unit composed of a coarsening upward sequence from red clay lower boundary to fine 
sand near top ~ lower boundary is abrupt ; thinly laminated ripple structures; DS0 ""' 5 mm ; GSD =- 2.3 
STAGE DISCHARGE RELATION FOR TRAILER TRENCH 
Water Surface Elevation Data from Grams XS13 .... then adjusted to Trailer Stage Relationship for Trench Figure XS 
Date Dischar e W.S.E 1 W.S.E 2 Av WSE Ad·usted WSE Q cfs Elevation m 
06/27/90 818 95.232 95.242 95.24 97.00 2000 97.74 
06/02/91 1436 95.689226 95.673461 95.68 97.44 4600 98.49 
08/19/91 1219 95.467 95.46 95.46 97.23 5000 98.56 
05/08/92 4387 96.607 96.605 96.61 98.37 5000 98.56 
06/17/92 4287 96.581015 96.556786 96.57 98.33 5300 98.61 
06/05/93 4540 96.566477 96.521564 96.54 98.31 8000 98.98 
06/18/93 8290 97.392402 97.368497 97.38 99.14 8400 99.03 
1530.00 95.70 97.46 11,200 99.29 
11600 99.32 
Field measurements made by JSA 13,700 99.47 
Date Elevation Q cfs Descri tion 15,100 99.56 
5/10/2006 97.46 1530 WSE near Trailer Trench 17200 99.68 
This stage relation relies on the stage-
discharge data at the Paul Grams XS 13 
upstream, and within the same backwater. 
The stage was adjusted to the Trailer site 
using the difference between the WSE of 
common discharges. The XS13 common 
stage was computed using the stage 
relation. The June 26, 1997 stage data 
from XS13 was not used because it 
seemed to be wildly off from the others 
(outlier). 
Jason S. Alexander 
19,600 99.79 
99.50 ~------------------------, 
99.00 
97.00 +..-- -?1-- ----------------------j 
96.50 +----,---..,..----.----.-----,---,---..-----,----1 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 
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Trailer Tree Interpretations: from Ring Reading Notes and Stage Discharge Relations-
reviewed by Mike L. Scott and Julie Roth.,_ 
TT-TREEl (Established ~1950) 
The presence of pith on the top of the "F" contact, but not at the bottom puts the 
establishment elevation at the "F" contact. Quite a few years are gained between "F" and 
"H", and the tree is confirmed root below "F". Possible injury to stem in 1957 near slab 
"H". Thus, all units below "F" are labeled "<1950". While there are only 4 floods 
following 1950 that could have emplaced the sediments shown, and there are exactly four 
units above "F", I do not have tree data to substantiate the deposition in a particular year. 
The only flood that could have emplaced the top of the terrace, even under the 
assumption of+/- 10cm stage, is the 1957 flood. Thus I will group the units near the top 
as "1956/1957" and the "F" and "G" units as "1951/1952" . 
TT- TREE2 (Established <1980) 
This tree shows burial in the ring widths in 1983 and in the anatomy in 1990 and 1999. 
Since a burial in 1990 is not probable, but a change in flow management is, likely burial 
happened in 1983 and potentially in 1999. This would make the large dune structures of 
"Kl" the product of 1983 and the "L" unit either 1984 (which is also narrow) or 1999. 
We will have to use other trees around to confirm or deny this question. Although we did 
not get to the establishment elevation, the bottom of the tree is near the elevation of 
powerplant capacity and likely this tree established sometime in 1970 on a surface of re-
worked 1962 deposition .... although we will never have a definitive answer to this 
question, it is a very probably assumption considering the vertical location of 
establishment. 
TT-TREE3 (Established ~ 1985) 
The pith in this tree disappears below the bottom of slab 2, before the "L" contact. Julie 
questions the presence of pith on the top of slab 2. Thus establishment is around the slab 
2 elevation. Although this tree shows establishment in 1985, likely we missed the 
establishment date of 1984, since no flows in 1985 could have reached this elevation. 
Otherwise, this established on the 1984 surface, IN 1985. Thus, I would say that "L" is 
likely the top of 1983 and the top of "L" is likely the top of 1984 ... with some burial by 
the thin drape in 1999 .... OR ... above "L" is the 1999 flood, as suggested in TREE2, and 
the 1984 deposit was scoured away. 
TT-TREE4 (Established 1983) 
Establishment elevation of this tree is near the "L" contact in 1983, although this is not 
completely clear due to rot of the pith at this slab. If we take this interpretation in the 
light of the TREES 3 and 4, then establishment in 1983 near the "L" contact is a likely 
scenario. Ring width suppression is also noted in 1997 in slab "GS" and in 1999 from 
slab "GS" down. No "burial" comments are recorded, but I assume that this tree would 
likely show burial after 99'. This is how I will record the "N" unit until further notice. 
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TT-TREES (Established ~1984) 
Although the years after 1999 are relatively narrow in this tree, no burial years are called 
out. 1986 is narrow beginning below slab "M" indicating potential burial. 1999 and after 
are narrow beginning below "M". Thus likely burial years are 1986, 1997, 1999; these 
are also the only years after 1984 that could have reached up to this elevation. Likely 
there was some deposition in 1986, resulting in the "L 1" sequence and this tree 
established near the top of "L". Likely the burial after 1997 and 1999 are the "M" and 
''N" lenses, which I will deem the "late 90's" units. UPDATE: large sandy deposit 
shown in 1999 post-flood photos is the "N" unit .. . thus N will deemed 1999. 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J 'f- , Reading Date: ? - I 3 - 0 ~ 
Site rn: TtA,.le.t Collection Date: M11.y .2 oob 
Tr ee/ Hole ID: 1 Slab ID: G-5 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filenam e: TR1S-<X. TX T 
Number of radii measured: ::2... 
J2X Ser ies Id: TRj G-5A , TR1 &SB 
Proportion of circWTiference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
•. - · , -I'~ 
<· 
Start Year: Stop Year : :·. Proportion : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
rt.J.J.~- ----' u2 _ -?_0C>5_ . R~~~ E -,I ?bS --,)oo~ 
,,. ~ ~---1\o" ··· ·,-·- - - -·-~ --
,,...., ~ ~.,J.. d~ ~,_,, t7<?14---:Ct"~~o,,-.-'j3'. 
.20° I -d- ;,.oe;).. - ~.k ~9 1 '.:,/' ,r r 1 - 1~~ - oY'-- ~'. 9 ).._ - { "•-N\11.-tt.>-M 
I 90- h .~ () 
' I \ 
~'iJ-f~ - w-ck 
\ 
~8 - 1-v-~ Ch- Js.1 
1t -;.-~ 
' . t 
~s- w.~ 
I ' l~-~ 
~-)_- I~ 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: J, R. Reading Date: 9-/ 3 - 0 '7 
Site IO: T\Q.A-/ LE R Collection Date: MA V 2 oo C 
7 
Tree/Hole IO: 1 Slab IO: -< I 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TR1 J")X. tx f 
Number of radii measured: :Z 
J2X Series Id: TR 1 .2. I A . TRJ. ,;z 1B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Propo rti on : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~~ ,4 - /r5f- .;z6ol 
' ) 
) 
Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J · R, · 
Site ID: lfl.A I I_ E: R 
Tree/Hole ID: .1 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filenam e: TR1.r~ X, '6 Xt 
Number of radii measured: :Z 
Reading Date: 1-I 3 - "' 
Collection Date: Jvf a..; .2. 00 b 
I 
Slab ID: 3 H 
J2X Series ]d: n13HA} TI13HB 
Proportion of circumference with seco ndary growth: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J ,t -
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
' 
~c..t>w.f/lt • ... t
'9t- ~4 
o/2.-~ 
' 7./ - ~\J IQ& 
' ~o-~~ 
\ ' . j ~ f- t9 - ~L-:.Jof 
' ~r-~ (f)-.. A'. 
' I . 
}fJ A- - h-..t~k, C-O"'fl"-L~lj 
' (,()-~~ 
I ~ - w ) oiel--
J..5Cf 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
-- --.._._.....__ _ 
5r-~l~ 
5f- ~ w/pi'ti-G 
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Trailer Trench - Ririg Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: J I R,, 
Site ID: n A IL [R, 
Tree/Hole ID: 1 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TR. t -T ~x , t.x t: 
Number of radii measured: :2... 
J2X Series Id: :nt 1 5 FA ' J 
Reading Date: o/-/3 ~ Ob 
Collection Date: MA \I ,-< 0 Ok, 
I 
Slab ID: S-F 
T&1S[B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
....J 
Wood Anatom Chan e Notes: 
&-r-o..t-1<  e.J' C...€#-.lel- S,'cK/y1,,,Jocx;(i,: 
R_,A,''-'-sA-- /9C?~c:i..o~~- f!._,,.£/r..(5 B -/'IS..<.._ <KO©S-
-= --··--=. -=====-- --··--- - ----
Loo/(~ f }-I; 1( Y t--001.j, 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _j , R , Reading Date: 
Site ro: E All C:. R Collection Date: M~ V ,:;;_ t? () C. I 
Tree/Hole IO: i Slab ro: t E 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TR 1 ,I«X, t X t 
Number of radii measured: :)___ 
J2X Series Id: -
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Loo/U ""'--osTly t-ody ! 
/ 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J I 62. t Reading Date: 
Collection Date: /21,Av ...200 C, 
/ 
Tree/Hole ID: i Slab JD: ~ D 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: Tl?,l;r~x- t xt 
Number of radii measured : 
J2X Ser ies Jd: 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proport ion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proport ion: 
e Notes: 
, __ _____ 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J.~, Reading Date: -
Site ID: lt~,'fe.t Collection Date: Mo.v ~(;;Pb 
Tree/Hole ID: 1 Slab ro: ~ k: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: 1(1,. ( :r :2.X. 1::.Xt: 
Number of radii measured: 
J2X Series Id: 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
A If f!.eot 
-- -
Tl<.-/-o 
(J -1oc.~ 
1R. - I - G-.s 
TR.- J - ,;._ I
1R.-l-3H' 
1"R-I - '1 
TR. - I - ~ F 
) 
TR-I - r £ 
J,~. 
~/2...ooc; 
fj· ( of-«.. 
~ = G-S 
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TR - / - ? D 
Tk-/- 9C-
( ~If C-'>') ~~ TR - I- ID 
(s c"') . 7f..-/-// 
I I 
TR - I - I ;;z_ 
TR - 1- 13 
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T ·• J t Trench Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _J ,f?.., Reading Date: 5-f(:, 2.?1~60(,, 
Site rn: 7k ~'\LEK, 
Tree/Hole ID: :2 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
Collection Date: J!/1.y .2CQOC, 
Slab ID: G--.S 
J2X Filename: 1R~..::r). X,"f Yt 
Number of radii measured: 2,, 
J2X Series Id: Tl( 2.. G-,5A-1 T8 ;)___ G-S B I 
J. t - r~- .. i!.J ~<' A ~-13 ', i,..ftr J..2x. 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
~ _4,__-_l._..9--8 .. . ~-- __.:~_0 -.::0 S-:::.___  .:_:t:__~_~__:13::_-_1 r~r..!..1/_-_:_=z:..:· o.:::o x..:=7 _ 
,..;---
;L.(!)O~-  
)f-~ 
\?'1+~5- 5;1,,,.,1/ttt'-
' ' o/0 - 9) - Vcf-f /\o. 1--1, 01,v Ill VI... ~' 
?t•/'~3 -s,'...,'/ ..~ly 1y;Je.. 
f~ - lv..k 
t5- WIDE, 
1
f'( - Ce,1s.tet- w/ f''fi_ 0 
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,- · 
,..H,il~t-
••· p J• Trench Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , I< , 
Site JD: 1/Z f\\' L ~~ 
Tree/Hole JD: :l 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
Reading Date: 5-,J:, 1 ~1..200' 
Collection Date: /11..y .;2.CJOb 
Slab JD: 1 - L 
J2X Filename: JR,.2..J ,;2_ X. tX t 
Number of radii measured: 2. 
J2X Series Id: tlZ ;;,_ JLA , 
Proportion of circumference with secondary gr_owth: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
'cr3 .:.rs-s1,q~ 
)o-~ 
'8~- '3?- lJI!)€ 
'is--~ 
'ri- si;oktly ~ H,.,.,.,.__ '1s 
'~3-~~-l-~ 
"' ' I I I f/ t-f d-- - _s,...._, c.,'r-/ VI-a,l-rOW 
'ro - s1-v-.l/ ce-k..iu- 0/ / a.,\-je. f /fi- ~ 
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'll .. ;{e.r 
T I; 1 d Trench Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: 
---'\ SiteID: \ t-A\t.-\-
Tree/Hole IO: :Z 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: 1'R) J ,;2._x', t_ 'x t 
Number of radii measured: ;l. 
J2X Series Id: TR ...'2  A . 
Reading Date: s,.;f-t 2 °?1 J_cJOC, 
Collection Date: M~y ~(!i() G 
Slab ID: ;?._ (To'f) 
Proport ion of circumfere nc e with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proport ion : 
J ,ifl.,-~ ~ ,~w, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
R-·~"'/"'s A-- 19fo -1 rr'{ 
-I ' ?( - o/t.f - ~ - /,u,,~ 
'is-- 'tz - ~ 
8 y - h...tH-o i,J e.,\-
'83 -~ vessely ,,J.-iut-+ow 
Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J , ,S , 
Site JD: tt:A; le.t 
Tree/Ho le JD: ~ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: T f?. :2 .T.;< x, txt 
' 
Number of radii measured: :2 
J2X Series Id: TR .2. 2.. C, , 
Reading Date: 5.e;f. ,2 ?,, 2-006 
CollectionDate: M"-( ,.Zoo" 
• I) ll • ' ', -1-- J?_ X. 
~.R, - t~tt ~ e +-D ~ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
J,r<.,- b~ ~ l7fo, 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
~ ct t- D - 19? o - I 'I c;v 
1r ro- 11.~ 
'prf- 1 'J'J' - 5; ... ,'/0.1--17 w/k 
' 
'f& - Wli)£ 
!5-~ 
'gy-1~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
2:'3 - ,v..e..-,...,_ O "'-6--\-r-ol.<J 
' . ' Po- fo-. - s:""'-11 l11-r-ly 1-\..A.r-~oi...J 
' io - c.e1<-te 1- w/ La.1-j~ p,''fi._ @ 
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~ .. ; lt.r 
I Trench - Ring Reading N ates 
Ring Reader: J , IZ ,
Site IO: -rto-.\ \-e....t: 
Tree/Hole IO: ~ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: ,rz r~ X, t X t 
Number of radii measured: J 
J2X Series Id: T/Z ;)._ :/6 , 
Reading Date : S-,/, 2 J>, 2.00G, 
Col lection Date: ;11/p,, v ~oG, 
I 
Slab IO: ~ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Star t Year: Stop Year: Propo rti on: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year : Proportion: 
j,(, - ~ ~ l'l'lo. 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
R~ t- /980 - 11?0 
' 
~0 - lqJ - r-c, I,-.) '-?'I- l-,_a_\-\'-0W&'\.,-
) t + 'n -.5 11"--: lo.1--ly ~ l3 - \)~ ~ 11--VeSSe-ly 
' 
' ?6-'-JIDE. ?o -'8:).. - s,' ....... :1 +/y ~tt/--r-ai.v 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ~SA 
Site ID: -\ '"'"'-< 
Tree/ Hole ID: 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filenam e: TB 3 ::rz. >(, t. X t.-
Number of radii measured: ,2 
Reading Date : S,_'(~ IY. loo{, 
Collection Date : ,M 7 ~oo~ 
Slab ID: 0 
J2X Se rie s Jd: t/(3 OA- ) t/Z30f5 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year : 
Wood .Anatomy Change Notes: 
W.v.:> ,,4 ( \188 - ol oo(o } 
------01 · -ob ' - s ,v.JU.e-+ (o<:i· -i,. ,..,7) 
'ig' - I.,., d--<.✓ . 
'i'J -~~' - l"\c,J'fo..,., 
g<J, - wil...( 
l?~' - w :il-t_, ,1 w-"N ~/,.1---G 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: '°TSA: ( 
Collection Date: M~, J.oofo 
Tree/Hole ro: Slab ro: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TR :? J--~ X:, T:Xt 
Number of radii meas ured: ~ 
J2X Series Jd: Tl'Z ,.3 ~ 5,1-, TR3G.5B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Sta rt Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year ·: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\l._J-.,v>. A- (,qg_f- J.oo(,) 
Ob.· +.1 
o', - 05' - s-ll p.,.r 
92-99° - w ·.J.,;/ p,.J 
'i'cJ -9 !:,' - Y\e,,J'/l;,,J ~"' -' 
r;s· - \,.., rd--<:_J 
8'-' - .,_, :cl.,_ 
8:, ' - 1/\uJ•f'MJ - <:.<_-,,, l:._.r -I I, Y,.-. G 
I 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
99- .,,,,,kJ 
'i'f- "'-'·°'{_ 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
', J -'\ 1,• - "'"' N""-,1 'f"'-,.r 
S,{ - '--' : >-e_ 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: :::J\A ( 
Site ID: \ Cc \0 ( 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: IR 3 J;;..X txt-
Number of radii measured: .:2, 
Reading Date: S:.S~t: 141 J.,cob 
Collection Date: 
Slab ID: 
J2X Series Id: 7,Z,3 I A, TI3LB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\L.-J .v " A ( ,qJ:; - 1cr1~ ) 
1s· .,.,:<k_ 
4 .1-~ H' - V'<JJ'fl,..,.J f ~.r 
tg' - w :J..i..r 
g(- vJ : ~ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
W.v., .J;, t 1<:t.f s-- 1'1<t r) 
16 ' - '----' ~J 
4~·-,ff - V',w'{llv-) re.., r 
gc;' - \,_J;-J-..,.J 
gC - \,J ---.>-<... 
os· - c.c.,._1-,,f' '---/ f·~ G n' - t-<_A1/ ...,.,,/ f ·1-1v-, c:i 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: Ts A I I Reading Date: S,,~--\ / Y,, 2 OD' 
Site ID: Tcu l,-r Collection Date: 
Tree/Hole ID: Slab ID: ~ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: :['g 3 3~ X, txt 
Number of radii measured: :2.. 
J2X Series Jd: 1/s 3 ;)__ A, 
J,/?..- ~J ~· A +13 ~ -T2-X. 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
l\,J...u::, A (iGff- lq,g) 
76. ,i.'fS' - "".'"Vv._..r 
"I ~ -~ ~:, - VW'°'--'.J f v , ✓ 
i1. - ._,_, .-J..-<,{' 
~( - "".'<>(__ 
gS' - t.:."'V _,_,( f·.h---0 
~~1, Re"-\\y~ 
::sJ;~ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
W,u ~ ~ (198~ - /?9'!) 
n;,,95·- "'-'•lK. f"'·"' 
'iJ'.i"'r -vt"1 'vw""'-' 
'51 -81 - '--' .v.e_ s /~ 
l.'6 I - v-J ,-,f-'2. 
t s ' - t'-(,-,J,...r v'/ p ,h.-.. Q 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: j ~ / Reading Date: S'a.:vt, J i,, ..<..oo 6 
Site m: 'I 0,,.l,~ Collection Date: ,JJ.,1 loolo 
Tree/Hole ID: '.) Slab ID: ;2. (Pio~ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: T& 3 J 2- x. t xt 
Number of radii measured: :2... 
J2X Series Jd: ]JR 3'.-2 C.., .:C . · TR .J -2 .J:> J 
J,~.-~~, e-tD i-4 :r.2x, 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
u.v-,. c. ( ,~ Y ~ - Vi<i8) 
...:.....:...._ 
'lz'-w.ik_ 
'i'J'-'i)' - h,.Jn,.,.; pc..r 
ii-cio - -.... -<L.-r ..._t 
.s-t -8 r - wJ'llvJ ._._t 
ts' - C-<""~✓ ( rn P,✓ 
L ifc,-ot-1 
____. ' 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year : 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
~• - w:-J..,.r 
t6 1 - \..v.--zk 
~ s · - ~"'"'" ( 1-i:, h, __ ) 
L vncn-
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J SA 
Tree/Hole ID: ~ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: 
Number of radii measured: 2. 
J2X Series Id: 
Reading Date: ~ft 
Collection Date: M"l ~OD~ 
Slab JD: 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\l.J..v!> A {1'1f6 Joo&) 
-------
•p·- o~· - /JvJrvvv kt-
~ I - C/6- Co-/-<-<"'t- t-
88~ 90 - vJ ~ ~+ 
87 , - ..,,zk ~" -::::,,._,,,d 1 
,::;.,,i.,.,_ "'½ 
ot,' - w,~/ c-...;.._, 1 f ,\.1.- 0 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
{LJ.v::, [l,
CJo. "f) ·., ,.. w""'f l,,.._,....,,_f-
cr,-'l' - c..,.Jc.. \<51-
51 · - -
. ~ ("',":) 
g<:,' - ·w ,ve..: I u...Jw- '7 r·._,_ G 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: --S~A Readin g Date: 
Site rn: T l\, .\..,,J Co llect ion Date: ~ . , ~ 0 0 b 
Tree/Hole ID: Slab rn: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: 1[<, 4 T~ X, t xt 
Number of radii measured: ;).__ 
J2X Ser ies Id: Tl'ZL/ G-5 rvA ! I & L/-G-s 6 :5 
Proportio n of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~.\)~ A (lqeS·J.'oo:s-) 
·"'fg-os' - ~H1>vv 7..12.vV> 
9J-i'1 ' - c.v.,,.pi..v,_._--....r 
8) "-/5 1 - C~lv-.v~t-
t3S' - I,., -k· ' e,., h,./ I J "' '-" f-t'IA Q 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
L.v';,.. ~ ( i~n -J.ooi-) 1 
:" o', . • O, 
1 
- ~ y..:r , 
.. ' . ,. ·· 
Cf1.' • OJ 1 - V'oJ\ 
l ) - l ( n.i..,....., 
'f Y -~ ( :- c.,;·.., P \.c.. <-< t-
, I , . ,,a, "'-
'11' - '--"'•-¼ 
g11' - ;,.., .-0-<_ 
ff 5 I - "-' rik_ '1 C...:.,-.+-tJ' c..,( 7 ,-h,.. Q 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: Reading Date: ~ '?. t, 11 1 )..()Db 
Site ID: '1 [0--,v.( Collection Date: fa.. "1 d 00 b 
Tree/Hole ID: Slab ID: 1 · 
~ 7\,- ., Sl,.'-:, ,J. ,p-1- cl" st-.\,,~ l "'"'"' •·«L-
i'> ,,. ~o, ·.t,. >:,v><.. c,,,.,.s .,"'::, .;P 
,u.~\-'f"' ~\,,,..,.,....:, 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: IR YJ;),__ X,'t. ><i-
Number of radii measured : :J... 
J2X Series Id: ~ L/1 A. JJ?, 41 B I 
J · R, - ,1l.,,i-oJd ~· ,1 rf E _;,;cy-T.:Z X, 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\t,,x).,v'>- .A- CJU' . .S-•J.oo.r.) 
0~' ·OS' - nv-fn,..,.) 
t6 - OJ' · C,\, ""fl.. r <"' -t-
'l J _- "1 'i · • Co.,.,, P1.,,._ c:..-,~,r 
9t' - l,._,J~ 
5;'-,.,..., , ,¾_ 
8.S -81- ......, 'J... <;.c...,t-
85'' - ...,_., ·.J.. ·, <-< v1.\,:.J -f f .k... G 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
0'1'· 1'.l5·,_ h=.r.....,,_; 
'If· 01. · - 1:.:>- r~...;t 
.<l/.f - V\v,1'(1,.,J ._/ 
g~ ·b'i- c...., ~.rlu.c..:~-t-
...i v-~ 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: -:S-SA 
SiteID: -nzA/lE.B., 
Tree/ Hole ID: Lf 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: Itz 4 J".)__,>(, "tXt: 
Number of radii meas ured: ::2,, 
Reading Date: °I/ 2 tj;;_oo ~ 
Collection Date: )1a.y d20DC, 
Slab ID: 
J2X Ser ies Id: TIZ, L/-2. L A , :CR ~ 2 L 5 J 
j ,f -~ ~· 4+-J3 ~r~x. 
Propo rtion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Star t Year: 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~"~ A (1qy~- J,.oc~) 
<0'1 -('.)J > - Y\v-.1'-fv.-.J c ,r 
Ci' 1 ·, - V\.cNVk;J If 
~,- - _Y\cNr,,.;J(J 
1 '·( - vJ ·' J-z. 
,x,·-gr- c.o"'i~" t,.J.-ik 
Zs' - w ,J..._ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
g3 ' - (\c,-f"r,..,.l 
( C.,.,o.\-1._,J" vc,\- u.c.\o l.. 0-. h, L.-) 
<; 0 ~ ,.,.._ ,i 1 , ,,,. l-;~ .._1,1,__ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Qq ' - V\ o.J'r.,,,__,~r 
er,, - ,.._, rJ..c 
ob·-ic;'_ W""f~_,.,._-; vu--~· 
8-S-' - 1.--., .~ 
J ~' - IA""""""'-' t_,..f" - ¼'v-vh.V-
(_ p _........_ t :,\- ..,,,. ,\,~ ~ \,, -l-o+ ) 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ~ 
Site ID: 
Tree/Hole ID: l\ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: T~ '-{ .J:.:ZX, -i::Kt 
Number of radii measured: ::Z 
J2X Series Id: TR, Y .3 ti ,1 
Reading Date: <j/:21/.2.oo{o 
Collection Date: M'7 Joo\:i 
Slab ID: 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
r.._ J..v~ A (1q33-J, oo,) 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
dl'-1' -u S 1 - YcoJ' 11,,.,J 'l.<,f 
'Vi' - Y',oJ'f't,,.,v 
9J.-'\l'- C..O=ft..n-+ 
\ 
~· 
~/ 
i0-84'- ~---f~~l--, ~---.>-... 
' 86' - V's..,..~ 
gs ·- ...,.-~ 
~1· - ,,,_c,J',...,,,,_, - (l,,ot 1 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
(:}(-.{'•os '- V\G,,.,f(C>,,JcJ 
qq' - Y'ICN'n,,,,J 
'l 3 ' - ....., .-J.q__ 
'a7 ,_ /?"f' - Co""' ?le.,< M+ 
cc' - l'\CA..J'r.._,,, cJ' 
~r ,_ .._., 'd'<l 
8~' - V\c>J'f/;.,,J ~..r - 4l.o+ I 
_, 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _J f, Reading Date: °/ - / 3 - --< 00 G 
Site rn: Tt:i: I.£_ r Collection Date: MA ,1 ~ool 7 
Tree/Hole rn: 5 Slab ID: G--5 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: -rrz s:r .,,'.z X, t xt-
Number of radii measured : ;z 
J2X Series Id: 'TR 5G-S A-) TRS:GS5 
Proportio n of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ ,4 - I 9Ps - .2.00£ 
~?JO"&,-::~wli-tf~ <fiiFj\ ~-..i-~~c1,....,,s-·---·-·· 
;l.ooo'll..-  
1'i- w+ F /;,~ 
'~.r-h..uvy-w--
's~--ff -~ 
'~s- -~ ~/ f;tl 0 
Pro portio n : 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
l)s . >{\.v;r...-c...r 
-,'l I - v-.,.r n,..,J 
//I - ,-,.//--1..I 
'27 - "'.,.r~ 
'~ !;'- Ge.Alu .,,,( 1,:JA.-
------- .. ..,_ 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: , ) ,I;,, 
Site ID: Ir-"-; In::: 
Tree/Hole ID: S:-
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filename : Tl<.S-J.:t.. >(. t--1.t:-
Number of radii measured: .2_ 
J2X Series Jd: If<. 5 1 M A , 
Reading Date: o/-/3 -o c; 
Col lection Date: ,iA:Y 2,/)CJ' 
Slab ID: J-/i1 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year : 
Sta rt Year : Stop Year: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~· It 'f-E- !9'io/ '- ,;;..(!)Of; 
. . 
\ I 
l?n it- 'c.-OO0 - ,~ th .. 11 
'n- ~ w/D f fk ~c)--
'9 ./ - 1~ 
'is-- ''$o/ - kl /[Jc . 
---~-~ -~ _s~ ~ w/ft't"-- 0 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
--
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J 1 /Z , Reading Date: °{ - / 3 - ,:). oo~ 
Collection Date: /41 tLV :l,00 (;; 
I 
Tree/Hole ID: 5 Slab ID: ;), 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: ---o<, 5::r~X, ::\:xt 
Number of radii measured: ;2 
J2X Series Jct: :D< 5;;;.. A , 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Start Year: Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ ,4-+.B - l98f - 20Q5:' __ _ 
~o~ - .J v,'!,, ! f c..-
/</ rr, -·o~ ~ Ml. i~~ 
'1f- 1-v-~ 
' Cf,/,-~ 
'fj-~ 
)r- ~ 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
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Trailer Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: Jr R, Reading Date: o/-I 3 - d--00b 
Collection Date: Mt1.j ~00 G 
Tree/Hole IO: 5 Slab JD: 3' L 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TR 5 .I..'.<X, tx~ 
Number of radii measured: ;)__ 
J2XSeriesld: TIZ,S:3LA-1 t/\S-.1L}3 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
J .~;-~~ ,.,(~ 'tt6 ~ A' ~ 18 ""-Is; 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
t-_~ ,t rri~ - /;99/-
-
'11- 1~ 
),-)~ 
I ) 'f~ _ ~A- .,_;/ t:,y 0,'ti? 
JI,'•:. 
- ~ -.:.,.; 
7R.E£ S 
·····-····--·•-·•. - -•·-- - ----- - ------- - ------ ---------------- --------·· -·- - ------------- -----
(r c~) . ______ TR -s _- G-s __ 
. _______ TR-5-/ .·/V\ .... ______  ~ -= __ /21 
- .. -- - - - - . ----··--------··· ---··--·------ ----·-·--· - .. ------·-····· 
. ___________ I JL:S_~ ____ ;L __ .. ________ . 
--- ----- . --------- - -----·--·---·-·· - -·- -·-·· ·- -·· ·······-'"" ------- - ·-- ·-·-···-·--- --· ----·· •····---···· 
-· 
-
- .. 
"TR.-S-.3 -L . '():::. L 
···------------- - --- ----- --·---- - ------ - --····-·-··· ----------- ---__ f~::t!:'.~:~: ________ _ 
.. --------------- -- -- .. . - -- -------- - --- -- ----------•····------ --- --------· -·-
--··------·- --·•·•--·-- -· -· ··-· ------------· ····----·--- ---·--·· ·····-·- . - ---····· 
- - - - u,t- ___ ··- ___ Ttt..-5-_ t.f _ _____ . ___________ _ 
·- --• -•· -- -· ·-·--·---..... - •-----· ··· -··· ···-·- ·· ····· --·-- -----··-··-- ····-·- -------- --- ·--··--- ---· ·--·-· .. -- -- ··- - ·-··-·· · ··-· 
-·-· - .-· ---------. ·•·- -------- ----·--•-·-· ---- ·-· ---... ···- · --------· ----· •-· · ----··-· 
-- - - ·-··-·--------·······--•-··•·· 
. - . ·- ·--··--- -- ... -·•··•- ·--·- · ···-· - ·-- - ··-·- ·· ··- ----- -- ··- ··-· · . . ... ···- -·- ·--·· ··-·--·- -·-·--
·-- ·-·- .. ···· --- -· 
--.. --·- - -- ·- -·-·· -··---- --- -·-- ··-··- ----· - ·- ·- ------------ ---·- - - ----··-·-·-··•• -----··- ··- ..... -- - ·--·-·- ···- ·-- - .. -- -····· ···-···-- ---
---------------- ·--·----- ···-···--- --·-- ·-·-· - ---- - -- -- -------··- ··- --- -··
-·-- ·--·--- -· - --- --·-- - -----·---- - ·-----· - --------· 
---- ··--· · ·--- ·· · ·- ·· ·-·•·••· --------·--·•· ·-·· ··-·····•--··· ··- --- ·--·-- ·- ·--···-···--•- ·••-·· ·· ... .... - · --· 
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APPENDIXA4 
SUPPLEMENT AL STRATI GRAPHIC AND DENDROGEOMORPHIC 
DATA FOR THE 
DUNN CLIFF TRENCH 
335 
A. Valley bottom cross section 
no vertical exa eration 
0 
Baseflow Elevat ion (~23cms) 
8 . Stratigraphic details 
Vertical gradational bounda 
C. Dendrogeomorphic interpretation of stratigraphy 
Abrasion to riverside of face ofTamarisk suggest flow 
in the onshore direction during l 983 flood. 
l 986-2006 
> 1986 
Elevation of Cottonwood-
Boxelder terrace 
single Tamarisk established 
in 1963 
Stratigraphic details of the Dunn Cliff trench excavation; all views facing in the downstream direction . (A) 
total channel/valley bottom cross sectional profile along trecnh (8) stratigraphic details of floodplain 
deposits including sedimentary structures, unit contacts, and the location and establishment elevation of 
the trees used in the dedrogeomorphic analysis (C) dendrogeomorphic interpretation of the age of each 
stratigraphic deposit and the direction of grain coarsening. 
Elevation of 
1956 flood 
Hillslope sands 
and f,1Tavels 
1.0m 
,+om 
0.0 
75 m 
(scale app lied to Band C) 
12 vertically stacked 
discrete deposits 
pre-da ting the closure of 
FGD; including dune and 
ripple structures 
Legend - Stratigraphic Details 
abrupt/erosional unit boundary 
gradational I diffuse unit boundary 
orientation of bedding 
.I.. old Tamarisk est. elevation 
* est. elevation ofTamarisk 
■ approximate est. elev. ofTamarisk 
/ direction of grain coarsening 
X# discrete unit 
BS basal sands 
estimated offshore location of eddy fence 
Descriptions of stratigraphic units within the Dunn Cliff Excavation 
Unit Description 
A Brown unit which gencraJly coarsens upward from very fine sand to interbedded fine sand and sand~ 
climbing ripple structure near top; basal conact below water table, abrupt upper contact; inclusions of 
hillslope pebble• of Uinta Mountain Group; Q0 = 9.6 mm; GSD = 2.0 
A 1 Buff colored unit which generally fines upward from medium/coarse sand with Uni ta Mountain Group 
pebbles to fine sand interbedded with medium sand; abrupt basal and top contactsclimbing ripple structure; 
capped by red hillslope wash deposit; D,. = I 8 mm; GSD - 1.48 
B 
C 
Cl 
D 
E 
Fl 
F2 
Brown unit composed of clay and silt with iron mottling and abrupt basal and upper contacts• 
Buff colored unit which generally fines upward from fine 5and to 5and; low-angle thinly laminated ripple 
and dune trough stratifications indicating upstream/downstream flow directions; abrupt basal and upper 
contacts; D,o - 16 mm; GSD c 1.6 
Buff colored unit composed of inter bedded coarse, medume and fine sand dune and ripple cross 
stratification indicating upstream/downstream flow directions; basal contact below water table, upper 
contact is both abrupt and gradational; unit generally coarsens offshore; D,o = 29 mm; GSD = 1.5 
Brown/buff colored unit which generally coarsens upward and onshore from silts and clays to well sorted 
very fine and fine sands with climbing ripple structures indication onshore migration direction; upper 
contact is abrupt, lower contact is both abrupt and gradationaJ• 
Brown colored unit which generally coarsens upward from silt and very fine sand with climbing ripples to 
well sorted fine sand with low-angle climbing ripples showing onshore flow direction; abrupt upper and 
lower boundaries; D,o - 7 mm; GSD - 1.9 
Brown/gray unit with generally coarsens upward and offshore from a silty-clay to well sorted very fine sand 
with clibming ripple structure indicating onshore flow direction; upper boundary is both abrupt and 
aradational and lower boundary is gradational• 
Light brown unit which generally coarsens offshore from a very fine ,and, silt and clay with climbing ripple 
structure to interbedded fine sand and sand with low-angle climbing ripples indication onshore flow 
direction. Basal and upper contacts are generally gradational for their extent; D ,. = 4. 7 mm; GSD = 1.8 
• not sampled for grain size 
GSD - geometric standard deviation 
Unit 
G 
H 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
Description 
Buff/brown colored unit which generally coarsens upward from clay/silt/very fine sand with climbing 
ripples to a well sorted fine sand with climbing ripple structure; gradational basal contact and abrupt upper 
contact; D,. = 7.4 mm; GSD = 1.5 
Buff/brown colored unit which coarsens upward from very fine sand/silt/clay with climbing ripples to well 
sorted fine sand climbing ripple structure indicating onshore flow direction; basal contact is abrupt, upper 
contact is gradational; D50 • 6.4 mm; GSD - 1.7 
Buff colored unit composed of fine sand with climbing ripple structure indicating both onshore and onshore 
flow diections; ripples in upper part of unit are bioturbated; lower contact is gradational, upper part of unit 
is ground surface; D,. - 6.8; GSD - 1.6 
Buff colored unit composed of a coarsening upward sequence grading from very fine sand with some clay 
and silt into welt sorted fine sand; unit has fine laminated low-angle climbing ripple structure with onshore 
flow direction; abrupt upper and lower contacts; D ,o = 13 mm; GSD - I. 7 
Brown/gray unit which generally fines onshore from interbedded fine sand, ,ii~ and clay with ripple 
structure to silty clay with low-angle climbing ripple structure; ripples indicate onshoree flow directions; 
basal and upper contacts are abrupt at their onshore locations then become gradational offshore; D so""' 1.S 
mm; GSD= 1.7 
Brown/gray unit which generally coarsens upward from interbedded clay/silt/very fine 5and to very fine 
sand with some clay and silt; fine laminations of low-angle climbing ripples span the unit and indicate 
onshore flow directions; lower contact is generally abrupt but also gradational; upper contact is gradationa1 
for its extent; D,. = 8 mm; GSD = 1.80 
Brown colored unit composed of mixed fine sands and duff; bioturbated bedding; basal contact is 
gradational, upper part of unit is the ground surface; D,o - 7.7 mm; GSD =1.7 
Light brown colored unit which coarsens upward and offshore from very fine sand with some silt and clay 
to well sorted fine sands; fine laminated, low-angle climbing ripple structure span the unit and indicate 
onshore flow direction; basal contact is gradations!, but shows cross-cutting relationship with L; upper 
contact is both abrupt and gradational; D,o = 14 mm; GSD = 1.5 
Red/brown colored unit composed entirely of very fine sand with clay and silt; structureless or bioturbated; 
lower contact is generally abrupt, upper contact is the ground surface with duff; D ,o • 7.4 mm; GSD = 
1.85 
DUNN CLIFF STAGE DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP 
Water Surface Elevation Data from Grams XS22 iff XS Data used in stage relation for Dunn Cl 
Date Q (cfs) WSE Im) 
6/29/1990 956 96.18 
···-··-- --·-------
7/2/1991 4300 97.43 
5/10/2002 1600 97.33 
8/20/2002 860 96.53 
Q cfs Sta e m ; Actual Sta e m 
-
96.57 I 5999 .43 
Stage-discharge data generated using 
linear fit 
Q (cfs) Stage (m) Adi. Staoe (m) 
800 96.41 5999 .27 
4600 97.17 6000 .03 
8400 97.93 6000 .79 
11200 98.49 6001 .35 
11600 98.57 6001 .43 
13700 98.99 6001.85 
15100 99.27 6002 .13 
17200 99.69 6002.55 
19600 100.17 6003 .03 
16700 99.59 6002 .45 
9300 98.11 6000 .97 
2000 96.65 5999.51 
5000 97 .25 6000.11 
Discharoe WSE(m) Data Source 
4300 97.431 Grams 
--·-- ... ····------
·--------·······-····-···· 
956 96.181 Grams 
10600 98.411 Grams 
860 96.534 Alexander 
99 .000 
y • 0.0002x + 96 .252 
R' • 0.945 
98.500 
98.000 
97.500 
97.000 
96.500 
♦ 
96.000 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
The stage relation at Dunn Cliff is synthesized from two data sets : ( 1) the stage relation at 
Gram's cross section 22 , which is upstream about 100 ft. and in the same backwater reach 
and (2) water surface elevation data taken at the trench. The stage relation was generated 
from data taken by Grams and Alexander at XS22. The stage relation was then used to 
generate the array of discharges wanted for the trench cross section . The data were then 
adjusted realtive to the value generated for the 1600 cfs flow by taking the difference between 
the surveyed value and the value generated from the stage relation. 
Jason S. Alexander 
w 
w 
00 
Tamarisk Tree Nomenclature Key for Dunn Cliff Ring Reading Notes 
Chapter 2 - Name 
Cl 
C2 
Growth Rate Plots and Ring Reading Notes Name 
Tree 1 
Tree 3 
339 
Dunn Cliff Tree Interpretations: from Ring Reading Notes and Stage Discharge 
Relations- reviewed by Mike L. Scott and Julie Roth.,_ 
DC-TREEl (Established ~1963) 
340 
This tree shows establishment near the "L" contact in 1963 as indicated by the absence of 
pit on the slab below "L" (slab 13). Stage discharge relations show that this elevation 
was not even close to inundated in 1963, suggesting it established on the remnant 1962 
deposit. I put the establishment at the top of "K" because there are no other contacts 
below, and the stratigraphy in this area indicates that the establishment was on a 
"cutbank", which would mean that the "K" unit may have been eroded before the "L" 
unit was deposited. Severe stem injury to the offshore face, the cutbank in "K" and the 
anatomical and r/w suppression in all slabs up to the "GS" units indicate this tree was 
deeply buried in 1983. Ring suppression near the GS in 1986, and the establishment of 
Tree 3 on the ''N" surface sometime before 1994 indicate that upper units are younger 
than 1986. 
DC- TREE3 (Established <1994) 
This tree was flood trained sometime before 1994 on a surface nearly equivalent to 
powerplant capacity, but the unit does not indicate deposition from multiple floods (it is 
continuous). Thus, I will put the age of the unit it established on (''N") as > 1986 since it 
likely was deposited during or immediately after the 1986 flood, the last major flood 
prior to 1994. Accretion above this point cannot be constrained, so I have designated the 
unit as deposited between 1986 and 2006. 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reade r : ~ 
Site ID: '• ,.ii..-\- ( TP) 
Tree / Hole ID: .1 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filename: J F / I2-X. "t X't 
Number of radii measur ed: ;).__ 
J2X Series Id: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes : 
~~ll.J, A (1<n~-~cos') 
16" ' 1'"1"-'fcw , f 
q~· . w :~J 
'ic,'-'ii ·- t\wn.,.., ',,Lt 
!!',h,g '· V\.-1rv.,..,\<..\-
81-'- \,.J:Jq__ 
7q_' - ~- ·N.._ 
rll' · Y\wn...,,J![_f 
,,·. ,._,::,..,_r 
7', . .,.,..,n,..,.,,J 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Sto p Year: 
Reading Date : 
Collection Date: ~ 7 ~oolo 
Slab ID: 0 · .1 (To,e) (.2-t-c..ei-itet-s) 
0001.?-e.. 31-01.{.~,J 5K.~ fctc..e.) 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Oo' -(H' ~ QoM f l.,,..<t'" t 
'l81 ·Y1w'J;,,J 
9s ' - ...., _.~✓ 
1c>' - vcr7 .,.,.,,.rv.-J rr-s,·- """""-';..t-
i1 · · ~-J...... 
18' · V ('', 1,w,.,_; 
7 J'. hN,-._, (( 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: ""::'?"~ 
Site ID: l <'(½-1-(Tp) 
Tree /Hole ID: 1. 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: re / .T2...X • t:x t 
Number of radii measured: ,Q_ 
J2X Series Id: 
,,-··"11 )o---r 
\ .. ...___ {V
------~---
__ ..... -.--
.~-
Reading Date-: 
Collect ion Date: M~'/ ~006 
Slab ID: o-1 ( fia 1-\v.,,,--) 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Star t Year : 
Start Year : 
Start Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ o.d--~ 1 c:.. ( 1~65" - .l-ooY) 
o, < as-' - e...- ~1.....=r 
9g ·- 01 · - v-....Jr<JVJ(r ~ --' -
'lo· - , I- ' - ,v,-,-n,,_,., 1<-I-
S'i' - w. J.;.r 
81'•81. "' W'f'lw ~ --.J<I J L~• • 
8) ' • .....,,<k_ 
1q-i) : - v,J: ,4. _.,1-
~~·. ,J' - ,-.,w-n-v..; v"':r 
'" ' - w.·k_ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year : 
Stop Year : 
bs-1,f - C->~,l-w"'r Co•· - ~"'~ -/ 'f',¥1,-. 0 
Proportion: 
Proport ion : 
Proportion: 
6c' - or' - C...~f~ ""'~ 
16'- vw"'-.,J 
~<,'- vv.f"ll,,,,J 
1o~ ft'- .,,,,_,.rvw ~+ 
8'\ ' - \.J :'IA,([ 
8')-RG' - 1-\w-n..., ~I-
n· - .,_,.--.I-(__ 
7 t ' • V "'1 •vJ'fo,.,._; 1,.-J_ 
-,&' -~. -,>._,,r 
11-g'- ~ ~+--
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10'- c., .·-4._ 
I, ( - 't'v-1 o;.,J 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Site!D: lrl\J~-\- (TP) Collection Date: M '=) ~oob 
Tree/Hole JD: 1... SlabID: GS ~r +.bo'tfo.-.. 
(\N\u\t; C-e,l,\.i~v-e.-0 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TP I "3'2-X • 't X't 
Number of radii measured : ,;2.___ 
J2X Series Id: :CP I GrS A J TPI G--sB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
Start Year: 
~atomy Change Notes: 
A (1~11- ~oo!) ~ t'r 
oi)'-o,·- loW\rk'""'t 
'is'. q~• - '"'"'"'....., t"'·I' 
,o·-'\~·-Vc#r...,J ~~ 
~(,' - ('.__l1 .s ,.J,\ 
f\'-8(.' • t11JT..,J .i..,\ 
ta' - ,.,:4. 
lg' - r.wJ, .s-.M. 
,1 ·-1.l'- ,('~ .wONJ ~-r 
bG' -v-,t,J'n......J o..r 
c.,' - c..,~n...r ~, p,}h Q 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
Proportion: 
or-os' - C-..tvv-,f~-'"' +-
"l,r'· 0 ~ ' • V\,N'¼v k. +-
., , · - ._, ;J.,.,r 
40 ' - 'I J , - r.l'r>w .... t-
g; • ·ll°l' - hwfk.v ~;-
in' - \.,.J~ 
lf '- v-,;.rre,.,,J Ve~y 
11 ' -)y· - \J~ s...,u -½i 4<.,J....l,I._ 
b~·-,o' - WltvvJ 
e,<;- bg' - t... ~i'l..-u"'i 
f,!,"- c..,"""" .,_,f p.1-..G 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Site IO: Tr 5?~_-\-- ( T~) Collection Date: /J... 7 J.006 
Tree / Hole IO: j_ Slab IO: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TP I Jz._)( :t...Xt 
Number of radii measured: :;i,_ 
J2X Series Jct: "Tf f ;l._1,A-) TPl-<LJ5 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year : 
Start Year: 
Sta rt Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
I\ .,_~.\J~ A C 1%3 --c1~....l 
s~· - w :&--<f 
,(, ' -- w :<f(... - 't .. _l~•/ 
11 · -- "'.,.rn,,,.;,r 
1o,·-- "-v-l'r,,.,J 
,s . --<'\w'r..,J 
i,'-'·-~ -x 
',J - C.e."-1 t\- G) ,>0..._E:. \-6\ 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
":::.:d---'v.1 ~ ( l"\63 ... 19,!>.I-_) 
go·-g~ · "--'~ fh"t 
,1o· --\..., -~ ~ ; ... J~•y ! 
1'-f-)(, ,_ \.,_,.-.),,, s...t-
10 · -1~ · " t:..,.,,,,,fl...._«.,:t 
bl' ... vvr-tvvJ 
/::,', I ... vw-n,_,,J 
(,··•-- ~ : "<._ 
\ S .. c..e. ... \t..'i (:) £01\o,~ \'-ct 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Rmg-Recrcter~ J , R, 
Site IO: h:,'f (e-t 
Tree/Hole IO: / 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
tre) 
J2X Filename: TP f J 2 )(, "t X:t-
Number of radii meas ured: ;2 
Collection Date: MfJ.y I 3, .:zo0<:, 
Slab IO: L/ f 2 
J2X Series Id: J:f I --/ FJ 4 ) If / Y [2 1$ 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
L-~ ~ ~ ! 
IZ~ A t-.E - 111-r - 17?~ 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Rrrrg-Reader: J.f<. 
Tree/Hole ID: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: 1T/ J 2...X. tx t 
Number of radii measured: .::?. 
J2X Serie s Id: TI/ Sf/ A , 
J 
Collect ion Date: Mgv I 3,, ~00 C, 
Slab ID: ,S::-: F / 
-r:PISFl/3 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: 
Start Year : 
Start Year : 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
c~ t-otfcJ. (!)v.i,1 
Stop Year: 
Stop Year: 
Sto p Year : 
( 19N, - /HJ..) 
c 1nr-1n;-) 
Proportion: 
Prop or tion : 
Proportion: 
Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, /Z, 
Tree/Hole IO: 
Reading Date: J.2,/J'-f(oC, 
Collection Date: M 'Y 13,. ~ oo (,, 
Slab ID: r 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename : U/ 02-X. t >(~ 
Number of radii measured: ,<_ 
J2X Serie s Jd: TP / ?,iL TPI PB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year : 
Start Year: Stop Year : 
Start Year : Stop Year: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
f(~ A - I? ~3 - l9f ~ 
~ ~ I u -~ F:tt._. 
!?((- ~ 
=rt-~ · 
'::;-7 - \tJ.>-J..e 
~+r-~ - si- :l.,~\~ 
~~ ~'re 
' 
,s--~ 
'r,,'f- ~ 
~j- ~-.t--i... 
Proportion: 
Proportion: 
Proportion : 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader : J ,K, Reading Date : p .. /;tf/&C I I 
Collection Date: /17 13, ~oo" 
Tree/Hole ID: / Slab IO: / () 
Ring Counts/Note s: 
J2X Fi lename: Tf/T~-X. b(t" 
Number of radii measured: ,2, 
J2X Series Id: J:f / / 0 fr, T?!lo B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year : Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~ A +-~ (tr rr, 3 - I f g ::i-) 
\ 
I 'lZ I - ~ 
'-:;--g ~ l,\..,tLH--ow 
'1--f-- w~ 
'7s-J.Hi - s: ... : t.,dy w; k. 
,,-~ -
lb- ~ 
ls -  
(,</-~ 
,3 -~ rif-1...( !.: 
C:,o '-4- ~ 10 4- c...o "'Pre ..ss eA_. 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J-r K, 
Tree/Hole JD: / 
Ring Counts/Notes : 
J2X Filename: Tf/ .I2 )(, t,><, t 
Number of radii measured: A 
Reading Date: r?(rF.ff ue.
Collect ion Date: )d,)' 13,1 .,'.2 QQ (., 
Slab IO: / / L 
J2X Series Jd: TP{ If LA , Tf /// L,B 
Proportion of circumfer ence with secondary growth: 
· Sta rt Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: ya;tlotc tc,.,.l.,,1fo-) 
~ ft-.t-B (i?C!:.- lo/[Jj 
' c~ -~ 1 t;"! r,'tl 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Tree/Ho le JD: 
Ring Counts/Not es: 
J2X Filename: JP! ;rz.,,x, t Xt-
Number of radii measured : .2._ 
Collect ion Date: M,.v I 3 / .2.oo G:, 
( 
Slab JD: / 3 . 
J2X Series Id: :,f / /3 ,1, TPI 13 6 
Proportion of circumference with seco ndary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Sta rt Year: Sto p Yea r : Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
Y~ A-+ 3 (/903 - trr? ) 
~~ 
_) 
~ ~ ~3 ·{li .. y ri1tl , 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
:RPng Ffeeaer : J , R , 
Collection Date: 
Tree/Hole ID: ,3 Slab ID: G-S 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: TP3.J'2. )(, 'tXt--
Number of radii measured: 2, 
J2X Series Jd: TP 3 G-SA:. ""fP3 GS ..B ? 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~·A+B (t99s-~oo6) 
'o & - fl,/).,1,/\.,f}1,<.,r '9 (, , ,;u::,e> tJ - h.-,t.,'vl---1}--<-v--
' . I/. b5 - ~ 75 - ~ ~~ '1l~e-..1 tifl 
' 0 1/ -~ 
't;/ - (')_j - \;Jt~e__ 
,.~ 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Rmg Reader: J' ~ I 
Collection Date: ,113/ ~00 G, 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 Slab ID: 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: J:::PJ _j-" ,.2 X • 't 'Ct::: 
Number of radii measured: ~ 
J2X Series Id: :Cf 3 I oA' 1P31 OB 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomv Change Notes : 
~· A~ B {1775- ~oo(J ----~--_.::..:.......:.__0::.::.___:::..="-"':,✓.,_ _____ _ _ 
\ I 
9C- o/9- I~ 
'ol - Yl-lW!.-C-'-v 
'os- ~ 
'o'(--~v~ 
' I 9S- w~ U-i---~ w/r;tl 
\ ' ' '\ 0 • 0/- 03- ~
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: J, I\, , R"ead'ing Date : / Z - ~ '1-OC 
Site JD: Jt;f /eJ (IP) Collection Date: M4y ~ ooG 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 Slab JD: 3 
Ring Counts/Not es: 
J2X Filename: TP3 .T.:t,.>(, t Xt-
Numbe r of radii measured: ::2... 
J2X Series ]d: rP33A J 7PJ3 B 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Sta rt Year: Stop Year : Proportion : 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
~/V<2.lv (12.h.ier °'lf-e.-ttf-S 
µ~ A+-~ lo/"!~ - - ;;. 003 
I 
o/ 6 - ;iooo -~ 
\ \ 0/ - (!)_3 - IN I.be., 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reader: _J, ~ . Reading Date: / ,')._ - eZ f- 0" 
Collection Date: Mav ,:2 C>CJ G, 
' 7 
Tree/Hole IO: , 3 Slab IO: ~ 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: 1f3 J~X. txt 
Number of radii measured: :2... 
Proportion of circwnference with secondary growth: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Star t Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
\,<:, - !'ii\( 0 H w) 
' ' I. CE-"-~ 
\ 
q (, - Joco ~ ~ 
1S- W!D£ 
) 
I t;t/ - ~ ~ 
\ ' ' OJ - D..3 - ~ 
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Triplet Trench - Ring Reading Notes 
Ring Reacfer~ __j ,(<., Reading Date:-
Site ID: Jt i pl~.J CIP) Collection Date: M(),v .2.oo G I 
Tree/Hole ID: 3 Slab ID: 5 N 
Ring Counts/Notes: 
J2X Filename: ------···· 
J2XSeriL 
' ) 
Proportion of circumference with secondary growth: 
· Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Start Year: Stop Year: Proportion: 
Wood Anatomy Change Notes: 
-Co11tacf ';v' \.Jets 1r,'e-/ct.A.S/y l--v-"'- t'lt-c?'-"-j~ w/"--Y\..t:t:I. -rl.t. o..f-e-ct 
Jv1st dvv~ 'tJ' 11.5 1<1.0 old.er- ,/- h.1ts f1
1
'tt, 
- n e_ ,e__"--J o-f i·--le. sf-~""' 
~ ~ ~ 177'/, 
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Tf·.3-o 
TP·3·GS 
,,,...._Jen, \ 1f· 3·/·o 
TP - 3 - ::2.. 
TP- .3 .. 3 
TP·3·S-N 
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